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Abstract

This thesis addresses the problem of the academic identity of the area traditionally

referred to as physical education� The study is a critical examination of the argu�

ments for the justi�cation of this area as an autonomous branch of knowledge� The

investigation concentrates on a selected number of arguments� The data collection

comprised articles� books and proceedings of conferences� The preliminary assessment

of these materials resulted in a classi�cation of the arguments into three groups� The

�rst group comprises the arguments in favour of physical education as an academic

discipline� The second includes the arguments supporting a science of sport� The

third consists of the arguments in favour of to a �eld of human movement study�

The examination of these arguments produced the following results� �a� The area of

physical education does not satisfy the conditions presupposed by the de�nition of

academic discipline� This is so because the area does not form an integrated system

of scienti�c theories� �b� The same di�culty emerges from the examination of the ar�

guments for sport science� There is no science of sport because there is no integrated

system of scienti�c theories related to sport� �c� The arguments in favour of a �eld of

study yielded more productive results� However� di�culties arise from the de�nition

of human movement� The analysis of this concept showed that its limits are not well

demarcated� This makes it problematic to take human movement as the focus of a

�eld of studies� These aspects led to the conclusion that such things as an academic

discipline of physical education� sport science and �eld of human movement studies

do not exist� At least� there are not such things in the sense of autonomous branches

of knowledge� This does not imply that a more integrated inquiry based on several

disciplines is not possible and desirable� This would enable someone entering phys�

ical education to �nd a more organised structure of knowledge with some generally

accepted problem situations� procedures and theories on which to base professional

practice�
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Chapter �

Introduction

��� Preliminary Orientation

In this study we address the problem of the academic identity of physical education�

More speci�cally� we attempt to reconstruct the academic debate on and critically

examine the arguments for the justi�cation of physical education as an autonomous

branch of knowledge� The study concentrates on a selected� though representative�

number of arguments� The aim of this introductory chapter is to present the research

problem and the reasons why we believe it deserves academic attention� to describe

the research goals and the methodology employed in the investigation� and to outline

the thesis structure�

��� Posing the Problem

Academics and professionals associated for a signi�cant length of time with the area

traditionally referred to as physical education are aware of many instances in which

questions arise about its identity� According to a widely accepted view� physical

education is undergoing a crisis of identity� In countries so socially� culturally and

�
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economically diverse as the United States� France� Portugal� Belgium� Israel and

Brazil� scholars make reference to this fact�� There is such agreement about the

matter that some scholars have declared that to stress this fact is to do nothing more

than to state the obvious�� Despite this general agreement� it is not always clear what

people do actually mean when they say physical education is experiencing an identity

crisis� This point needs some clari�cation�

Physical education is a peculiar term� and one of its peculiarities is that it cannot

be easily de�ned�� It has in fact meant rather di�erent things to di�erent people

at di�erent times and in di�erent places� Even in its origins� there is ambiguity

about just what it is supposed to be� As we attempt to show later in this study� the

disagreement about the nature of physical education is not new� The issue appears in

di�erent moments of its historical development and it is a recurrent matter of debate

among physical educators� The publications of last century� for instance� presented

di�erent characterisations of physical education�� In this century the situation has not

changed much� To illustrate the di�culties posed by the term� it seems important to

mention here that various academic meetings have been organised with the exclusive

aim of identifying the meanings of physical education� This was the case of the

National Conference on Interpretation of Physical Education organised in the United

States in ���� and the International Seminar Concepts of Physical Education and

Sport Sciences held in Jerusalem in ����� The results of these meetings were not

conclusive and the quest for an adequate de�nition is still on going� If we concentrate

in current common language it is possible to say that the word 
physical education�

carries at least four meanings� It refers to�

�i� a wide range of physical activities such as sports� gymnastics� dance� games and

recreation taught to and practised by school children �stricto sensu� and wider

society �lato sensu��

�ii� a profession� understood as the body of people trained and engaged in organising�

planing� teaching� researching and developing the activities mentioned above as

an occupation�

�iii� an academic course in the institutions of higher education whose aims is to train
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people for the professional and academic activities described above�

�iv� a body of knowledge� understood as an integrated system of concepts� theories

and procedures originated from the academic attempts to describe and explain

one or more aspects of physical education as presented in �i� �ii� and �iii��

Thus when people say that physical education is undergoing a crisis of identity they

may be referring to any of the de�nitions previously mentioned or even employing the

word with another connotation� In fact� the interchangeable use of the expression to

refer to di�erent things has provoked a great deal of confusion and misunderstandings

when discussing the problem� Therefore� it seems important to state from the outset

that in this study we are concerned with physical education in the last sense of the

term� that is� as it relates to a body of knowledge�

Even within these limits� however� the territory is something of a mine�eld� Anyone

who imagines that the study of physical education at this level will meet with a

consensus of expert opinion needs to be promptly alerted� One of the distinguishing

features of the area is the absence of agreement about what constitutes its body of

knowledge� Even a cursory glance at the area shows that contemporary physical

educators are struggling with conceptual problems and di�culties in limiting the

focus� boundaries and objectives of the �eld�

An interesting facet of the problem is that in some places the term 
physical edu�

cation� itself has been criticised� The expression� it is suggested� is not adequate to

identify the academic and professional activities embraced by the area� As a con�

sequence� a range of names have been proposed in substitution�� The diversity of

terms used in the last decades has attracted the attention of some scholars� Cagigal

������ presented a list of �� terms�� Simri ����	� mentioned the existence of over

�� names� ranging from the common 
sport science� to the most unusual 
gymnol�

ogy� and 
physactiology��� More recently� a survey of American universities found

more than ��� titles of departments that prepare students in physical education��

Katch ���	�� pointed out that ��� names are used to describe the area of study in

the Unites States�� 
Exercise science� and 
kinesiology� are among the terms that

have been largely adopted in American institutions��	 Other expressions such as 
sci�
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ence of human performance� and 
human kinetics� have also achieved some degree of

recognition�

The same sort of situation is encountered in other countries� In Britain� one �nds

terms such as 
sport studies� and 
sport sciences�� In the German�speaking countries�

the expressions 
sport science� and 
sport sciences� have dominated��� In the Low

Countries� scholars of considerable importance have argued for 
kinanthropology����

The term 
physical culture� is widely used in Eastern Europe��� In Portugal� the

name 
science of human motricity� has been adopted in some institutions while oth�

ers preferred 
sport science���� In the Latin American countries� the word 
physical

education� is still the main descriptor for the area� However� in the last two decades

other expressions began to appear� In Brazil� for example� scholars have employed


sport science� and 
human movement science� to refer to the academic �eld�

Among the reasons singled out for such a situation are the major changes in focus

and scope of the profession which have occurred during the last three decades of this

century� In the past� physical education was mainly concerned with the preparation of

teachers for primary and secondary schools� Currently� a variety of new occupations

not connected with school teaching is available� These require a di�erent theoretical

basis and technical training�

In some countries the change of name seems to be connected with success in attracting

potential students� The term 
physical education� is commonly associated with tech�

nical and practical matters� Other titles connoting scienti�c and intellectual emphasis

are desirable because they sound more academic� According to Razor and Brassie

������� from the ��� institutions that have changed or are considering changing their

titles in the United States� �� ����� pointed out this factor as the reason���

However� for the scope of this study� a more important reason seems to be related to

the di�culties of the area in gaining respectability in the academic community� Unlike

traditional disciplines that enjoy a respectable place in the curriculum of institutions

of higher education� physical education has struggled to justify itself as a branch of

learning and research at university level� The absence of a theoretical basis and the

fragmented state of the knowledge related to the area are some of the critical points�
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These factors� it is suggested� represents a major barrier for the academic recognition

of the area�

In recent decades� attempts to overcome this situation have occupied scholars and pro�

fessionals in several countries� The importance of the issue can be seen by the number

of conferences and academic meetings organised at national and international level

and the considerable volume of publications focusing on the subject� According to

some authors the matter achieved such prominence among physical educators that

supplanted the concerns with the recognition of the profession until recently their

main preoccupation��� In spite of great di�erences of opinion� most of the scholars

share a common belief� For them the problem is not so much to present a satisfactory

descriptor for the area� but to �nd among all those things encompassed historically

under the term physical education some sort of common denominator or uni�ed cri�

teria� It is supposed that this would integrate the area into a coherent body of

knowledge and lead� as a consequence� to its academic recognition�

Attempts to solve the problem have generated a set of heterogeneous alternatives�

Some scholars have tried to show that physical education is an academic discipline

while others tried to demonstrate its multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary nature�

Those more concerned with the educational dimension of physical education have

argued for it as a sub�discipline of education� Others consider the connection to

education a limiting factor and attempt to justify it as an autonomous science� Some

authors have even employed new concepts to deal with the situation� stating that

physical education is a cross�disciplinary �eld of studies���

In the last four decades� some of these views have become highly in�uential among

North American and Western European scholars� Considering the published material�

it is possible to say that a substantial number of these views could be organised

into three broad groups� The �rst one holds that physical education is an academic

discipline� A number of academics have argued in favour of this position world�

wide� specially in North America� The second advocates the existence of a science

of sport� In many places academics have adopted this position� However� it is in

the German�speaking countries that several studies have been carried out with the
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aim of substantiating this idea� The third group argues in favour of a �eld of human

moment study� This view was quite common among British physical educators during

the ����s and early ��	�s and still atract the attention of many acadenics���

The adherence of a great number of scholars to the positions just mentioned indicates

that they are believed to be the best representatives of the attempts to give scholarly

identity to the area traditionally referred to as physical education� In other words�

they seem to provide a theoretical framework within which a body of knowledge could

be organised�

On the basis of the ideas presented above� we formulated our research problem� The

question we addressed in this study is whether there are such things as �a� an academic

discipline of physical education� �b� sport science and �c� a �eld of human movement

study� It is our purpose to submit these notions to a critical examination and verify

whether they are justi�ed� that is� whether they represent a proper solution to the

problem of the academic identity of physical education�

��� Research Goals

The aims of this study could be presented as follows�

� to reconstruct the debate about the academic identity of physical education

in various countries and its further development into a matter of international

concern�

� to identify key ideas and arguments for the justi�cation of �a� an academic

discipline physical education� �b� a science of sport and �c� a �eld of human

movement study�

� to critically assess the ideas and arguments mentioned above with the aim to

verify whether they represent a proper solution to the problem of the academic

identity of physical education�
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��� Methodological Considerations

In this section we present a description of the methodology employed in the investiga�

tion� Since the study is predominantly a philosophical analysis fed by socio�cultural

and historical issues� methodological considerations are required with respect to both�

The �rst part is dedicated to the methodological aspects related to the socio�cultural

and historical issues� We describe the procedures used in the process of data collec�

tion and analysis and provide an elaboration and clari�cation of the role and philo�

sophical position we take within the thesis with respect to the socio�cultural and

historical setting� In the second part� we focus on the methodological aspects related

to the philosophical issues� We describe the procedures used to assess the arguments

presented in the literature and provide a description of and a justi�cation for the

philosophical position we adopt within the thesis�

����� Historical and Socio�Cultural Approach

In respect to the socio�cultural and historical aspects� the investigation took into

consideration the literature published in English� Portuguese and Spanish� and trans�

lations into these languages of bibliographical materials made available originally in

German and French� These materials included articles� books and proceedings of con�

ferences published at national and international level� The focus was on documents

presenting� �a� descriptions and evidences regarding the emergence and development

of the problem of the academic identity of physical education� �b� arguments to sub�

stantiate the claim that physical education is an autonomous branch of knowledge�

In terms of articles and proceedings of conference� it was necessary to reduce our task

to manageable dimensions by sampling from some of the most important national

and international publications� The investigation took into consideration �� jour�

nals� The number of journals researched per country is the following� �� British� ��

American� �� Portuguese� �� Spanish� �� Brazilian� �� European� �� International� In

Britain� the data collection included the British Journal of Physical Education� the

Bulletin of Physical Education and the Journal of Human Movement Studies� In the
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North America� the study focuses on the Journal of Physical Education� Recreation

and Dance� the Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport� the Physical Educator

and Quest� In Portugal� we concentrated on the Horizonte� the Motricidade Humana

and the Ludens� In Spain� the source of reference was the journal Apunts� Educacion

F�sica y Desportes� In Brazil� we considered the Revista Brasileira de Ci�encias do

Esporte � The other journals included were the European Physical Education Review�

the FIEP Bulletin and the International Journal of Physical Education��� In relation

to the materials of conferences� we considered the proceedings of the annual meet�

ings of the European College of Sport Science� the American Academy of Physical

Education and the Brazilian College of Sport Science�

Some of these materials were selected because they are the major publications of im�

portant academic and professional organisations in their respective countries� Others

because they represent international associations of the same kind� We believe that

in doing so we ensured that all the relevant positions regarding the matter under

investigation were represented in the sample� The research was carried out whenever

possible since the emergence of the debate in each particularly country focused on

the study and attempted to cover the development of the discussion up to the ����s�

One part of the materials used in the investigation can be considered sources of pri�

mary data since they consist of ideas� views and arguments of the actual participants

of the debates on the academic identity of physical education� These transmit �rst�

hand accounts of the situation� Another group of documents can be described as

secondary sources� They consist of views of the matter by persons that have not

actually participated in the discussions under consideration but who�s description is

based on the views provided by another source or person�

From the analysis of the written materials� it was possible to reconstruct the history

of the problem during the last four decades� �nding out what the scholars have said

and thought about the matter in di�erent regions and countries� From this previous

step� we derived a preliminary classi�cation model for the arguments� These were

repeatedly assessed against the literature and modi�ed when necessary� This proce�

dure led to the organisation of the arguments in the three broad groups �a� academic
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discipline of physical education� �b� sport science� and �c� �eld of human movement

studies� that constitute the focus of the philosophical investigation carried out in this

study�

We are aware that the debate cornering the academic identity of physical educa�

tion has not been restricted to the written materials that appears in journals� books

and proceedings of conference� Certainly� the research in to other types of documents�

would throw light on di�erent aspects of the problem that otherwise will still obscure�

Similarly� interviews and questionnaires with the protagonists of the debates would

also provide relevant information� However� it is important to notice that the main

focus of the investigation was not on the historical and socio�cultural aspects of the

problem but rather on the philosophical ones� Therefore� even though a more exten�

sive investigation of the circumstances in which the problem emerged and developed

and what were the reasons and facts that motivated� and still motivate� academics

and professionals to engage in such endeavour is of considerable relevance for the so�

ciological and historical understanding of the problem� in the scope of the study they

play an auxiliary role� since what is under examination here are the philosophical

strengths and weakness of the arguments for the justi�cation of physical education

as an autonomous branch of knowledge�

Having said that� we must now consider the role the socio�cultural and historical set�

ting plays in the investigation� Its function was to create a sociological and historical

framework to understand the views and arguments presented in the written materials

by several scholars� In doing that our intention was to introduce a clear and direct

interplay between the historical and socio�cultural aspects of the problem and the

philosophical ones� something that in our point of view was missing in other studies�

Fundamental was the conviction that in looking at the evolution of the debates on

the matter we would better understand the reasons why physical educators and other

people working in this area have engaged in the e�ort of giving to it an academic

identity� In these terms� we are in agreement with those who believe that the knowl�

edge of the history of physical education and sport is not simply valuable for the light

it throws on the past� It is important because it helps us to understand the present

situation�
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Moreover� the preliminary review of the literature provided indications that the

present�day academic debate on the identity of physical education involves a wide

range of social and political interests� Since the studies of historians� sociologists and

philosophers of science validated the idea that social and political interests play an

important role in the academic debates� to neglect such interests in the context of this

investigation could led us to build a distorted view of the situation��	 In addition�

at that point our knowledge of the social and political aspects of the problem was

rudimentary and we want to know more about them and the way they interfered in

the situation� For this reason� the �rst step was to reconstruct the social�cultural and

historical context in which the debates ocurred�

Finally� we want to focus on the philosophical position we took within the thesis with

respect to the socio�cultural and historical setting� Our position was to value the

cultural di�erences in the understanding of the problem� We are aware that every

culture is based on its own set of values and beliefs and because of that they cannot

be completely understood using the set of values and beliefs of other cultures� For

this reason� it is di�cult to establish a criterion to compare cultures� societies and

historical settings� The attempt to do such thing faces the problem of incommensura�

bility posed by social anthropologists and philosophers that argue in favour of cultural

and epistemological relativism� According to this view� two cultures or theories are

incommensurable when we cannot subjected their set of beliefs and achievements to a

common measure��� This suggests that a cultural system or any part of it can only be

evaluated and understood on its own terms� On this basis� what we tried to do was

to highlight the distinctive forms and signi�cance that the search for the academic

identify of physical education assumed in di�erent societies and historical moments�

In this terms� our philosophical position do not support the attempt to build a theory

that is able to give an account of the matter that embraces societies that are in some

cases so geographically� temporally and culturally apart from each other�

However� in admitting that there is a range of local elements that play a signi�cant

role� we are not arguing in favour of a relativistic position� We believe that even

respecting the peculiarities of each society� culture and historical moment there we

could �nd some similarities in the way physical educators and other people working
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world�wide are dealing with the problem of the academic identity of the area� There�

fore� we also tried to highlight these common features and� in some extension� to show

their connections and relationships�

����� Philosophical Approach

The philosophical approach used to assess the arguments for the justi�cation of phys�

ical education as an autonomous branch of knowledge may be described in the fol�

lowing way� First� we tried to get clear on what the question was asking� Second� we

considered three possible solutions to the problem of the academic identity of physical

education as mentioned in the section above� Then we submitted these solutions to

a critical examination� that is� we asked questions in favour of and against the argu�

ments put forward by di�erent scholars and examined whether they were adequate in

proving their points�

In doing that we attempted to follow a certain way of doing philosophy that is in

consonance to what most contemporary philosophers would call� on some broad spec�

i�cation� analytical� In contrast to those attempts to build all inclusive explanations�

usually referred to as synthetic� philosophical analysis is concerned with arguments

and justi�cation� with the reasons for accepting or rejecting a philosophical position�

This type of philosophical approach �nds support in the work of many contemporary

philosophers� Gensler ����	�� for instance� describes it in the following terms�


We �rst try to get clear on what the question is asking� Then we

consider the range of possible answers� We criticise each one as brutally

as we can� trying to uncover problems� and we eliminate views that lead

to absurdities� We look for the most adequate of the remaining views� If

we cannot completely resolve the issue� at least we can hope to arrive at

a well thought�out answer����

In the same line� Raphael ������ argues that the original function of philosophy

is the critical examination of assumptions and arguments� For him� every cultural
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group or society tends to take for granted a certain number of beliefs� The task of

philosophy is to evaluate whether there are good reasons to follow such beliefs� If we

�nd there are adequate reasons� then we may continue to hold them but now with

rational assurance� Otherwise� we should either search for a new framework of belief

or suspend the judgment���

Another important aspect to refer is that the clari�cation of meaning also played

an important role in the methodological approach adopted within the study� In this

respect� we attempted to solve some problems by the clari�cation of the meaning of

such expressions as� academic discipline� sport and human movement�

This position is also supported by some contemporary philosophers� According to

Rafael ������� the question of whether there are good reasons for accepting or rejecting

a philosophical position takes us to questions of meaning as� for example� when we

ask what is meant by a good reason� Therefore� philosophy is also concerned with

the clari�cation of meaning���

Westfal ����	� also follows this orientation when he claims that the aim of philosophy

is to resolve those problems 
which depend on the analysis of the basic concepts in

the propositions in which they are stated����

For the adoption of this philosophical approach in the area of physical education�

the work of Best ����	� is of great importance� He states that a contribution of

philosophy to the study of human movement would be the logical examination of

some statements about the activities concerned���

According to Best�


If one had to describe them very concisely one might characterise the

methods of philosophy as consisting in criticism and clari�cation� tracing

out the logical consequences of what people say� and revealing the logical

structure of language����

We believe that the description and justi�cation presented above are su�cient to

substantiate our claim that the philosophical approach adopted within this thesis is
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in agreement with what a certain number of contemporary philosophers take as the

task of philosophy� namely� the critical examination of arguments� justi�cation and

clari�cation of meaning�

However� before we close this section� a last word is necessary in respect to the philo�

sophical position we assumed in this study� It is important to say that in adopting

such philosophical approach we are not saying that we agree with those scholars who

argue that this is the only way of doing philosophy� In fact� we do not believe that

there is such thing as 
the philosophical method�� In this respect� we are in agreement

with those that say that there are no speci�c techniques to tackle discrete philosoph�

ical problems with de�nite results� Neither are we claiming that the clari�cation of

the meaning of words is the only task of philosophy� Regarding this matter� we are in

agreement with Popper ������� According to him� to understand the functions of our

language is an important part of philosophy� However� to consider that the meaning

of the words is the only or even the main purpose of philosophy is a mistake���

��� An Overview of this Study

The study comprises this introduction and �ve chapters�

Chapter � provides a historical overview of the search for the academic identity of

physical education in various countries and follows its development into a matter of

international interest� It traces its path from the end of the last century following its

evolution to the early years of ����s� The chapter tries to demonstrate how changes

in the nature of physical education shaped current debates on its academic identity�

This part of the study is divided into four sections each of them draws attention to a

particular socio�cultural and historical context�

Then follow Chapters �� � and �� each of them focusing on a particular topic� These

chapters are organised in such a way as to critically examine individual thesis� They

occasionally overlap with the historical overview presented in Chapter �� but this

allows each part to stand independent of the rest of the study�
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Chapter � considers the attempts of North American scholars� especially in the United

States� to justify an academic discipline of physical education� The chapter is divided

into three sections� In the �rst one we introduce the problem and the way it is

investigated through the chapter� In the second part� attention is directed to the

concept of academic discipline� The �nal section makes a description and a critical

examination of the main arguments to substantiate the claim that physical education

is a cross�academic discipline�

Chapter � examines the arguments for the justi�cation of a science of sport� It

focuses mainly on the views of German scholars� The chapter comprises four parts�

The �rst one poses the problem and describes the manner we intent to deal with it

in the context of this study� The second looks at the criteria of demarcation between

science and non�science� This section is followed by an analysis of the concept of sport

drawing special attention to the debate between essencialists and non�essencialists on

the nature of sport� The �nal section considers the justi�cation of sport science based

on the conceptual framework built on the previous parts�

Chapter � is concerned with the justi�cation of a �eld of human movement studies� It

concentrates mostly on the arguments put forward by British scholars� As a prelimi�

nary step to the analysis of these arguments� the concepts of �eld of knowledge and

form of knowledge are discussed� The chapter closes with an assessment of human

movement as the focus for a �eld of study�

Finally� Chapter � presents a summary of the overall �nal position that can be drawn

from the previous chapters� makes a comparison of this position to others in the

current literature� re�ects on the merits and weakness of the study� describes the

speci�c position we have now arrived and considers the professional implications of

the work�
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Chapter �

In Search of Academic Identity

��� Introduction

This chapter is intended as a general introduction to the problem of the academic

identity of physical education� The analysis of the literature showed that there is

an abundance of materials in periodicals� books� brochures and proceedings of con�

ferences and symposiums dealing with this problem� Through a critical examination

of a selected number of these materials� we attempted to bring together some of the

main views about the subject� paying special attention to those that appeared in

publications during the last four decades�

Two major questions are dealt with in this chapter� First� how scholars formulated

the problem� and second� how they tried to solve it� The chapter is organised in such

a way to provide elements to understand the historical context of where the problem

emerged and developed and the reasons why it became an important topic on the

agenda of scholars�

An introduction of this kind raises some methodological questions� It is necessary

to demarcate the limits of the investigation in time and space� In the case of this

study� it is di�cult to be precise about when the concern with the academic identity of

�	
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physical education appeared for the �rst time� A number of events could be identi�ed

as starting�points� having arguments to substantiate many of them� Looking at the

literature� it is possible to discern some important periods in the history of the issue�

The search for the academic identity of the area can be traced back to at least the

�rst decades of last century when physical education began to establish itself as a

profession and the �rst e�orts to give scienti�c treatment to the �eld took e�ect�

In a period when the �rst professional training courses began to �ourish in Europe�

physical education was barely seen as a scienti�c matter and had to rely heavily on

the scholarly achievements of other areas� In �	�� the Royal Central Institute of

Gymnastics was opened in Stockholm� There Per Henrik Ling �������	��� developed

his theory of gymnastics that became known world�wide as the Swedish System� This

was one of the �rst modern attempts to scienti�cally investigate physical education��

It would scarcely be correct to say that there was a clear formulation of the problem

and an organised e�ort to reach a proper solution to it at that time� There is some

indication� however� that the identity of the area was then a subject of concern among

scholars� For instance� Renson ����	� brought into prominence the work Cin�esiologie

ou Science du Mouvement �Kinesiology or Science of the Movement� of the French

scholar Nicolas Dally published in �	��� In that study� the French argued in favour

of a science of movement which he named kinesiology��

The study of Park ���	�� presents evidence to substantiate the claim that the pre�

occupation with the academic identity of physical education was already in existence

at the end of ��th century�� The most relevant seem to be the discussions about the

scienti�c status of the area among the members of the American Association for the

Advancement of Physical Education in the United States� According to the author�

Thomas Wood declared at the �	�� annual meeting of the Association that the name


physical education� was so misleading that another should be found� He proclaimed

the need for a science of physical training� On the basis of studies about the emer�

gence of physical education as an academic discipline� Park argues that the broad

outlines of what might be called the disciplinary direction of area could be discerned

as early as the �	��s��
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In the decades that follow� the specialist colleges of physical education responsible for

the training of several generations of professionals did not create a tradition of scien�

ti�c research� Most of the scienti�c�orientated courses were still based on established

disciplines such as physiology� anatomy and anthropometry and taught by sta� that

received training mainly outside physical education��

In this period� several physical educators expressed concern with the academic identity

of the area� There are studies showing that on many occasions the subject was

mentioned in academic and professional meetings� Park ���	�� for example� pointed

out that the American physical educator� C�H� McCloy� declared that for physical

education to become a more mature science it should develop scienti�c research��

This sort of manifestation could well be characterised as the initial point of the search

for academic identity� There is no evidence� however� that at that time scholars had a

long term commitment to �nding the solution to the problem� In addition� we did not

�nd any reference to published materials of that period giving scholarly treatment to

the topic�

In the middle of this century� the majority of the university degree courses that ap�

peared world�wide were under the jurisdiction of or closely connected to departments

of education� medicine and biological sciences� This situation played an important

role in the scienti�c development of physical education� However� it also brought

some di�culties� The area was not able to enjoy the necessary freedom to investigate

relevant issues according its own scienti�c interests� As a peripheral part of these de�

partments� the investigation of problems related to physical education received scant

attention� The links to educational matters led scholars to direct a great deal of time

to problems of the practice of the profession leaving aside the concerns with basic

research�

The ����s marked a shift in the situation� The interest in the area started to in�

crease dramatically� A wide range of disciplines were focusing on aspects of physical

education on a regular basis� The notable developments of the scienti�c disciplines

which the area used to draw on were provoking increasing specialisation and di�eren�

tiation� The use of theories and empirical methods of disciplines such as physiology�
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psychology� biomechanics� history and sociology had enlarged the understanding of

several dimensions of physical education� A number of international and national

societies and journals dealing with particular problems and areas of interest had been

created�� It was a period when most of the now recognisable sub�disciplines within

physical education emerged� The bene�ts of such a situation were enormous� How�

ever there were also some side e�ects� among them the increasing fragmentation of

the knowledge about physical education��

In this context� the search for academic identity of the area started to received at�

tention in the work of scholars� especially in the former East Germany and North

America� There the studies of Erbach ������ ����� and Henry ������ gave grounds

for systematic investigations on the subject�� The ideas of these scholars in�uenced

academics at home and abroad and had a great impact on the development of the de�

bate world�wide� The problem has been a major concern of the academic community

since then�

The writings of these scholars established a �ne demarcation line between a period of

quasi�isolated concerns and a period of systematic attempts to give scholarly identity

to physical education� Considering the purpose of this study and the broad description

presented up to this point� we assumed that the works of these scholars provide a

fruitful starting�point for the problem under investigation here� Therefore� the time

limits of this investigation are set in the early ����s and follow the path of the

discussion up to the ����s� We notice� however� that we are not strict on this matter�

Ever we feel the need to give accounts of the previous historical periods in order to

examine certain ideas and events we do so�

In terms of geographical limits� the views investigated in this study are closely con�

nected to the search for the academic identity of physical education in the United

States� Germany and Britain� In these places� the concepts 
academic discipline of

physical education�� 
sport science� and 
�eld of human movement studies� originated

and developed respectively� Therefore� attention is mainly directed at them�

However� the analysis of the literature showed that preoccupation with the academic

identity of physical education has not been restricted to them� In the French speaking
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world� Le Boulch and Meynard published studies on the topic by the middle ����s��	

In the follow decades� works focusing on the subject appeared in the Low Coun�

ties� Spain and Portugal� There is evidence to suggest that more recently physical

educators in South America have also been interested in the topic�

As we show later in the chapter� some countries have been in�uenced by the ideas of

the German� American and British scholars examined in this study while others have

taken di�erent directions� Although this work centres on the ideas and arguments

developed mainly in the three regions mentioned above� it seemed important to extend

this introduction beyond their boundaries and trace the path of the debate in other

places as well� This� we believe� enables a more complete map of the problem of

academic identity of physical education to be drawn and provides information about

its evolution from the concerns of particular professional and academic communities

to the international ones� For this reason� this chapter also deals with the search for

the identity of physical education in other European and American countries�

��� The North American Approaches

In North America� the academic identity of physical education has been concerning

scholars and professionals for several decades� The ideas that shaped its current state

appeared in the early ����s� The paper Physical education� an academic discipline

delivered by Franklin Henry during the ��th Annual Conference of the National Col�

lege Physical Education Association for Men in ���� is considered to be a landmark

in the history of these concerns���

The arguments presented in that article had a sound impact not only on theoretical

but also practical matters and marked a signi�cant departure from the attempts to

establish physical education as an academic discipline in North America��� In spite

of some previous e�orts to solve the problem� it was after Henry�s paper that the

question became a major focus of attention among American physical educators� An

examination of the literature showed that a considerable number of papers and books

have been published� both criticising and supporting the author�s views� In great
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extension his ideas in�uenced the work of people in other countries as well� This

in�uence can be assessed by the considerable amount of international scholars who

quote his famous study���

Henry�s article and the massive interest it attracted did not appear in a vacuum� They

were deeply rooted in the historical tradition of North American physical education�

The examination of the historical development of the �eld� particularly in the United

States� shows that preoccupation with its academic dimension was present there in an

embryonic state since the end of last century� Some observations about the evolution

of physical education in that country will help to illustrate this point�

North American physical education hosted a wide range of interests since the very

beginning� Historians of the �eld have argued that the people that gathered under

the designation physical education were so diverse in interest that it seemed to be

impossible to achieve a harmonious relationship among them��� The initiators of

physical education in that country were people with various professional orientations

and backgrounds including several medical doctors and educators� These individu�

als had di�erent perceptions about the future of the area� Their con�icting views

generated problems regarding the focus of the area� Some of them linked physical

education to education while others connected the area to medicine and biological

sciences� In the same way the dichotomy practical versus academic had its e�ects

on the formation of American physical education� Some were concerned with the

professional dimension of physical education while others concentrated attention on

its scienti�c development�

At this early stage� the majority of physical educators concentrated e�orts towards

the recognition of the profession� The adoption of physical education by public schools

was a major topic on their agenda� The training of teachers and the various systems

of gymnastics were also in evidence���

At that period� the scholarly dimension of the area did not enjoy the same popularity

among the community of American physical educators� However� there was evidence

that a number of important scholars were concerned with the matter� For example�

George Fitz� the �rst editor of the American Physical Education Review� the journal
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of the American Association for the Advancement of Physical Education �AAAPE��

often criticised in his editorial notes and comments the lack of scienti�c grounds of

the area� For him the recognition of physical education as a profession was linked to

its scienti�c development���

The duality between the professional and academic orientations is noticeable on other

occasions� In the ����s most colleges and universities had as their primary� not to

say exclusive� focus� the preparation of physical education teachers� These courses

promoted the learning of gymnastics and with the popularisation of sports those

were also included in the curriculum� Kroll ���	�� argues that while in ���	 almost

two�thirds of all directors of the college physical education departments possessed

a medical degree� in decades that follow this number dropped to � per cent� They

were replaced by people competent in athletics regardless of their area of academic

preparation� Physical education was viewed as a practical pursuit� Such a situation

posed strong obstacles to its admission as an academic subject in institutions of higher

education���

In ���� the American Physical Education Review merged with another magazine�

The Pentathlon� to form the Journal of Health and Physical Education� This new

journal was concerned with a wide range of non�technical issues and directed at

professional members� In the same year� a second periodical� The Research Quarterly

was launched by the AAAPE� This journal was created with the aim of attending

those members engaged or interested in research� It published scienti�c articles and

technical materials�

In ����� the situation of physical education was very confused� Blanch Trilling sum�

marised the situation� He pointed out that the area had become interested in so many

di�erent things that it was becoming di�cult to understand in what direction it was

going���

More examples could be added to substantiate the claim that since its early stages

American physical education embodied problems of identity that would a�ect its

recognition as an academic discipline� Yet there are other events that exerted a more

direct in�uence on Henry�s paper and the interest it attracted from other scholars�
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In the late ����s and early ����s� American institutions of higher education under�

went several changes� This emerged as a consequence of the pressures to increase the

quality of the university courses��� In particular� the graduate programs in physical

education came under severe criticism� These courses were condemned for being sim�

ply continuations of the undergraduate teacher preparation� The lack of intellectual

emphasis and scienti�c background were the main causes for such criticism�

The publication of Conant�s study� entitled The Education of American Teachers�

provoked turmoil among American physical educators� In this book he stated that

if he wished to portray the education of teachers in the worst terms� he would quote

from the descriptions of some graduate courses in physical education� In his opinion�

universities should cancel graduate programs in this area��	

Another event of major importance was the passage of the Fisher Bill concerning the

revision of school teacher certi�cation� According to some authors� the real impetus

for moving towards an academic discipline came from the embarrassing position that

the profession was forced into during the Fisher Bill deliberations in �������

At that time� there were concerns about the poor academic preparation of school

teachers and doubts about the importance of some required courses in education�

Physical education� music and vocational education were subjects of great public at�

tention� The idea was to improve academic excellence in public schools� A crucial

point in this legislation was the de�nition of academic subject matter� Among the

criteria suggested in order to qualify as an academic subject was the emphasis on

research and intellectual development� Under the conditions of this legislation� a de�

gree in an academic subject was a necessary condition to receive teaching credentials�

Physical education was classi�ed as non�academic� Such a classi�cation was consid�

ered to be a decrease in the status of the profession and had a great impact upon the

thinking of American physical education leaders�

The strong criticism of the lack of intellectual content and the dubious academic

status of the area at university level provoked reactions from the American physical

educators� The dominant idea was to move from the professional training emphasis to

a scholarly one� There was an important distinction between these two orientations�
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The latter involved inquiry about basic problems related to physical education while

the former was concerned with solving problems of the everyday practice of teachers

and coaches� This led some prestigious scholars and physical education organisations

to join e�orts in an attempt to give more academic credibility to the area�

From ���� to ���� the American Academy of Physical Education examined the prob�

lem of the academic identity of physical education��� After a period of preliminary

debate the members of the Academy pointed out the need for a more systematic

study on the topic� A conference was organised with the aim of considering the

matter in depth� The conference was held in ���� and recommended a large�scale

research project to help with the solution to the problem� The de�nition of the body

of knowledge of physical education was one of the main goals�

At the same time� the Western Conference of Physical Education Directors �WCPED�

chose the theme The Body of Knowledge in Physical Education for its annual confer�

ence in ����� The WCPED comprised the ten biggest universities in that area��� The

topic had already received attention in previous meetings� These e�orts generated

attempts to organise the academic content of physical education� In ����� the Big Ten

de�ned six areas of specialisation as follows� exercise physiology� biomechanics� mo�

tor learning and sports psychology� sociology of sport and physical education� history�

philosophy and comparative physical education and sport� administrative theory�

As the decade progressed� more people began to pay attention to the problem� The

concern with turning physical education into a more intellectual than physical oriented

subject appeared in Blackenbury�s paper published in ����� For that author� all

education is basically intellectual in character and if physical education wanted to rank

as education it should emphasise its intellectual dimension� Blackenbury then goes

on to examine the ways physical education was taught and the dualistic assumption

that gives support to the idea that it is concerned solely with the body� For him�

there is no such division as mind and body� Therefore� monism and not dualism

is the philosophical basis for physical education� As a conclusion� he states that it

is possible for physical educators to go beyond training students to perform skills�

In his opinion teachers in this area can also give to their classes some intellectual
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challenge���

In the same year� a book focusing on the subject was published by Brown and

Cassidy��� In this study� the authors attempted to formulate a theory of physical ed�

ucation� An examination of that work makes it evident that it was not only scienti�c

factors that gave motivation to their ideas� Alterations in the American universities

and criticism of physical education also played an important part� They make this

point clear in several sections� Another aspect worth mentioning is that the book

started to be written in ���	� At that time� the Department of Physical Education

at the University of California in Los Angeles was working on the clari�cation of

the body of knowledge of physical education� As members of that department� the

authors were aware of the di�culties faced by the area� They recognised that the

participation in that working group exerted some in�uence in the organisation of the

book� Among the problems they were concerned with was the de�nition of the �eld of

knowledge of physical education� This issue was of the greatest importance to them�

They stress this concern in the following way� 
the most crucial� the most urgent need

in the �eld now called physical education is a clear view� in depth� of our educational

discipline����

The problem of the academic identity of physical education also attracted the atten�

tion of two important organisations� the National Association for Physical Education

of College Women �NAPECW� and the National College Physical Education Associ�

ation for Men �NCPEAM�� The Quest� their scienti�c journal� dedicated an issue to

the topic in ����� The spring number appeared with the title The Art and Science of

Human Movement��� The issue centred on human movement as the subject of inquiry

of physical education and included articles dealing with the meaning of movement and

related aspects�

Among the articles� the study of Abernathy and Waltz ������ is the most important

for the topic under examination here��� In that paper� rather than de�ning a discipline

of physical education� the authors suggest a way of looking at its subject of inquiry�

They argued that the word 
physical education� is not adequate for a discipline�

Instead the term 
human movement� should be used� The latter establishes clearer
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parameters for the �eld and identi�es accurately its focus of concern�

Another important aspect of the work of these scholars is that the terms 
physical

education� and 
human movement� are not synonymous� The �rst denotes an applied

�eld� It is viewed in relation to school programs were movement is used with educa�

tional goals� The second is concerned with the inquiry on the phenomenon of human

movement beyond the limits of school� The understanding of this phenomenon is re�

lated to the �ndings in allied �elds� However� the area will only establish its identity

when it is able to play a critical role in the comprehension of the human movement�

The authors claim that this is achieved through an organised inquiry into that do�

main�

As we could see� there was increasing involvement of scholars and scienti�c organi�

sations in the debates concerning the academic identity of physical education in the

early ����s� At that time� there was a positive environment for the advancement of

ideas related to that matter� American physical educators were looking for a solution

that could lead to the scholarly recognition of the area�

This seems to be the appropriate scenario to understand the success of Franklin

Henry�s article published in ����� As mentioned earlier in this section� that paper

attracted the interest of a considerable number of North American physical educators�

Among the various reasons for its acceptance� the most important seems to be that

Henry presented a theoretical framework around which scholars could gather to debate

the issue� Considering the in�uence of Henry�s paper on many arguments examined

in this study� a detailed description of the ideas presented there are in order�

In that study� Henry tried to demonstrate that there is indeed an academic discipline

of physical education� He argued that the criteria for deciding whether the area is

an academic discipline is external instead of internal to physical education� In his

understanding� to achieve scholarly recognition it is necessary for physical education

to ful�l the requirements for an academic discipline set out by the university�

He de�nes academic discipline as an organised body of knowledge whose content is

theoretical and scholarly� The acquisition of such knowledge is a worthy objective in
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itself� According to him� this de�nition is a synthesis of several found in lexicons and

the one that is probably acceptable to most institutions of higher education���

With this de�nition� Henry moves in the direction of justifying physical education as

an academic discipline� For him� physical education cannot be a simple composition

of traditional disciplines� This is so because the areas within these disciplines that

are vital to physical education receive only haphazard and peripheral treatment in

them� The integration of the knowledge related to the area would not be guaranteed

even if these disciplines are brought together� He illustrates this point by saying that

an undergraduate or graduate major cannot be made up solely of a group of courses

selected from o�erings within the traditional disciplines� There are other areas to

be included such as body mechanics� motor learning� the role of dance and physical

activities in culture� among others� Physical education is not a point of application

of other disciplines either� though it has to do with some of their aspects�

An important point in his argument is that physical education is a special type of

discipline� What is peculiar about the area is that it is composed of certain portions

of such diverse �elds as anatomy� physics� physiology� cultural anthropology� history�

sociology and psychology��	 For this reason we cannot say that it is a discipline like

biology or physics�

According to Henry� the expression 
cross�discipline� is the one that best describes

the scholarly nature of the area� If physical education is structured in this way� it

can meet the requirements for an academic discipline set out by the above de�nition�

In this paper the author did not o�er a clear de�nition of this concept� However� we

may infer from some examples that the traditional disciplines approach the problems

related to the area longitudinally whereas physical education o�ers a cross�sectional

look at them�

The focus of attention of the discipline is on the


study of man as an individual� engaging in motor performances re�

quired by his daily life and in other motor performances yielding aes�

thetics values or serving as expressions of his physical and competitive
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nature� accepting challenges of his capacity in pitting himself against a

hostile environment� and participating in the leisure time activities that

have become of increasing importance in our culture����

The concept of cross�disciplinary �elds of study received special attention in a second

paper published in ���	��� In that study the focus of physical education is exactly

the same as that described in ����� Henry� however� elaborates on the arguments

presented there� The author de�nes cross�discipline as a series of courses organised

horizontally as well as vertically� The concept refers to the appropriate part of a body

of knowledge from another discipline that is related to the academic and scholarly

aspects of physical education� In this paper he emphasises that providing that we

organise the body of knowledge of the area in this way� we can justify a discipline of

physical education�

As we see later in this section� the ideas of Henry provoked criticism from other sectors

of the profession� He was accused of increasing the gap between the professional

and academic dimensions of the area� Several studies appeared criticising his views�

However� many scholars and organisations took his ideas as positive and attempted

to develop them�

Attempting to avoid the disparity between professionals and academics� Fraleigh

������ developed an alternative model to deal with the problem of the identity of

physical education��� He proposes three types of disciplines� academic� professional

and functional� The academic is theoretical and conceptual in nature� It is composed

of content� structure and method of inquiry� The function of an academic discipline

is to investigate and understand the portion of reality it de�nes for itself� The focus

of this discipline would be on the phenomenon of human movement� The professional

discipline is concerned with the process of education� The content is selected accord�

ing to the practical necessity of the time since it relates to some particular context�

For the same reason� the structure is relatively unde�ned� A professional discipline

has to be dynamic to meet the social requirements� The functional discipline in its

turn attempts to take knowledge from several disciplines and apply them to human

movement with the aim of attaining some physical development� The author men�
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tions as examples strength and endurance among others� It seems that the idea of the

author is of a discipline concerned with the acquisition of physical skills or attributes�

For the author� attempts to mix these types of disciplines at the same time generate

problems of identity�

In ���� the journal Quest dedicated another entire issue to the problem of the aca�

demic discipline of physical education� Several articles focusing on the topic from

di�erent perspectives were presented under the title The Nature of a Discipline���

The editor draws attention to the importance of the topic for the academic commu�

nity of physical educators� The issue comprises eight articles written by scholars of

recognised expertise from inside and outside physical education� The �rst two papers

deal with knowledge and the organisation of disciplines in general��� They are repro�

ductions of material published previously in the �eld of philosophy of education and

express the interest of physical educators in keeping in step with the debate occurring

in other areas�

The paper of Phenix ������ seems to be of particular importance in understanding the

di�culties faced by to physical education in the organisation of academic disciplines���

The author argues that a generic classi�cation of disciplines can be made on logical

grounds� For him� the analysis of the logical characteristics of knowledge shows the

existence of nine generic classes� To arrive at this classi�cation� he divides knowl�

edge primary into two dimensions� extensional and intensional� The extension has

three degrees that he calls singular� general and comprehensive� These notions refer

respectively to knowledge of one thing� a selected plurality of things and of a totality�

According to the author� intensions are also of three kinds� fact� form and norm� The

pairing of the three extensional degrees with the three intensional qualities generates

nine classes of knowledge�

Some examples may help to illustrate how the author conceives these classes of knowl�

edge� The pairing of 
singular� and 
fact� produces what the author classi�es as the

most elemental kind of knowing� That is to say� the knowledge of a singular fact as

in the case of the immediate awareness of the self or another being� The disciplines

that are concerned with the knowledge of singular facts are philosophy� religion and
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psychology in their existencial aspects� The knowledge of general fact is the province

of empirical disciplines� These disciplines aim to understand the selected plurality of

things� They look for generalisations that unite many particulars� This is the case of

physical sciences� life sciences and social sciences�

Physical education does not meet the requirements of any of these classes of knowl�

edge� There is a possibility in the knowledge of singular forms� This class constitutes

the realm of aesthetic meanings� For the author� disciplines such as music� visual

arts� literature and the arts of movement are related to this class of knowledge� We

may conclude that dance and other forms of body expression belong to this domain�

Perhaps games and some kinds of sports could also be included here� However� in

general� physical education seems to be excluded from the classes of knowledge pro�

posed by this author� Taking into consideration that Phenix was an eminent scholar

in the �eld of philosophy of education� his ideas undermined the aspirations of some

physical educators to establish an academic discipline�

In terms of ampli�cation of the ideas presented up to that point� the most important

contribution seems to be Rarick�s paper��� His concern is to determine the domain

of the academic discipline of physical education� According to him there is a body of

knowledge proper to the area� The problem is that the knowledge related to physical

education is scattered and not well organised� It is sometimes handled in part by

related disciplines� However� the area has in human movement a clear focus of study�

For Rarick� the immediate task of physical educators was to bring order into the �eld

and build a general framework for the body of knowledge�

The other papers published in the Quest� though focusing on relevant topics� do not

bring new contributions in relation to the academic discipline of physical education�

They comprise a review of the arguments related to the criteria of a discipline� an

outline of the structure of knowledge of physical education and an analysis of the

relation between the profession and the academic discipline� The �nal articles report

the results of academic meetings focusing on the organisation of the body of knowledge

of physical education���

We hope to have shown with the presentation of these views and events that the
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����s were rich in debates and ideas concerning the academic identity of physical

education in the United States� It is possible to state that by the end of the decade

almost all important scholars and organisations in the area were aware of the issue�

To summarise� we may say that by then the question had been properly formulated

and a collective e�ort was underway with the aim of �nding a proper solution to the

problem�

In the ����s and ��	�s signi�cant contributions were made� However� the con�icts

regarding the scholarly and professional dimensions of the area intensi�ed� Even

though substantial material was published on the matter of the academic discipline�

the problem still resistant to theorisation of scholars and no solution had been reached�

An examination of materials of the time supports this claim�

In ����� Siedentop was quite critical of those who emphasised the academic dimension

of physical education��� For him� while the problems with the profession especially in

public schools had reached critical stages� scholars in universities were 
tilting with

academic windmills���	 He argued that the new teachers were likely to know more

than their predecessors in terms of the sociology of sport and exercise physiology

to engage in graduate studies� However� they were not well prepared for working

in schools� He stressed the need to give more attention to matters related to the

professional dimension of physical education� Thus in Siedentop�s view� the concerns

with the scholarly �eld had gone too far� However� another important aspect is that

this scholar makes reference to reactions against 
human movement� as the focus of

inquiry of physical education� For him� 
sport� started to receive substantial support

from some sectors�

The trend towards changing the focus of the area to sport could be noticed as early as

the late ����s� The journal� Quest� dedicated an issue to the matter under the title

Toward a Theory of Sport��� There� Sheehan ����	� stresses the need for agreement

about the focal point of physical education and argues that sport is the basic frame of

reference for the area� The author proposes the name sport science instead of physical

education���

The issue receives attention from other scholars� VanderZwaag ������ argues that two
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positions emerged from the debates on the academic identity of physical education���

The author identi�es the �rst as exercise science� For him� the tradition of taking

exercise as a focus of inquiry could be observed as far back as half a century ago� The

second position� however� was still in the genesis stage� He designates this academic

trend as sport studies� Two other studies �Whited� ���� and Keenan� ����� argue

in favour of sport as an object of study and suggest ways to develop undergraduate

programs in this area� There is an indication that some universities were adopting

the term 
sport science� to name their departments and faculties���

In ����� Ulrich describes the division of views about the focus of physical education in

terms of movement theorists versus the sport theorists� In the author�s view� attempts

would probably be made to incorporate one position into the other� However� the

wider and more encompassing concept of 
human movement� would be acknowledged

as the central concern of the area���

A more cogent argument for the disciplinary approach of sport appeared in Zeigler

��������� According to the author� the discipline known as 
sport studies� was at an

early stage� However� the impact of sport on culture justi�ed investigation in this

area� The author presents a model for the study divided into �a� arts and social

sciences and �b� natural sciences� Each of these large areas comprised disciplines that

focus on particular aspects of sport�

The following passage illustrates his conviction that sport is a worthy subject of study�

Zeigler states that�


Sport should be declared o�cially an integral component of what has

too long been considered the physical education base of departmental� di�

vision� school� institute� faculty� and college titles and�or programs� Thus�

names and titles should be changed to include the term 
sport� at the �rst

possible moment����

Despite the e�orts of many scholars to change the focus of inquiry to sport� the main�

stream was still directed to the study of human movement� Many articles appeared

during the ����s and ��	�s arguing in this direction��� However� those arguing for
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the study of sport left some impression on physical educators and attracted many

followers as the decades progressed�

In the ��	�s the concerns with the academic identity of physical education reached a

second critical moment with issues about specialisation� fragmentation and the reuni�

�cation of the professional and academic dimensions of the area� Several statements

in favour of the reuni�cation of the �eld appear in the work of scholars� At this time�

American physical education had achieved some degree of specialisation in many re�

search areas� For instance� the North American Society for the Sociology of Sport

was formed and had begun publishing a newsletter in ���	� Loy ���	�� describes

the early ��	�s as a period in which the third generation of sport sociologists were

undergoing graduate studies��� Other societies in the �elds of history� psychology�

philosophy and medicine of sport� to mention some� were also developing activities

and had scienti�c journals on their specialities��	 These organisations suggest that

a signi�cant number of scholars were dealing with particular aspects of the area� It

was getting increasingly di�cult to follow the development of physical education as

a whole� The specialisation was taking the area into a state of fragmentation���

In the years that follow� some scholars expressed concern with the identity of physical

education� In ��	�� VanderZwaag mentioned the uncertainty about the parameters

of the area��� After examining the history of the debate over the nature of the �eld�

Rose ���	�� argued that little progress has been made over the ��� years��� In ��	��

Ellis stressed that scholars in the departments of physical education had extended

their research interest to an extent so far removed from human movement that their

links to other disciplines which the area relies on would eventually break some of the

unique focus of the �eld���

More recently� the Holmes Group Report ���		� proposals for changes in the prepa�

ration of teacher in higher education were the subject of the attention of physical

educators� Similar to the Fischer Bill in ����� the Holmes Group Report assumed

that the cause of poor school teaching was inadequate professional preparation� The

Report recommended that before starting professional courses� students receive solid

theoretical and scienti�c background in their respective disciplines� For Razor ���		��
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this document provoked some concerns and was the cause for continued discussion

within physical education as to the acceptance of the area as clearly de�ned sub�

ject matter� The author pointed out that despite the attempts to de�ne the subject

matter that constitutes physical education� no de�nition had been accepted by the

profession� According to the author� if the proposals of the Holmes Group Report

gains acceptance� physical education would have to show that it is legitimate solid

subject matter with a body of knowledge���

In ��	�� the American Academy of Physical Education devoted an entire volume of

their annual papers to the subject of undergraduate programs and the name of the

area� In this publication� many issues related to the academic identity of physical

education emerged� Some scholars focused on the body of knowledge and the organ�

isation of the discipline��� In ����� the National Association for Physical Education

in Higher Education also devoted an issue of the journal� Quest� to that matter� This

issue consisted of an historical overview of the signi�cant points debated during the

����s� ����s and ��	�s regarding the identity of the area� It focus on issues such as

disciplinary and professional orientations� nomenclature and body of knowledge���

An examination of the bibliographical material published during the early ����s sug�

gest that the controversy about the identity of the area was still ongoing� According

to Thomas ������ nothing had really been resolved in the last �� years of debates�

She stated that physical education is more fragmented than ever��� For the author�

assuming that physical activity is the focus of inquiry of the area� three fundamen�

tal questions must be answered in order to overcome the situation mentioned above�

First it is necessary to develop a theory of physical activity� The question addressed

in this stage is 
What is physical activity�� It is necessary to achieve some agreement

about the meaning of this term� The second question relates to the things the physi�

cal educators need to know about people as moving beings� The answer to this type

of problem is the concern of the subdisciplines that compose physical education� It

comprises the body of knowledge or subject matter� Finally� the area should address

questions related to the professional dimension� The author mentions here issues

related to teaching�
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In ����� Murray and Mann stated that the history of the debate over the nature

of the �eld suggests that little consensus� if any� has been reached� For them this

process has consumed too much time and energy of the people dealing with the area�

They argue that the area should give more attention to the profession and attempt

to improve the quality of the courses���

We understand that the episodes and studies mentioned in this section demonstrate

that the problem of the academic identity of the area has been concerning North

American physical educators since the end of the last century� They also show that

no agreement has been reached despite the great amount of research and discussion

about the matter� We believe that the information presented here provide su�cient

historical background for the undertanding of the topics examined in chapter ��

��� The German Tradition

In this section� we focus on the search for the scholarly identity of physical education

in Germany� There are two peculiarities of the development of the area in this country

that seemed important to mention from the outset� In the German�speaking countries

the term 
physical education� has been replaced by either 
sport science� or 
sport

sciences���	 The expression is employed to refer to the academic �eld in its research

and teaching dimensions� It includes a wide range of aspects from the humanities

and arts to sciences as they relate to sport� Second� the concept of sport has always

been di�use and the object of subjective interpretation� In Germany� the term 
sport�

is understood in a very general sense� Its meaning is all�inclusive and comprises any

kind of physical activity���

In Germany� attempts to develop a model for the integration of the body of knowl�

edge of physical education started to appear in the ����s� Of the many who have

looked at the problem� the following studies seemed to be the earliest relevant con�

tributions� In the former German Democratic Republic� Stranai ������ and Erbach

������ ����� were the �rst to give systematic treatment to the matter��� According

to some scholars� the expression 
sport science� emerged in that historical context���
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In the Federal Republic of Germany there are indications that Schmitz started the

debate in ����� Renson ���	�� argues in this direction� For him� this scholar was the

�rst to address the problem in that country by asking whether one should speak of a

science of physical education or science of sport���

Since the emergence of these scholar�s ideas� the epistemological justi�cation of sport

science has been the focus of intense attention in that country� In many ways the

international debate concerning this matter has been shaped by the ideas developed

by German scholars� However� before examining the ideas of these scholars� it is

important to have a brief look at the question �Why German scholars have to face

the problem of the theoretical justi�cation of a science of sport��

The reasons that prompted these people to engage in the matter are not easy to iden�

tify� The attempts of the East German scholars to develop a theoretical framework

to integrate the disciplines concerned with the study of sport seem to be connected�

at least in its early stage� to the policy of the government to use sport as a politi�

cal and social element in the consolidation of the Communist State� Some authors

have argued that the increasing interest in the scienti�c development of the area was

driven by political motives� It is suggested that this factor may have brought about

the need to optimise the use of human and material resources and helped to foster

the concerns with the scienti�c identity of the area�

Marques ������ examining the development of sport science� argues in this direction�

For him� the bases of sport science were established in the second half of this century

mainly because of the ideological struggle between East and West blocs� According

to the author� the social and political importance of the Modern Olympic Games was

a key factor for the scienti�c treatment of sport���

This argument �nds support in other studies� We may infer from Riordan ���	��

that serious scienti�c studies about sport began to appear in the East Germany at

the �rst years of the ����s� The foundation of the University of Physical Culture in

Leipzig played an important role in fostering the scienti�c research in the �eld� As

a result of such policy� the country achieved remarkable results in sport events since

the late ����s���
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Haag ������ pointed out that since ������� the development of institutions of sport

science has been quite steady in the West Germany� In connection with the ����

Olympic Games in Munich the number these institutions increased quite fast���

Some other factors have also been pointed out as major in�uences on the develop�

ment of sport science� Meinberg ������ sees the situation more as a global process�

According to him� the scienti�c development of the industrialised nations a�ected

all dimensions of society� The world of sport was also a�ected by these changes���

Another important factor mentioned by the author is the transformation of sport

into a mass phenomenon� The making available of sports in schools and clubs� and

the construction of public facilities allowed signi�cant numbers of people to engage

in such activities���

These views receive support in the study of Nigg ������� The author pointed out

that the modern society initiated among other things a movement towards the goal

of making sport available to everyone� He argues that this goal was more or less

achieved in Western society by the �rst half of this century� For him� around the

same period� scholars started to become involved with the investigation of sport��	

However� the most relevant contribution to the question under investigation in this

section seems to be the study of G� Schindler� G� Schnabel and F� Trogsch ���������

These scholars make a close examination of the ideas of Erbach and how he saw the

emergence of sport science in the early ����s� According to the them� after making

a retrospective of the evolution of sport science up to ����� Erbach arrives at the

conclusion that the expression 
sport science� was imposing itself day after day� This

was so because� as a historical phenomenon� sport was placed at the centre of the

public interest� more or less at the same moment that science was penetrating all

domains of social life� The following quotation of Erbach�s study was extracted from

the work of these scholars and used here to illustrate his views on the matter�


 If we abstract all particular and national forms of evolution� we arrive

at the conclusion that what we call nowadays sport science emerged from

the reuni�cation of two historical traditions of which the extensions are

currently medicine� for one side� and pedagogy for the other� Each of
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them is a scienti�c domain strongly connected to social needs�� ��

In the case of the Federal Republic of Germany� some scholars have pointed out that in

most universities the study of sport was not considered worthwhile until the late ����s

and ����s� Willimczik ������ argues that the di�culty in establishing sport programs

in German institutions was due to a large extent to the fact that universities were

seen as places of higher education only� In that country� the instruction of physical

educators had been connected for a long time to practical matters� According to the

author� this situation posed barriers for the acceptance of the area in the scholarly

community�

The author presents empirical data that indicates an increase in the theoretical dis�

ciplines o�ered in the sport courses from ���	 to ����� The study also shows that

in the beginning sport science focused mainly on pedagogical aspects of sport� For

Willimczik� this trend lasted until the early ����s� At that time� various disciplines

began to develop� Most of them had their origins on what he called 
mother science��

For instance� psychology of sport came out of psychology and sociology of sport from

sociology� This period may be referred to as multidisciplinary and according to him

described the situation of sport science in the Germany of the middle ����s� ��

As a consequence of the growing importance of sport� a number of institutions created

academic careers and courses with the aim of investigating problems related to it in

Germany� This led to the professionalisation of scienti�c research about sport in

many institutions of higher education� It also provoked an increasing specialisation�

Scholars from a variety of backgrounds were examining problems in this area� Each of

these disciplines investigated sport from a particular interest and point of view� Thus�

the term sport science became an umbrella for a multiplicity of studies connected to

sport�

The study of Haag ������ illustrates the current state of the so�called sport science

in that country� According to him� �	 institutions of higher education relate to sport

are in existence� They all have the status of scienti�c institution� This means that

they have the autonomy to grant doctorate degrees in the �eld���
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An examination of the ideas of these scholars highlighted some factors that may

have a�ected the development of sport science and given impetus to the attempts to

develop an integrative approach to the �eld� These factors were �a� political interests

and ideological con�icts between socialist and capitalist blocs� �b� 
scienti�sation� of

the industrialised nations� and �c� the massi�cation of sport activities in the Western

societies� With this historical background in mind� let us move to the examination of

some of the major ideas related to the justi�cation of sport science as an autonomous

area of scienti�c research�

The �rst idea we would like to direct attention to is Stranai�s system of the science

of physical culture� presented in a paper published in ����� Even though many

scholars give more credit to works published after this period� we consider the system

developed by Stranai to be one of the �rst attempts to organise the body of knowledge

of the area� As we try to show in this section� his ideas served as a reference for the

work of other East German scholars� This seems to be a satisfactory justi�cation for

starting with his views on the matter�

Stranai developed a system of the science of physical culture composed of three parts

�A� B and C���� Part A� comprised traditional disciplines connected with the study

of sport such as biomechanics� physiology of physical education� hygiene of physical

education� sports medicine� history of physical culture� etc� Part B was composed of

a general theory of physical education� Part C� consisted of three sub�sections named�

�i� methodology of physical education for children and youngsters� �ii� methodology of

physical education for adults� and �iii� methodology of physical education for people

with age �� �� �� etc�� and theory and methodology of gymnastics� games� athletics�

swimming� cycling� tourism� ski� wrestling� boxing� etc�

In this system� there is a correlation between parts A and B� that is to say that

developments in the traditional disciplines� e�g� biomechanics and history of physical

culture� a�ect the theory of physical education and vice�versa� This type of correlation

between A and B does not exist in relation to C� The latter is a�ected by changes

in the other two but it does not a�ect them� Therefore� for Strain� the science of

physical culture is a system composed of branches of the traditional disciplines and
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a general theory of physical education� These two parts interact one with each other

producing new scienti�c developments and give theoretical support for a third part

composed of speci�c sport theories and methodologies�

The examination of the bibliographical material does not allow us to arrive at any

conclusion as to whether Stranai�s views had any practical e�ect on the organisation

of sport science in East Germany� However� the analyses of the ideas of scholars that

came after him show that his system of physical culture provided the basis for further

developments� For instance� Erbach�s system of sport science is almost a reproduction

of Stranai�s system of the science of physical culture� Considering that Erbach has

been identi�ed as the forerunner of the debates concerning the nature of sport science

in that country� then the work of Stranai may be regarded as of signi�cant importance�

It seems that the natural step to follow now is to look at the work of Erbach� As

stated above� this scholar was the �rst to pose the problem in solid basis and from

his views a conception of an autonomous science of sport could be developed���

Erbach�s system of sport science presented in a paper published in ���� comprises four

parts �A� B� C and D�� Part A� comprises the disciplines of history of physical culture�

psychology of sport� biomechanics� etc� Part B consists of theory of physical culture�

The author includes here sociology and sport administration� Part C is composed of

theory of physical education� Part D relates to theories and methodologies of several

physical exercises and sports�

If we compare the systems of Erbach and Stranai� we see that there are no signi�cant

di�erences between them� The main distinction is that Erbach adds a new part to

the system� namely the theory of physical culture� This part makes the connection

between the traditional disciplines and the theory of physical education� It seems

that the author understands that the theory of physical culture is wider than the

theory of physical education and gives theoretical support it�

The in�uence of this system is observed in two models that appeared in later periods�

In ����� Erbach and Trogsch developed a simpli�ed model for sport science� It was

composed of �ve parts� The �rst three consisted of disciplines such as history of
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physical culture and biomechanics divided according to their main characteristics into

large areas namely philosophy� natural sciences and social sciences� The other two

parts are� theories of physical training directed to social applications� and theories and

methodology of sports� In ����� Schindler and Trogsch developed a similar model���

In the years that follow� some important events occurred and many studies were

published on the matter� Renson ���	�� mentions that a journal was launched on the

eve of the Olympic Games in Munich� It was named Sportwissenshaft �Sport Science��

The �rst issue appeared in ����� According to that author� the editor explained that

the name 
Sport Science� was used as opposed to 
Sport Sciences� as a plea for an

integrative science���

Some German scholars� however� saw the matter in a di�erent way� In ����� Willim�

czik argued that by that time it was not correct to talk about sport science� The area

had not achieved the level of integration to justify such a name� He stressed that in

the future when the area has developed to a totality it will be possible to speak of a

sport science���

A di�erent position is presented by Ries and Kriesi ��������	 For the authors� 
sport

sciences� is an applied science� This is so because the problems it deals with are not

primarily given within the research process itself� but they emerge from issues related

to everyday life� As an applied science� 
sport sciences� is strongly connected with

knowledge of the natural and social sciences�

The authors stressed the importance of two aspects for the integration of sport sci�

ences into a uni�ed sport science� The �rst one is the de�nition of a common problem�

The second is the development of integrative theories and paradigms� With respect

to the common problem� the authors suggest that sport science investigates topics

related to the conservation and improvement of the human capacity to move� Regard�

ing the development of integrative theories� they argue that theories have to satisfy

the following conditions� �a� be testable and subject to rational criticism� �b� give

satisfying explanations of problems and a�ord a basis for predictions and applications�

and �c� have a clear structure composed of a hierarchy of hypotheses�
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They conceive the process of the construction of sport science in three phases� In

the �rst phase scientists coming from di�erent basic sciences start to study sport�

The second phase is characterised by interdisciplinary contacts� In the third phase

an integrated theory of sport is established� From an examination of the author�s

views it is possible to say that sport science was then in the second phase since their

theoretical e�orts go in the direction of building a theory of sport�

In the ��	�s and ����s� the problem of the integration of sport science attracted the

attention of several German scholars� However� an examination of some publications

of the period reveals that no integration was achieved� Three studies support this

claim�

We may infer from Renson ���	��� that scholars in Germany were sceptical about

the integration of the area� According to him� some authors concluded that sport

science remained a multidisciplinary aggregation and others stressed that integration

is problematic because the problems are solved separately by each subdiscipline� For

this reason a common concept to organise the area was still missing���

This view is shared by Willimczik ������� The author identi�es problems related

to the identity of sport science and its advancement in the direction of an au�

tonomous scienti�c discipline� He questions whether the area is achieving any schol�

arly coherence��� The di�culties posed by the justi�cation of sport science are stressed

by the author as follows�


There can apparently be no doubt that sport science represents an

independent science which does not need to justify its existence or status�

�����The acceptance and recognition achieved by sport science could lead

to the �mistaken� conclusion that it possesses a speci�c and elaborated

theoretical orientation and a kind of identity corresponding to scienti�c

theory� Yet this is not the case����

Willimczik also pointed out that in the late ��	�s and early ����s there has been

no interest in scienti�c theory� According to him� the few studies focusing on the

subject of the theoretical justi�cation of sport science regretted that a uni�ed theory
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was not achieved� The author singled out two reasons for the lack of epistemological

justi�cation of the area� The �rst one is related to the very recognition of sport

science by most of the academic world� In the opinion of this scholar� the scienti�c

study of sport is currently widely accepted and for this reason people see no need

to justify its existence� The second is that the discussion concerning the matter has

been rather abstract� He stresses the need to restart the e�orts to develop a uni�ed

theory�

The �nal contribution we want to look at is Haag�s book� Theoretical Foundation

of Sport Science as a Scienti	c Discipline� published in ������� In this study the

author attempted to develop a theoretical justi�cation for sport science� According

to him� science changes constantly due to internal and external factors� New questions

emerge and are treated by the existing scienti�c disciplines� In the case that questions

related to an area gain increasing social importance� then new sciences develop� Haag

calls these sciences theme�oriented or subject�oriented because they focus on a theme

of high social relevance� He mentions as examples of these type of scienti�c areas

nutrition� information and environment among others� Movement� play and sport are

also included in this category��� Therefore� for the author� the science of sport is a

theme�oriented science� According to him� there are four basic questions that make

up a theoretical justi�cation of this science� These questions refer to the de�nition

of its aims and functions� the body of knowledge� the research methodology and the

relationship between theory and practice in sport science�

For Haag� the aims and functions of sport science are to investigate the many di�

mensions of sport� a phenomenon that has become rather important in contemporary

society� This science intends to �nd answers to unsolved problems related to sport

and advance methodologies and theories regarding practical and theoretical matters�

With respect to the body of knowledge� the author proposes a classi�cation composed

of four groups� �a� established theory �elds� �b� new theory �elds� �c� sport speci�c

subject �elds and �d� general subject �elds� In the �rst group are included� for

example� sport medicine� sport biomechanics� sport history and sport philosophy

to mention some� The second is composed of sport law� sport economy and sport
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information among others� In the third group we �nd movement science� play science

and instructional science of sport� For the author� this category may be characterised

by the integration of research results gained within the �rst two groups� The fourth

group contains subject �elds that are of relevance to sport but also have a relation

to other phenomena and scienti�c disciplines� For instance� sport and health� music

and movement� and sport and mass media belong to this category�

Another aspect highlighted by Haag for the justi�cation of sport science refers to

research methodology� For the author� the ways and conditions in which an area

gains knowledge is decisive for its scienti�c recognition� He advances the argument

that a model for research methodology in sport science has been developed� This

model is referred to as 
Kiel Model of Research Methodology���� It comprises six

steps� each of them representing a phase of the research process� These steps are �a�

examination of the theoretical positions and problem formulation� �b� assessment of

the adequate research methods to be employed� �c� research designs� �d� techniques

of data collection� �e� techniques of data analysis� and �f� knowledge transfer�

The relation between theory and practice is the last aspect in the theoretical justi��

cation of sport science proposed by Haag� An important issue to be considered here�

according to the author� is that the general assumptions and hypotheses for sport sci�

ence research have to be generated in connection to practice� This part also requires

evaluation of research on the consequences of transferring theories to practice and the

usefulness of the applied methods�

Haag�s work seems to be the more systematised approach to the justi�cation of sport

science in recent years� However� the author recognises himself that sport science has

not achieved a fully established and recognised stage�

With an examination of these studies we have attempted to give a panoramic view

of the major reasons that prompted German scholars to engage in the justi�cation

of sport science� As we have seen� there were di�erent approaches to the problem�

Despite the e�orts to �nd a proper resolution it seems that a uni�ed theory of sport

was not achieved� This suggests that sport science is still lacking justi�cation� We

hope that the historical overview a�orded in this section will help the understanding
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of the ideas presented in chapter � where some of the arguments presented here are

examined in more detail�

��� The Francophone Positions

In this section we cover the debate in the French�speaking world� We included under

this designation France� Belgium and part of Canada� There seems to be some links

and distinctions between Belgium and the Netherlands regarding the development of

the problem of the academic identity of physical education� For this reason� a brief

examination of the debates which occurred in the latter is also provided here�

In France� the attempts to establish a science of human movement can be traced

back to the middle of the nineteenth century� As mentioned earlier in this chapter�

the French scholar Nicolas Dally proposed a science of movement in �	��� There is

also evidence that Georges Demeny and Alexis Didacus� two important precursors of

French physical education� attempted to de�ne the area employing this notion� The

latter produced a book entitled The Science of Movement in �		����

However� the systematic e�orts to give a theoretical treatment to the matter begin to

appear in the ����s� Le Boulch has been considered one of the �rst scholars to deal

with the problem� In ���� he published a study on the topic of education through

movement� There the author stressed the need for the study of human movement

as the focus of physical education� His views on the matter appeared in a more

systematised way in a second work published in ����� In that study� entitled Vers

une Science du Mouvement Humain �For a Science of Human Movement�� the author

pointed out the problems faced by the area of physical education in France���

According to Le Boulch� anyone attempting to study the science of human movement

in�depth is perplexed about the way to go because of the dispersion of knowledge in

several departments of the traditional faculties� As a consequence� there is lack of

unity in research� He criticised what he called the wasting of time studying subjects

that are not directly related to the �eld� The author argued that the knowledge
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acquired in disciplines such as anatomy� psychology and sociology among others was

interesting in itself but most of the time di�cult to apply to the area of human

movement and not su�cient to understand and solve the problems faced by the

physical education teacher�

As a preliminary step for the development of his ideas about the science of human

movement� the author examines and criticises the dualistic assumption that gives

support to physical education� He argues that the tradition of thinking the human

being as divided into body and mind has led to mistaken conclusion that physical

education focused solely on the body� For him� this conception sees the body as an

instrument� According to Le Boulch� the science of human movement attempts to

break with this view� This science focuses on movement as a manifestation of human

conduct� Therefore� it has to incorporate the physiological and biomechanical aspects

as well as cultural� psychological and social factors�

In the same year� another French scholar published studies related to the academic

identity of physical education� Parlebas ������ attempted an epistemological justi��

cation of physical education��� The author addressed the question of whether physical

education is a science or solely a juxtaposition of knowledge coming from di�erent

sectors� Ever since� this author has been studying the problem in a systematic and

peculiar way�

In ��	� Parlebas pointed out that physical education was undergoing a di�cult period

in France��	 According to him� it was a critical moment in the evolution of the area

in that country for four main reasons� The �rst was connected to the proliferation

of techniques� methods and practices related to physical education and sport� This

provoked the fragmentation of the area� The second was linked to the diversi�cation

of the areas of intervention� Sectors like school education� high performance sports�

leisure centres� and special physical education had achieved some degree of speciali�

sation� This led to institutional con�icts and generated new breaks in the area� In

the professional training courses the solution proposed is to bring together knowledge

from the traditional disciplines� For the author� few changes occurred in this matter

in the last �� years� He is quite sceptical about the idea that a simple addition of
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theories and methodologies coming from di�erent �elds would produce a coherent

body of knowledge� Finally� in the research area the same fragmentation occurs� In

addition� most of the studies are in line with the mother disciplines and refer only

indirectly to problems of physical education� The author stresses that changes can

only be achieved if those involved with the area face the problem at all these levels�

The author moves then to a more positive approach in an attempt to build a jus�

ti�cation for the area� The author argues that since the middle of the last century

physical education has been trying to �nd its fundamental principle in the concept

of movement� For him� initiators of French physical education attempted to de�ne

the scope of the area through this notion� More recently� Le Boulch followed the

same path� He claims that this is an old fashioned idea since the concept of human

movement tends to reduce the physical action to its biological dimension� For this

reason� physical education cannot focus on the human movement�

According to Parlebas� once we have moved away from the notion of 
human move�

ment�� the crucial question to be asked is whether physical education possesses a

speci�c domain of inquiry� For him� there is indeed an original subject that gives

identity to the area� He stresses that the 
motor conduct� �conducta motriz� is the

subject of physical education��� The author states his position in the following man�

ner�


The concept of motor conduct represents the common denominator of

all physical and sport activities� This is a uni�ed concept that makes in�

telligible the set of body practice� no matter whether it is disc throwing or

rugby� gymnastics or rolling skating� parachuting or lawn tennis� Beyond

the disparity of features of the physical practices resides undoubtedly a

shared unity that becomes evident in this way����

This concept� the author suggests� denotes persons in action and highlights their

forms of motor expression� The advantage of this notion is that it brings together

at the same time two perspectives of physical activity� On the one hand� it opens

the possibility to understand the movement in space and time� On the other hand�
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it allows the investigation of the subjective elements involved on it as� for example�

perceptions and motivations�

However� for the author� physical education is not the science but the pedagogy of

the motor conduct� This is so because physical education is a normative discipline�

That is to say� it intents to interfere positively on some dimensions of the lives of the

practitioners� Parlebas also argues that 
motor conduct� is too much centred on the

individual to be the subject of a science� For the author� a scienti�c discipline must

possess a neutral subject of inquiry� Putting the matter another way� something that

transcends the individual experience� He proposes the motor action as the focus of

this science and names it 
praxeology� �praxeolog�a � or the science of motor action�

According to Parlebas� the aims of this science are to reveal the internal logic of

each motor situation� The author argues that in his investigations it was possible to

establish three criteria to distinguish all motor actions� These are �a� the relation

between the practitioner and the environment� �b� the co�operative motor interaction�

and �c� the oppositional motor interaction� On the basis of these criteria� the French

scholar produces a classi�cation of the motor actions in four categories� In the �rst

one� the author includes the motor actions deprived of interaction� In this case� a

given practitioner has no relation with others� for example� high jump and diving�

In the second category are included those motor actions that involve antagonism

between the practitioners� e�g�� boxing� wrestling� lawn tennis and squash� The third

group consists of interaction among partners� The author gives as examples here�

group mountaineering� sailing and rowing involving teams� In the last category are

included those motor actions that involve co�operation and opposition at the same

time� The examples mentioned here are volleyball� basket ball� football and rugby�

These categories combined with the criteria presented in �a� � the relation between

the practitioner and the environment � produce other classi�cations� For example� in

swimming the environment is in most of the occasions uniform� This is not the case

of surf where the conditions change all the time�

As a conclusion to the analysis of Parlebas� ideas� it is important to mention that for

the author neither multidisciplinarity nor interdisciplinarity will provide identity to
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the area we traditionally call physical education� The �rst is solely a juxtaposition of

knowledge while the latter is the submission of the area to the traditional disciplines�

For him� the notion of motor action is the starting point for the aspirations of the

area to achieve scienti�c recognition�

More recently� other studies dealing with the identity of the area appeared in that

country� There are references to the work� Epistemologie des Activites Physiques et

Sportives� by the French scholar Claude Bayer published in �������

In Canada� concerns with the scholarly dimension of physical education appeared in

the early ����s� According to some scholars� Meynard introduced the term 
kinanthro�

pologie� in ������� For Sergio ������ and Renson ���	��� this term is a composition of

three Greek words� namely� kinos �movement�� anthropos �man� and logos �science����

The word was employed as a title for the journal Kinanthopologie� an international

publication published in French���

Two scholars made a substantial contribution to the debates in the French�speaking

part of Canada� An examination of some of their ideas brings some insights in to

the matter� Sheedy ������ stressed that physical educators have seen their area of

work as� a science� an academic discipline� a pedagogic �eld� a domain centred on

corporeal education and motor performance���

The Canadian scholar argued that the great majority of studies that focus on the

justi�cation of physical education have neglected a fundamental aspect� They do not

attempt to determine whether a theory of physical education is possible and� if so�

under what conditions� The author pointed out that it is possible to develop a type

of theory that would be appropriate to physical education� This would lead to the

scholarly autonomy of the �eld�

According to him� what di�ers disciplines or sciences one from another is their formal

object of inquiry� That is to say that each science or discipline cuts into reality an

area for scienti�c investigation� Two sciences cannot study the same part of reality�

Therefore� it is necessary �rst to determine the object of the discipline and then

choose a model for its study� For Sheedy� the object of physical education is physical
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activity and sports� With respect to the model� it seems that the author equates

this term with scienti�c method since he presents as an example the hypothetico�

deductive method� He argues that physical education should develop its own mode

of inquiry�

Bouchard ������� another Canadian scholar� also developed views about the matter�

He argued that the powerful tensions that existed within physical education regarding

the nature of the �eld were not exclusively of the academics and professionals of this

area��� For him� specialists in other �elds were facing the same di�culties and the

urgency of developing new sectors of inquiry and working in co�operation with other

disciplines�

According to the author� the limits of the professions and academic areas that could

be stated with certain precision in the past were becoming increasingly complex�

Even though the knowledge that pertains� or is related to� physical education was not

growing in the same rate as other areas� it was also part of this process of knowledge

expansion� In the case of physical education� however� there were other factors that

also contributed for the crises of identity� The author argued that the history of the

area reveals more subjective points of view and opinions than scienti�c exactness�

The author surveyed the materials published up to that time and arrived at the

conclusion that 
physical activity� is the focus of physical education� He suggested

the name 
physical activity sciences� to refer to the �eld of study and research� This

science comprises a speci�c object� a conceptual framework �body of knowledge� and

relies on a set of methods� Even though the later originated from various sources�

they are systematically re�assessed�

In the Low Countries� two theoretical positions have dominated the debate concerning

the academic identity of physical education� 
kinanthropology� and 
gymnology��

In Belgium� there are evidences to suggest that physical education achieved academic

status as early as ���	 when the Higher Institute of Physical Education was created

at the University of Ghent� According to some scholars� this was one of the �rst

institutions to grant a doctorate in physical education��� This institute and others
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that came later were under the jurisdiction of the faculties of medicine� Renson ���	��

stresses that because of the emphasis on biomedical and health sciences these physical

education institutes also developed professional training courses directed to physical

therapy��		

The increasing interest in physical activity and sport occurred during the ����s gave

grounds for the advancement of the idea that physical education should be an in�

dependent academic area� This turned in to reality when the University of Leuven

authorised the transformation of the Institute of Physical Education into a depart�

ment in ����� Some years later� physical education was recognised an autonomous

area and composed with medicine and pharmaceutical sciences the group of biomed�

ical sciences��	�

The concept 
kinantropology� has been the major idea driving the attempts to justify

an academic discipline of physical education in that country� For instance� Renson

���	�� has been giving systematic treatment to the matter since the middle of ����s�

This scholar presented recently an extensive approach to the problem� It seems im�

portant to examine some of his views about the matter in order to understand the

current situation in Belgium�

Renson ���	�� pointed out four conceptual trends in the debate regarding the aca�

demic identity of physical education� The author classi�es these trends as follow� �a�

disciplinary� �b� multidisciplinary� �c� interdisciplinary and �d� cross�disciplinary� and

argues in favour of the latter�

Currently� Renson ���	�� has been the main representative of the attempts to justify

physical education using this approach� It is worth mention that for the author the

term 
physical education� is not adequate instead he employs 
kinanthropology��

It is important for the present analysis to quote Renson�s de�nition of cross�discipline�

According to the author�


A cross�disciplinary science is oriented horizontally because it tran�

scends traditional disciplinary boundaries� Although certain portions

are borrowed from the traditional disciplines� a unifying concept exists
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which generates its thematically integrated subject matter� Such a cross�

disciplinary approach is informed by� though not subordinated to� the

propositions and theories of the traditional disciplines���	�

Let us examined the above de�nition� The idea that a cross�discipline is oriented

horizontally was also part of Henry�s de�nition and refers to the fact that it cut

across several traditional disciplines� In doing that� the portions of these disciplines

relevant to the area are taken into consideration� The unifying concept is the study

of the 
humans in movement in the context of sport� play� dance� physical exercise�

work� or rehabilitation���	�

With this de�nition Renson proposes �ve areas of specialisation� �a� developmental

kinanthropology� �b� di�erential kinantropology� �c� social�cultural kinantropology�

�d� clinical kinanthropology� and �e� agogical kinantropology� The social�cultural

kinantropology� for example� studies to what extent social and cultural determinants

a�ect physical� motor and behavioural aspects in their mutual interaction�

It seems that Renson�s proposal is innovative in two ways� First� he attempts to

integrate the portions of knowledge borrowed from the traditional disciplines around

problems instead of subject matter� Second� he tries to bring together the biological

and social�cultural factors related to the investigation of these problems� Therefore�

to understand some problem in the specialisation mentioned above it is necessary

to rely on theories and concepts from sociology� anthropology and history as well as

biology and psychology� However� none of the disciplines is able to give an account

of those problems� It seems that new concepts are also necessary�

The author argues that the viability and bene�ts of a cross�disciplinary approach

were demonstrated in a research project where a group of workers investigated phys�

ical �tness from many perspectives� The research project included anthropometric

dimensions� physiological and motor ability tests� sport and physical activity inven�

tories� socio�cultural information and personality assessment to mention some� Ac�

cording to the author� this data was not broken down into isolated disciplines� On

the opposite� they received a cross�disciplinary bio�cultural approach� For example�

the impact of social determinants was not restricted to the sociological area of sport
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participation� but also comprised the social di�erentiation of physical growth and

motor characteristics�

Renson states that a unifying paradigm and a common denominator are necessary

conditions for determination of the cross�disciplinary body of knowledge of humans

in movement� According to him� kinanthropology provides such integration to the

area�

In the Netherlands� the search of physical education for academic identity has followed

a rather di�erent path� Until ����� there were no professional training courses o�ered

in the Dutch universities� Most of the teachers receive their preparation in colleges�

According to some scholars� the �rst appointments for university positions occurred

in the late ����s��	� However� the �rst faculty was created in ����� For Renson ���	��

the integration of physical education in the academic environment was not an easy

task� The area was seen as non�academic� The author mentions that it was even

argued that the physical exercises connected to the course were con�ictive with the

academic world�

The historical development of physical education in that country provoked the frag�

mentation of the area into professional and academic courses� The �rst is located at

the Academies of Physical Education and the second at the universities�

Among the scholars that obtained an academic post in the ����s was Klass Rijsdorp�

This scholar developed a di�erent view on the academic identity of physical education�

In ����� he introduced the term 
gymnology� as an alternative expression to physical

education and sport science and put forward arguments to substantiate what he called


science of the motor actions in an agogical framework���	� For the author� gymnology

is a humanistic science� He argues that the term gymnology is an universal and

linguistically manoeuvrable term� The expression is all�comprehensive and needs no

translation� It is a combination of the Greek terms 
gymnazein� and 
agogical� that

means 
to exercise� and �educate� to provide direction���	�

According to Rijsdorp� gymnology is composed of three parts� �a� general� �b� special

and �c� practical� Each of these parts consists of sub�divisions� For instance� general
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gymnology is composed of fundamental� historical� comparative� didactics� and study

of movement� These areas constitute the structure of this science around which the

body of knowledge can be organised�

��� The Spanish and Portuguese Views

In this section we focus on the views and in�uences regarding the problem of the aca�

demic identity of physical education in countries of Spanish and Portuguese language�

particularly to Spain� Portugal and Brazil�

In Spain� concerns with the academic identity of physical education can be traced

back to the late ����s� Cagigal ����	� addressed the question of whether physical

education is a science� The author argued that there are two ways to answer this

question� The �rst one is through the examination of the concepts involved� The

second is through the analysis of the corpus of studies and practices culturally and

historically de�ned as physical education� The author takes the second approach�

According to the Spanish scholar� the scienti�c knowledge about physical education

did not come out of any particular science� It was produced in a disorganised way

and derived from a diversity of social practices and educational innovations� For him�

physical education was not the education of movement but rather education through

movement� He stated that movement is the disciplinary object of physical education�

The members of the Grupo de Estudio Praxiol�ogico �The Group of Praxiological Stud�

ies�� composed of Spanish scholars� developed a rather di�erent perspective� In certain

respects� their views are similar to those of Parlebas �see section ��� of this chapter��

This is suggested for several reasons� First the group denomination makes clear ref�

erence to the terminology employed by the French scholar� Second� the theoretical

framework is similar� There are also many references to Parlebas in the publications

of the group� However� the group criticise what they consider the theoretical limi�

tations of that author�s model and attempted to develop an alternative approach��	�

The members of the group state that an important feature of their approach is that

they do not take as starting point the humans in movement as Parlebas referred� For
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them� the focus is on 
humans making decisions about movements�� What the authors

want to stress is the intentionality involved in the human movement� According to

them� this is the subject of inquiry of physical education or praxiology in their own

terminology�

In the countries of Portuguese language� the debates concerning the identity of phys�

ical education have taken various forms� In the last two decades� an increasing ex�

change of ideas took place among these countries� especially between Portugal and

Brazil� There are consequently similarities in the way the problem is considered in

these nations� However there are also di�erences between them� This part of the

study is organised to show their common features and peculiarities�

It is worth mentioning that the limited access to information on the current state

of the questions in other Portuguese�speaking countries did not allow more concrete

conclusions to be drawn about them� For this reason� these countries did not receive

special treatment in the context of this study� However the close links that exist

between Portugal and its former colonies suggest that the debates in the latter have

been in�uenced by discussion which took place in that country� For instance� in

Mozambique� physical education was until quite recently the only designation for the

�eld� In the last decade� the term sport science has also been used to refer to the

area� This came about mainly because of the in�uence of Portuguese scholars and

leading physical educators from those countries that took their degrees in Portugal�

The same situation seems to be occurring in Cabo Verde and San Tome and Principe�

In Portugal� the manifestations in favour of the academic autonomy of physical edu�

cation began to appeared in the ����s� There are references to the work of Celestino

Marques Pereira where the scholar declared that physical education is a new science�

The following passage illustrates his views about the matter�


Physical education is a new science� but indisputable� it is charac�

terised by the nature and speci�city of its content� by the determination

of its aims and procedures of investigation and by the contribution it gives

to other sciences and acquires from them���	�
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Despite the earlier e�orts of this scholar� the problem only became an important

topic on the agenda of Portuguese physical educators during the ����s� At that time�

Sergio started to develop his ideas about the science of human motricity� Before we

examine the views of this scholar it seems important to historically contextualise the

emergence of the concerns with the academic identity of the area in that country�

Crespo ������ provide an account of the situation in Portugal��	� For the author�

Portuguese physical education has experienced changes in its process of development�

However� these alterations did not reach the core concepts and practices that give

identity to the area� He described these changes as episodes of a linear process� The

author points out that various reasons contribute for such a situation� The emphasis

on practical matters in contrast to lack of theoretical debates was among the causes�

Crespo argues that external factors also played important role�

According to this scholar� the strong connections of physical education to o�cial

ideologies in a period of limited liberty in Portugal favoured to keep stability in the

area� It is important to mention here that the foundation of the National Institute of

Physical Education occurred in ����� This was the �rst institution of higher education

to o�er physical education training courses� Before the creation of this institution�

the teacher preparation occurred in the so�called high schools of physical education�

In the period of the creation of the National Institute� the country was under the

dictatorship of Antonio Salazar� Physical education was also included in he�s policies

for several decades� This certainly a�ected the evolution of the area in that country�

More recently� the changes in the political context� the scienti�c progresses in the �eld

and the inclusion of physical education courses in the university provoked a fracture

in the identity of the area� For the author� even though physical education �nds itself

currently in an adequate environment for transformations� the professionals of the

area have not been able to make signi�cant changes in their practice� In addition�

the academic community has moved into a direction far removed from the practical

problems� Therefore� no satisfactory alternatives have been found to give new identity

to the area�

It seems that in this context the attempts to justify the science of human motricity
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and the science of sport emerged� Since then� these expressions have been replacing


physical education� when referring to the academic �eld� Currently� these concepts

re�ect the views of in�uential scholars of the two traditional faculties of physical

education in that country�

In the early years of this decade� the Higher Institute of Physical Education �Insti�

tuto Superior de Educa�c�ao F�sica� located in Lisbon� changed its name to Faculty of

Human Motricity �Faculdade de Motricidade Humana�� The modi�cation came un�

der the in�uence of Manuel Sergio� one of the major supporters of the science of the

human motricity in that country� In Porto� the Faculty of Sport Science and Physical

Education has been more inclined to sport science� This is a consequence of its close

links to the German universities� Scholars such as Marques� Bento and Sobral are

among the best representatives of that position� With this historical background in

mind� let us move to the examination of the ways the concepts of science of human

motricity and sport science have been discussed in Portugal�

In ����� Sergio published a book entitled For a New Dimension of Sport �Para uma

Nova Dimens�ao do Desporto����	 In this work� one of his earliest on the topic of

the academic identity of physical education� the author regretted the situation of

physical educators and described the area as a domain of non�theoretical technicians�

unable to produce knowledge to base and guide their path� The author mentions the

in�uence of the French scholar Jean Le Boulch on his views �see section ��� of this

chapter�� He stresses� however� the need to go beyond the ideas of this scholar and

to systematise topics that seemed to be inarticulate in his work�

The author makes use of the expression 
kinanthropology� to denote what he later

named the science of human movement� This term became part of his academic

vocabulary as a result of the contacts with institutions of higher education of the

French�speaking world� The author himself makes reference to the fact that the

term 
kinanthropology� was proposed by the Institute of Physical Education of Liege�

Sergio argues that the term is adequate to refer to the scienti�c dimension of the area

because it indicates objectively its subject of study����

According to Sergio� a trend towards 
movement� and 
motricity� as the focal point
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of physical education can be noticed since the ����s� For the author� this is evidence

of a paradigm change� He understands physical education as the pre�scienti�c stage

of the science of human motricity� This science has its focus on the 
motor conduct��

Some scholars have been sceptical about the science of human movement� Sobral

���	�� has also argued in favour of sport sciences���� This scholar� however� makes

a distinction among 
physical education�� 
science of human motricity� and 
sport

sciences�� According to the author� physical education is a set of practices while the

science of human motricity is a body of knowledge� The later gives theoretical support

to the former� For Sobral� sport is an element of the set of practices we commonly

call physical education� Therefore� the scienti�c study of sport �sport sciences� is a

sub�domain of the science of human motricity�

The author argues that sport is the element of physical education that has experienced

the more dramatic growth of importance in the last decades� It is gradually building

its autonomy in terms of scienti�c research� He surveyed the scienti�c production in

the area in Portugal and arrived at the conclusion that the volume of publications

focusing on sport surpasses any other in the last �� years� For this scholar� despite

the material evidence of the increasing scienti�c interest in sport� there is still exist

resistance from inside and outside physical education community to accept sport as

a legitimate area of research and professional preparation at university level�

According to the author� the question to be answered is whether the area is still

limited to focus on sport from the theoretical perspective of the traditional disciplines�

or it is able to isolate its own problems and delineate its own research strategies�

For Sobral� sport is a legitimate subject of investigation that reveals new problems�

The author points out that the construction of this area of inquiry goes beyond the

simple accumulation of knowledge originated in other scienti�c �elds� He presents

some examples to substantiate the claim that the theoretical models of traditional

disciplines are not enough to solve problems that emerged from the practice of sport�

The author mentions here� some theories and methodologies that support physical

training in high performance sport� e�g�� undulating method of load increase and

plyomethric training method� For him� the development of these methods cannot be
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achieved employing concepts and theories that belong to the domain of the already

established disciplines� Even though these areas provide important insights into the

matter� the formulation of the problem� the procedures and the concepts involved

belong to sport sciences�

In Brazil� concerns with the academic identity of physical education appeared in

the early ��	�s� They emerged as a consequence of a more general problem� Some

scholars have referred to this situation as the crisis of identity of Brazilian physical

education� The area has undergone considerable transformation since then� The

changes encompass the rede�nition of the principles and methods that have guided

the production of knowledge and professional practice� In addition� scholars and

professional institutions have tried to organise the area as an independent academic

subject�

According to some authors� the concerns with the academic identity of the area

emerged from the crisis of a model that has driven the development of physical edu�

cation in that country since the end of �	th century���� The basic assumption of this

model is that physical education is a set of norms� prescriptions and practices related

to the development of the human body� Because of its connection to medical and

biological sciences it has been named Biological Model of physical education� A brief

examination of the evolution of this model provides the historical background for an

understanding of the ways in which physical education has attempted to demarcate

its academic domain in Brazil�

An examination of historical data supports the view that the Biological Model passed

through four periods of development� emergence� implementation� consolidation and

crisis� Its roots can be traced back to publications of the end of the eighteenth century

linking physical education to health and hygiene� At that time� physical education was

a way to build up moral values and 
good habits� among the families of the agrarian

elite with the aim of assisting and preventing a range of diseases� In the �	��s and

�	��s� the �rst studies about physical education took e�ect� They consisted of thesis

submitted to the Faculty of Medicine in Rio de Janeiro�

The implementation of that model occurred in the last decades of the nineteenth
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century� The studies conducted by Soares ������ give clari�cation to this matter����

The author pointed out that the concern with health and hygiene was presented in the

discourse of the leading groups during the Colonial and Imperial Period ��	����		���

However� it was only with the Republic in �		� that these groups could develop their

ideology into action� The republican ideals based on liberal and positivist philosophies

helped to build a naturalistic conception of the society and o�ered fertile ground

for the advancement of the notions of a healthy body and physical exercise� The

medical profession� then the main supporters of the Biological Model� were among

those groups who helped to shape this new economic� political and social order�

The author refers to this ideology as� Hygienist Doctor�s Discourse� For Soares� the

medical doctors were responsible for the broad acceptance of physical education in

Brazilian society and its inclusion in the school curriculum� Physical education was

an important instrument to make feasible their family policy� The aim was to create

strong� harmonious and healthy bodies in opposition to the weak and sick ones of the

colonial times�

The consolidation of the Biological Model took place from ���� onwards� On the

basis that physical education could build strong and disciplined bodies� the area was

incorporated in broader political and economic projects� In the period of the Vargas

government ������������ it became part of the national program of education with

the aim of transmitting the ideas of eugenics� nationalism and national integration�

It was included in the Brazilian Constitution and several national policies� The most

radical part of the period is named Estado Novo �New State� and was marked by non�

liberal positions and the approximation of the Brazilian government to the ideology

of National Socialism and Fascism� At that time� laws and regiments about physical

education in primary and secondary schools were created as well as institutions to

develop and control the activities related to it� Among the most important were the

Division of Physical Education ������� the National College of Physical Education

and Sports ������� the National Council of Sports ������ and the Brazilian University

Sports Association ����������

Another important step in the consolidation of the Biological Model occurred during

the ����s� In this period� the main elements that supported the recent development
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of physical education were introduced� In ����� the results of a survey sponsored by

the government entitled Diagnosis of Physical Education and Sports in Brazil was

published� The publication presented quantitative information about physical educa�

tion in most of the Brazilian states� The results showed an unsatisfactory situation�

For the primary schools� reasonable conditions were found only in � states from the

�� surveyed� The conditions in the other �� states were considered poor or non�

existent� In the secondary schools the picture was not di�erent� insu�cient facilities�

low salaries and high number of student per teacher� Other information about pro�

fessional training� sport clubs� parks� athletes� national associations� etc�� completed

the survey� The conclusions presented in this document were used to subsidise the

National Policies of Physical Education and Sports� This policy connected physical

education to the economic and social development� The basic ideas were to imple�

ment the area with the aim to prevent diseases� health rehabilitation and adequate

use of the free time and leisure� An important aspect was to keep the population �t

since this could help the economic development�

In the late ����s and early ��	�s� the Biological Model was the subject of severe

criticism� Attempts were made to provide physical education with a sociological and

cultural basis� At that moment� Brazil was returning to democracy after two decades

of dictatorship� The social and political situation running in the country also helped

to create discontentment with the Biological Model� With more freedom to criticise

and organise their institutions� physical educators started to examine and rede�ne

their functions and roles in society� This marked the crisis of the Biological Model

and provoked a turning point in Brazilian physical education�

In that context the book� O Que �e Educa�c�ao F��sica
� emerged �What is Physical

Education�� published in ��	�� In this study Oliveira ���	�� pointed out aspects

related to the identity of physical education in Brazil���� He asked questions about

its nature and objectives� The study was a critical introduction to physical education�

in particular to the way it was conceived in that country�

In the same year� a second book of considerable relevance was published� In that

study� Medina ���	�� presented a very critical view about Brazilian physical edu�
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cation� He claimed that the area was undergoing a crisis of identity� The author

examined the professional practice and produced a classi�cation of the pedagogical

trends of physical education in that country� According to him� physical education

was too much oriented towards the biological and medical sciences� This led the au�

thor to direct strong criticism at the biological model of physical education and set

the foundations for a sociological model����

The books of Oliveira and Medina are considered landmarks in the discussions about

the identity of physical education in Brazil� They were the �rst to draw attention to

that question� However� the debates received momentum with the di�usion of Sergio�s

ideas about the science of human motricity� This occurred through the participation

of this scholar in various scienti�c events in the middle of ��	�s� As we mentioned

earlier in this section� Sergio has been the main representative of the attempts to

justify a science of human motricity in Portugal� His ideas were welcome by a great

number of Brazilian scholars�

In ��	�� the work of Sergio began to be published in Brazil and his views raised the

interest of the academic community� The �rst book of the Portuguese scholar pub�

lished in that country was Ci�encia da Motricidade� Uma Investiga�c�ao Epistemol�ogica�

�Science of Human Motricity� An Epistemological Investigation�� In the years that

follow� an extensive amount of articles appeared in Brazilian journals� especially in

the Brazilian Journal of Sport Sciences �Revista Brasileira de Ci�encias do Esporte��

These were followed by a second book entitled Educa�c�ao F��sica ou Ci�encia da Mot�

ricidade Humana� �Physical Education or Science of Human Motricity� published in

��	�����

In ��	�� Sergio moved to Brazil to work as a visitor�professor at the State Univer�

sity of Campinas �Unicamp�� There� the Portuguese scholar found an appropriate

environment for his views and exerted in�uence on various physical educators� He

lectured and supervised postgraduate students until the end of ��		� Even tough this

scholar stayed in the country for only two years he left a strong impression on his

students and colleagues� His ideas also foster the development of lines of investigation

in human motricity and the creation of a laboratory in this area�
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Tojal ������� for example� underwent his postgraduate studies under Sergio�s super�

vision� His doctorate� thesis appeared with the title 
Human Motricity� An Emergent

Paradigm����� In this study the author stressed that the Faculty of Physical Educa�

tion of the Unicamp� where Tojal was the director� found in the concept of human

motricity the theoretical justi�cation for physical education� Putting the matter an�

other way� the science of human motricity was a solution for the crises of identity of

the area� Other academics of that institution also adopted the ideas of the Portuguese

scholar� This is may be illustrated by the number of postgraduate students that rely

on his work� For instance� from the �ve theses of doctorate produced at that faculty

between ���� and ����� two were based on the theoretical framework proposed by

Sergio���	

More recently� other Brazilian physical educators have carried out postgraduate re�

search under Sergio�s supervision at the Faculty of Human Motricity in Lisbon�

Among them� Oro ������ and Cavalcanti ������ examined the epistemological as�

sumptions that give support to the science of human motricity����

Even though the science of human motricity has many followers in Brazil� there is

also a representative number of scholars that criticise the idea of such science� This

position is clearly stressed in Ferreira and Bracht ������� These scholars are sceptical

about the possibility to establish a science of human motricity� For them� this concept

does not solve the di�culties posed by fragmentation of the knowledge into several

disciplines�

Various studies have been published focusing the problem of the academic identity

of physical education from di�erent perspectives� There are currently many trends

regarding the subject of the area and the way to approach it� Besides the traditional

perspectives based on the biological model� other approaches linked to human and

social sciences are also present� These trends may be exempli�ed in the following

way�

There is a trend based on the work of Jean Piaget� The studies of Freire ���	��

����� are representatives of this approach in the �eld of physical education���� This

perspective argues that there is a close relationship between the perceptible and
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intelligible dimensions of the human being� Human movement is the place where it

is possible to �nd the product of this relationship� For the followers of this approach�

the aim of physical education is to investigate human movement�

The second perspective is a consequence of the approximation of physical education to

the current trends of Brazilian philosophy and sociology of education� The main rep�

resentatives of this trend are Carmo ���	�� and Ghiraldelli ���������� These authors

attempted to develop a Marxist theory of physical education� They used historical

materialism to analyse physical activities� This approach elected human movement

as the focus of the area�

Another theoretical perspective is connected to the �eld of motor development� Ac�

cording to Petersen ������� one of the representatives of this approach� what gives

identity to physical education is the study of motor actions����

More recently� Gaya ������ presented a di�erent perspective���� According to the

author� sport is the subject of inquiry of the area we usually refer to as physical

education� The academics of this �eld should concentrate on problems emerging

from and related to the practice of sport�

As we can see� there are currently in Brazil several theoretical perspectives� Even

though many of them focus on human movement� in most of the cases their theoretical

assumptions are di�erent� not to say incompatible� This has caused problems of

identity at the academic level� The study of Go Tani ���		� about the organisation of

university programs in physical education illustrates this point� According to him� it

is impossible to approach the problem of research� postgraduate courses� professional

training if the area is not clearly identi�ed����

��� Conclusion

In this chapter we attempted to provide a historical introduction to the search for

the academic identity of physical education in various countries� We have tried to

show some of the reasons that prompted scholars to face the problem and the main
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solutions proposed to it� Even though there is a variety of views regarding the matter�

it is possible to say that a signi�cant number of scholars focus on 
human movement�

and 
sport� as subjects of inquiry� This suggests that these notions have achieved

certain degree of recognition among physical educators� We also saw that many

academics have argued that physical education is an autonomous branch of knowledge

and attempted to make use of the concepts of academic discipline� science and a �eld

of studies to describe such a situation� In the chapters that follow� attention will be

directed to some of the arguments presented by these scholars�
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Notes

�The �rst professional training courses registered in the literature appeared in the early decades of

the last century� In Denmark	 the Military Gymnastic Institute was founded in ���� and the Civil

Gymnastic Institute in ����� Those were followed by the foundation of the Royal Central Institute of

Gymnastics in Stockholm in ����� These courses are antecedents of the physical education colleges

that began to appear in Europe and North America by the end of last century� A detailed account

of these institutions and their importance for the emergence and development of physical education

in other countries can be found in E�W� Gerber ���
�� Innovators and Institutions in Physical

Education� Philadelphia� Lea � Febiger�

�R� Renson ������ �Kinesiology� paradigm found or new speak for sport science�� in Proceedings of

the Third Annual Congress of the European College of Sport Science� Manchester� p� ����

�In this study	 Park argues that the remote outlines of the discipline of physical education are located

in the classical antiquity� The studies of Hippocrates	 Plato	 Aristotle and Galen concerning various

aspects of physical exercise and athletics were presented to support the argument� The author also

examines works in anatomy	 physiology and philosophy among other areas that since the middle ages

contributed to the emergence of modern physical education� She locates the disciplinary concerns

in the late ��th century� See R� Park ������ �The emergence of the academic discipline of physical

education in the United States�� in G�A� Brooks �ed�� Perspectives on the academic discipline of

physical education� Champaign� Human Kinetics�

�Ibid�	 pp� �
����

�For more on the e�ort of physical education to establish a scienti�c tradition see W� Kroll ������

Graduate Study and the Research in Physical Education� Champaign� Human Kinetics R� Park

������ �The second ��� years� or	 can physical education become the renaissance �eld of the ��st

century�	 Quest	 ���������
 R� Park ������ ����� C�H� McCloy Research Lecture� health	 exercise	

and the biomedical impulse	 ��
�������	 Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport	 �������������

and R� Park ������	 op� cit�	 p� ������

�R� Park ������ �The Research Quarterly and its antecedents�	 Research Quarterly for Exercise and

Sport	 �����������

�Among the most important organisations created at that period were the International Council of

Sport Science and Physical Education ������ and the International Committee for the Sociology

of Sport ������� The journals of these institutions were respectively the International Research in

Sport and Physical Education ������ and the International Review of Sport Sociology �������

�An extensive account of the development of the sub�disciplines within physical education is pro�
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vided in J�D� Massengale and R�A� Swanson ����
� The History of Exercise and Sport Science�

Champaign� Human Kinetics H� Haag	 O� Grupe and A� Kirsch ������ Sport Science in Germany�

An Interdisciplinary Anthology� Berlin and Heidelberg� Spring�Verlag and G�A� Brooks ������

Perspectives on the academic discipline of physical education� Champaign� Human Kinetics�

�G� Erbach ������ �Gedanken zur Einordnung der Theorie der K�orperkultur als Lehr und Forschungs�

disziplin in das System der Sportwissenschaft� �Ideas on the Classi�cation of the Theory of Body

Culture as a Teaching and Research Discipline into the System of Sport Science�� Theorie und

Praxis der K
orperkultur	 
���� G� Erbach ������ �The science of sport and sports sociology� ques�

tions related to development � problems of structure�	 International Review for Sociology of Sport	

��������
� F�M� Henry ������ �Physical education� an academic discipline�	 Journal of Health� Phys�

ical Education and Recreation ���
������� � ��� It is important to notice that because of language

barriers we had no direct access to Erbach�s ideas published in ����� We worked on a non�o�cial

translation of that paper to English and materials published by commentators of his work�

�	See R� Renson ������ �From physical education to kinanthropology� a quest for academic and

professional identity�	 Quest	 ��������������

�� This paper was published for the �rst time in the Proceedings of the �
th annual conference of

NCPEAM ������	 pp� ���� It was reprinted in the Journal of Health	 Physical Education and

Recreation ������	 ����� � �� and in G� Brooks ������ Perspectives on the Academic Discipline of

Physical Education	 Champaign� Human Kinetics� pp� ������ In this study we took the version

published in �����

��This claim �nds support in R� Park ������ �A long and productive career� Franklin M� Henry

� scientist	 mentor	 pioneer�	 Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport	 ������������
 W� Kroll

������	 op� cit�	 p� �� Brooks ������	 op� cit�	 p� � and S� Ross ���
�� �Physical education�

a pre�discipline in search of a paradigm�	 International Journal of Physical Education	 �����������

These scholars argued that the position in favour of an academic discipline of physical education

started with Franklin Henry�

��In the literature	 there is reference to Henry�s paper in the work of almost every scholar dealing

with the subject� His ideas appeared in publications in United States	 Canada	 Germany	 Britain	

Portugal	 Belgium and Brazil�

��R� Park ������	 op� cit�	 p� �
�

��W� Kroll ������	 op� cit�	 p� �� and R� Park ������	 op� cit�	 pp� �
����

��R� Park ������	 op� cit�	 p� ��

��W� Kroll ������	 op� cit�	 p� ���
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��R� Park ������	 op� cit�	 p� ���

��Several studies mentioned that the pressures on American universities were closely connected to

the advancement of the Soviet space program that culminated in the launching of the Sputnik

in October ���
� In this respect see R�L� Blackenbury ������ �Physical education	 an intellectual

emphasis�	 Quest	 ����� and C� Brown and R� Cassidy ������ Theory in Physical Education� A

Guide to Program Change� London� Henry Kimpton� pp� �� and ���

�	J�D� Massengele and R�A� Swanson ����
�	 op� cit�	 pp� ����

��M�G� Wade and J�A� Baker ������ �The changing framework of physical education� new name	 new

responsibilities�	 Physical Education Review	 ����� p� ��� and W� Kroll ������	 op� cit�

��The American Academy of Physical Education is the Physical Education Division of the Ameri�

can Alliance for Health Physical Education and Recreation� For more on the participation of the

Academy in this issue see E� Metheny ����
� �Physical education as an area of study and research�	

Quest	 ��
��
��

��The Western Conference of Physical Education Directors was held for the �rst time in ����� It is

organised annually with the aim of discussing common problems and the advancement of physical

education� It comprises the universities of Illinois	 Indiana	 Iowa	 Michigan	 Michigan State	 Min�

nesota	 North�western	 Ohio State	 Purdue and Wisconsin� See E�F� Zeigler and K�J� McCristal

����
� �A history of the Big Ten Body�of�Knowledge Project in physical education�	 Quest	 ���
�����

��R�L� Blackenbury ������	 op� cit�	 p� ��

��C� Brown and R� Cassidy ������	 op� cit�

��Ibid�	 p� 
�

��The issue we are talking about is The Art and Science of Human Movement	 Quest	 Monograph II	

April �����

��R� Abernathy and M� Waltz ������ �Toward a discipline� �rst steps �rst�	 Quest	 ����
�

��Henry ������	 op� cit�	 p� ���

�	Ibid�	 p� ���

��Ibid�	 p� ���

��F�M� Henry ���
�� �The academic discipline of physical education�	 Quest	 ���������

��W�P� Fraleigh ������ �The perplexed professor�	 Quest	 
������
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��See Quest	 The Nature of a Discipline	 Monograph IX	 December ���
�

��J�J� Schwab ����
� �Problems	 topics	 and issues�	 Quest	 �����
 and P�H� Phenix ����
� �The archi�

tectonics of knowledge�	 Quest	 ��������

��P�H� Phenix ����
�	 op� cit�	 pp� ������

��G�L� Rarick ����
� �The domain of physical education as a discipline�	 Quest	 ��������

��These papers are the following� J�E� Nixon ����
� �The criteria of a discipline�	 Quest	 �������

C� Brown ����
� �The structure of knowledge of physical education�	 Quest	 ������
 A� Steinhaus

����
� �The disciplines underlying a profession�	 Quest	 �� ���
� E� Metheny ����
�	 op� cit�	 pp�


��
� and E�F� Zeigler and K�J� McCristal ����
�	 op� cit�	 pp� 
�����

��D� Siedentop ���
�� �On tilting at windmills while Rome burns�	 Quest	 ��� ����
�

�	Ibid�	 p� ���

��See Quest	 Toward a Theory of Sport	 Monograph X	 �����

��T�J� Sheehan ������ �Sport� the focal point of physical education�	 Quest	 �������
�

��H�J� VanderZwaag ���
�� �Sport studies and exercise science� philosophical accommodations�	 Quest	

���
��
��

��See C�V� Whited ���
�� �Sport science educator�	 Physical Educator	 ����������� F� Keenan ���
��

�What is sport science� Physical Educator	 �������
�

��See C� Ulrich ���

� �The future hour� An educational view�� in R� Welsh �ed�� Physical Education�

A View Toward the Future� St� Louis� Mosby� p� ����

��E�F� Zeigler ���
�� �Sport and developmental physical activity in world�wide perspective� a philo�

sophical analysis�	 Quest	 ������������

��Ibid�	 p� ���

��C� Lambert ���
�� �That�s not physical education� or is it�	 Journal of Physical Education and

Recreation	 ������������

��J�W� Loy ������ �The emergence and development of the sociology of sport as an academic specialty�	

Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport	 �������������

�	R� Park ������	 op� cit�	 pp� ������

��The tendency toward specialisation and fragmentation was observed by some authors in the late
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�s� See F� Henry ���
��	 op� cit� and J� Broekho� ���
�� �Physical education as a profession�	

Quest	 ��������������

��H� VanderZwaag ������ �What the profession was once like� physical education �������
��	 The

American Academy of Physical Education	 ��	 ������

��D�A� Rose ������ �Is there a discipline of physical education�� Quest	 ��	 �����

��M� Ellis ������ �Warning� the pendulum has swung far enough�	 Journal of Physical Education�

Recreation and Dance	 ������
��
��

��For an assessment of the impact of this report on physical education see J�E� Razor ������ �The

Holmes Group Proposal and implications for physical education as a �solid�	 subject matter �and

other related problems��	 Quest	 ����������� and M�G� Wade and J�A� Baker ������	 op� cit�	 pp�

��������

��C�B� Corbin and H�M� Eckert ������ The Evolving Undergraduate Major� Champaign� Human

Kinetics�

��See Quest	 Volume ��	 December �����

��C�E� Thomas ������ �Further reactions to Newell� a rose by any other name�	 Quest	 ��������������

��M� Murray and B� Mann ������ �Is our professionalism showing or slipping�	 Journal of Physical

Education Recreation and Dance	 ���
������� and ���

�	In Germany	 the expressions �Sportwissenschaft� and �Sportwissenschaften� have replaced physical

education� According to some scholars	 there is no exact translation of these words into English�

They are usually translated as �sport science� and �sport sciences� respectively� In this study we

assumed this terminology as reference�

��See H� Haag ���
�� �Development and structure of a theoretical framework of sport science�	 Quest	

������������

��G� Erbach ������	 op� cit�	 pp� 
���� and G� Erbach ������	 op� cit�	 pp� ���
��

��R� Renson ������	 op� cit�	 p� ����

��Ibid�	 p� ����

��A� Marques ������ �Os Jogos Ol� mpicos e a Ci!encia do Desporto� �The Olympic Games and the

Science of Sport�	 Revista Horizonte	 ���������

��J� Riordan ������ Sport under Communism� the USSR� Czechoslovakia� the GDR� China� Cuba�
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London� C� Hurst and Company�

��H� Haag ������ Theoretical Foundation of Sport Science as a Scienti	c Discipline� Contribution to

a Philosophy �Meta�Theory� of Sport Science� Schorndorf� Verlag Karl Hofmann� p� ���

��E� Meinberg ������ �Ci!encia do Desporto� Balan�co e Perspectivas� �Sport Science� Balance and

Perspectives�� in J�O� Bento e A� Marques �eds�� As Ci�encias do Desporto e a Pr�atica Desportiva�

Porto� FCDEF	 Universidade do Porto� Vol� �� pp� ������

��E� Meinberg ������	 op� cit�	 pp� ������

�	B� Nigg ������ �Sports science in the ��th century�	 Journal of Sports Sciences	 ���������
�

��See G� Schindler	 G� Schnabel and F� Trogsch ���

� �A Ci!encia do Desporto e Suas Perspectivas de

Evolu�c�ao� �The Science of Sport and its Evolutionary Perspectives�� in Y� Adam �ed�� Desporto e

Desenvolvimento Humano� Lisboa� Seara Nova�

��Ibid�	 p� ����

��See K� Willimczik ���
�� �Trends in the Scienti�c Concepts Pertaining to Physical Education and

Sport Sciences�� in U� Simri �ed�� Concepts of Physical Education and Sport Sciences� The Wingate

Institute for Physical Education and Sport� Jerusalem� pp� �����

��H� Haag ������	 op� cit�	 p� ���

��This part of the study is based on G� Schindler	 G� Schnabel and F� Trogsch ���

�	 op� cit�	 p� ����

��Ibid�	 p� �������

��Ibid�	 pp� ������
�

��R� Renson ������	 op� cit�	 p� ����

��K� Willimczik ���
��	 op� cit�	 p� ���

�	H� Ries and H� Kriesi ���
�� �Scienti�c Model for a Theory of Physical Education and Sport Sciences��

in U� Simri �ed�� Concepts of Physical Education and Sport Sciences� The Wingate Institute for

Physical Education and Sport� Jerusalem� pp� �
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��R� Renson ������	 op� cit�� p� ����

��K� Willimczik ������ �Interdisciplinary Sport Science� A Science in Search of its Identity�� in H�

Haag	 O� Grupe and A� Kirsch �eds�� Sport Science in Germany� An Interdisciplinary Anthology�

Berlin and Heidelberg� Spring�Verlag�
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��P� Parleb�as ����
� Perspectivas para una Educacion Fisica Moderna �Perspectives for a Modern
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Chapter �

The Academic Discipline of

Physical Education

��� Introduction

In this chapter we focus on the theoretical justi�cation of physical education as an

academic discipline� The question addressed through its sections is whether there is�

or there can be� an academic discipline of physical education�

In the previous chapter we outlined the search for the scholarly identity of physical

education in several countries� In that historical overview we attempted to make clear

that for many decades North American scholars� especially in the United States� have

supposed that physical education is� or could be� an academic discipline� In that

country� academics developed many views about the matter� The purpose of this

part of the study is to examine a representative number of those views and assess

whether they provide an adequate justi�cation for the academic discipline of physical

education�

We shall demonstrate that physical education is not an academic discipline� More

speci�cally� we attempt to show that it is not a discipline in the sense of an au�

�	
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tonomous branch of knowledge�

The chapter comprises three sections� The �rst one presents the problem and the

way we intend to deal with it throughout the chapter� The second� is a critical

examination of the concept of academic discipline� We shall demonstrate that various

interpretations of academic disciplines are misleading and point out the consequences

this has for the attempts to establish a discipline of physical education� Section

three focuses on the arguments for the justi�cation of physical education as a cross�

disciplinary �eld of study�

��� Posing the Problem

The question under investigation here may be posed in the following way� 
Is physical

education an academic discipline�� The formulation of the problem in this manner of�

fers some logical possibilities of an answer� For a better understanding of the situation

we may put the problem in a more formalised fashion�

When we replace the terms 
physical education� for X and 
academic discipline� for Y

in the question above� we get the type of formulation 
Is X a Y �� Given that we give

to X and Y suitable de�nitions� there are three logical possibilities of an answer�

��� X is a Y�

��� X is not a Y�

��� It is contingently possible for X to be or not to be a Y�

The decision whether ���� ��� or ��� is the correct answer depends to a large extent

on what we mean by X and Y� As X stands for 
physical education� and Y for 
aca�

demic discipline� a preliminary step in the solution of this problem is to give suitable

de�nitions of these terms�

Given the lack of agreement about the de�nition of physical education� let us start

with academic discipline� We hope to show in the following section that this is a more
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productive way to go� This is so because in refuting some misleading interpretations

of academic discipline we consequently reject the arguments in favour of an academic

discipline of physical education based on those interpretations� Therefore� it seems

perfectly possible to advance in this investigation� at least up to a certain point�

without providing a de�nition of physical education�

��� The Concept of Academic Discipline

The term academic discipline has a variety of meanings� Even though scholars di�er

considerably regarding its de�nition� some uses of this expression appeared more often

than others during this study� The examination of some of these uses may assist us

when attempting to determine whether physical education is an academic discipline�

For the purposes of this study� the following seem to be the most relevant�

We may say that disciplines relate to� �a� administrative arrangements� �b� subject

matter� �c� realm of things� �d� phenomenal classes� �e� special vocabularies� and

�f� scienti�c laws and theories�� We shall now examine these de�nitions and the

arguments for the justi�cation of a discipline of physical education based on them�

����� Administrative Arrangements

This argument takes the view that academic disciplines are administrative arrange�

ments� Each discipline is an academic unit around which institutions of higher edu�

cation organise research and teaching activities�

We may describe this view as the following� The institutions of higher education

have to be divided up according to some criteria� Many of them tend to make the

division by faculties and departments� Considering that universities bring together a

wide range of scholarly interests and are organised according to particular goals� their

administrative structures follow di�erent patterns� In this academic environment the

term discipline is assumed in a pragmatic sense and employed with an administrative

purpose� It relates to the way that universities� faculties and departments organise
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their teaching and research activities� In this sense they are administrative arrange�

ments�

This point may be illustrated in the following way� We often employ the expression


discipline� when referring to the organisation of research and teaching in terms of

large bodies of knowledge as� for example� the discipline of biology� or the discipline

of philosophy� In other situations we use the term to refer to some particular portion

of these large branches of knowledge� This happens when we say for instance� the

discipline of zoology� or the discipline of ethics� We sometimes call discipline a smaller

part or sub�division of these particular portions of knowledge� This is the case of the

discipline of medical ethics� understood here as a sub�division of ethics�

There are other occasions� however� when the term is employed in a di�erent way�

Instead of referring to the organisation of academic activities in large branches of

knowledge or particular divisions and sub�divisions of them� the expression is used

for combinations of di�erent bodies of knowledge and portions of them� This seems

to be the case of disciplines linked to speci�c areas of practical interests and concern

such as environmental pollution� urban transportation and material corrosion�

One last example can be drawn from the area of history� The discipline of ancient

history centres on a speci�c period of time while history of religion focuses on a

particular dimension of human experience� This is an interesting situation because it

shows that even inside the same area we may organise research and teaching activities

according to di�erent criteria and still call them disciplines�

These examples are su�cient to illustrate the point that academic disciplines are ad�

ministrative arrangements� They also show that disciplines do not follow a de�nite

or �xed pattern� Indeed� these academic arrangements may have di�erent con�gura�

tions� Their function is solely administrative� In this respect they play a signi�cant

role in the organisation of research and teaching at the university level�

According to this argument any matter of academic interest could be an academic

discipline� If this is true� then it would be perfectly possible to claim that physical

education is a discipline� In fact� there is no reason to believe that physical education�
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independently of what we mean by this term� could not be an academic discipline�

There are many universities that already organise teaching and research assuming

that physical education is a discipline�

Making an analogy with the situation described earlier� we could claim that sociology

of physical education� physiology of exercise� sports biomechanics and motor learning

are particular portions or sub�disciplines of physical education� As we saw in the

earlier chapter� some scholars take this path� For instance� Katch ������ presented a

model for the academic discipline of physical education composed of sport anthropol�

ogy� sport history� motor integration� etc�� Zeigler�s ������ system comprises exercise

physiology� psychomotor learning and biomechanics among others�� Similar proposals

appeared in Vincent ������� Thomas ���	��� and Zeigler and McCristal ��������

Other scholars have attempted to organise the area according to another criterion� For

them� physical education is a combination of particular divisions and sub�divisions of

di�erent bodies of knowledge� This seems to be the case of Henry ����	� ��	�� when

he argues that physical education is composed of 
certain portions of such diverse �elds

as anatomy� physics and physiology� cultural anthropology� history and sociology� as

well as psychology���

What follows from the arguments presented here is that physical education is an

academic discipline in the sense of an administrative arrangement for research and

teaching� Of course� this does not imply that a department or faculty of physical

education must exist� It is possible that research and teaching activities related to

physical education be located in other departments� This does not imply either� in

the case of a department of physical education exist� that the disciplines and sub�

disciplines mentioned in the examples above should be located in that department

and taught by sta� with degrees in the area though this seems to occur in most

institutions�

So� if we have research and teaching activities organised in terms of physical education

and departments and sta� dealing with this area� why do people bother with this kind

of question� Is not physical education already an academic discipline�
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This is not a di�cult question to answer� Several scholars have indeed engaged in the

justi�cation of an academic discipline of physical education thinking that this would

allow a better organisation of teaching and research in this area� There are strong

reasons to believe that these people acted properly� To con�rm this claim we just

have to consider the large number of institutions that currently organise graduate

and undergraduate programs in the area� This leads us to answer the question above

in the following terms� if we assume that academic disciplines are administrative

arrangements� then physical education is an academic discipline�

There is� however� an important aspect to be considered here� It is not only for

administrative convenience that most scholars have engaged in the e�ort to justify an

academic discipline of physical education� They have done so especially because they

believe that physical education is� or can be� an academic discipline in the sense of an

autonomous branch of scienti�c knowledge� Therefore� the conclusion we arrived at in

this section is related to part of the arguments put forward for the justi�cation of the

area as an academic discipline� We must then move ahead in this investigation and

examine how the term academic discipline can be related to branches of knowledge�

����� Subject Matter

The argument examined here takes the view that academic disciplines are distin�

guished from each other by the subject matter they refer to� According to this view�

there is a correlation between disciplines and subject matter� Each academic disci�

pline is in possession of and concerns itself with a unique subject matter that is not

included or treated in the same way by any other discipline�

We may illustrate this point with the follow example� Consider physics and biology�

These areas have usually been regarded as academic disciplines� Following the argu�

ment above� we would say that they are disciplines because they relate to particular

and exclusive subject matter�

Now� let us take the case of physical education� Suppose that this area wants to

develop into an academic discipline� According to that view� what would make it a
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discipline is that it is concerned with a subject matter that is not under the jurisdiction

of any other discipline� Therefore� an acceptable way to get there is through the

demarcation of a subject matter proper to the area�

This is the sort of argument presented by many of scholars when attempting to justify

an academic discipline of physical education� It seems that the authors that argue

for the demarcation of the body of knowledge of physical education as a condition

for the development of an academic discipline are based on this view� For them� to

be a discipline is to be a body of knowledge� Che�ers and Eval ����	�� for example�

argue that the acceptance of physical education as an academic discipline means that

it possesses a body of knowledge or subject matter with a uni�ed focus��

The idea that disciplines relate to subject matter has been the subject of severe

criticism� Popper ������ points out that it is a mistake to think that academic

disciplines are distinguishable by the subject matter they investigate� According to

the author� this type of distinction is only possible at a very basic level�� He argues

that this is a naive belief� It supposes the existence of such entities as 
philosophy��


physics�� or 
biology� and that they have a certain character or essence or nature��

For Popper� we do not study subject matter but problems and the latter may cut

across disciplines and subject matters� Problems emerge out of expectations� theories

and empirical tests derived from them� Therefore� theories and not subject matter

may comprise a discipline�

Other scholars are also critical regarding this view of disciplines� For Peters� the no�

tion that disciplines have subject matter just make sense if one is trying to distinguish

disciplines at a low level of theoretical development from each other��

We may illustrate the di�culty to accept the view that disciplines relate to subject

matter by the following examples� Consider the problem of improving the perfor�

mance of an athlete� The solution of such a problem would involve theories and

techniques usually considered physiological� physical and psychological to mention

some� Let us take as a second example the assessment of the causes of sport vio�

lence� In this case� sociological� psychological and historical theories would help in
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the resolution�

The argument above leads us to the conclusion that disciplines do not relate to subject

matters� Therefore� any attempt to justify a discipline of physical education based

on this idea is mistaken� There is no need to de�ne physical education here since the

argument is not a�ected by what we mean by this term or how we characterise its

subject matter�

����� Realm of Things

This argument takes the view that academic disciplines are distinguishable from each

other by the realm of things they relate to� According to this view� there is a cor�

relation between realms and disciplines� Each discipline applies to a unique realm

and each realm supports only one discipline� We may illustrate this view as follows�

realm R� supports discipline D�� realm R� supports discipline D�� realm R� supports

discipline D� and so on�

The correlation between realms and disciplines does not imply a discipline for every

realm� Since the only requirement is that every discipline be supported by a realm

of things� it is possible that some realms are not the object of any discipline� This

view is quite appealing since it o�ers the possibility of as many disciplines as realms

of things� We can infer from it that the development of a new discipline may be

supported by a realm that is not the subject of any discipline already in existence�

This seems to be the view that sustains many of the arguments for the justi�cation

of an academic discipline of physical education� According to them� what makes

physical education an academic discipline is that it relates to a particular realm of

things that is not considered by any other discipline� The realm of things of physical

education has been characterised in many ways� However� sports� games� dance�

outdoor activities and gymnastics are commonly considered elements of this realm�

There are at least three reasons to believe that this idea is mistaken� The �rst

criticism raised against this view is that not only one but a variety of disciplines may
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be supported by elements of the same realm of things� We need no more than some

examples to illustrate this point� Let us take the realm of animals� There are at

least two disciplines that take elements of this realm as their subject� namely biology

and psychology� For a second example we could look at the realm of minerals� In

this case� disciplines such as chemistry and geology are supported by elements of this

realm� For a �nal example� let us examine the realm of human beings� Here we can

easily make a list of disciplines supported by this realm� e�g� biology� psychology and

anthropology�

There is a second important argument against the correlation between disciplines and

realms��	 This notion seems to contain a contradiction� We can illustrate this point in

the following way� The correlation establishes that a given realm of things� let us say

R�� supports one and only one discipline D�� If this is the case� then all the general

truths concerning the elements of the realm are included in that discipline� A similar

situation occurs with realm R�� That is to say that all the general truths related to

the elements of this realm are included in the discipline D�� In these conditions no

contradiction emerges� If it happens� however� that a discipline associated with the

realm R�  R� also exists� then this discipline would contain truths related to R� and

R�� What follows is that some truths would fall under the domain of more than one

discipline� contradicting the principle that a particular realm of things supports one

and only one discipline�

Another problem that emerges from such a view is that reproducing the situation

above for an in�nite number of times we arrive at a discipline that contains all dis�

ciplines� that is to say� a discipline that comprises all general truths regarding every

possible realm� Let us put this situation in a more formalised way� This will help to

illustrate the type of problem we are concerned with here� Consider that realm R�

supports discipline D� and realm R� supports discipline D�� and that all the truths

regarding the elements of these realms belong to their respective disciplines� As we

have seen� it is logically possible that a realm R� composed of R�  R� supports a

discipline D�� In this case all the general truths regarding R� and R� would also

belong to the domain of D� since this discipline contains D� and D�� If we reproduce

this situation for an in�nite number of times we arrive at a discipline D�
n� Putting
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the matter another way� we get to a discipline that comprises all disciplines�

Accepting this argument is to accept the idea of a meta�discipline from which all

others could be reduced� It is rather di�cult to image a discipline that could contain

all the truths of physics� biology� sociology� psychology� etc�

The example above also illustrates the di�culties posed by the notion of realm of

things� In that situation we have a realm that is composed of all other realms� There

are� however� a number of possible ways to conceive realms� We may think about

a realm composed of only one element� As we saw earlier� the correlation realms�

disciplines does not entail a discipline for every realm� However� according to this

view� it is perfectly possible to have a discipline supported by a realm composed of

only one element� This situation seems to con�ict with the idea of science posing

general statements regarding the behaviour of the world�

The arguments presented in this section lead to the conclusion that any attempt to

justify an academic discipline of physical education based on the idea that it relates to

a particular realm of things is mistaken� Since this conclusion is valid independently

of what we mean by physical education� there is no need to deal with the de�nition

of this term here�

����� Phenomenal Classes

This argument takes the view that academic disciplines are distinguishable from each

other by the phenomenal classes they relate to� There is a correlation between phe�

nomenal classes and disciplines� Each discipline applies to a unique phenomenal class

and each phenomenal class supports only one discipline�

This view is slightly di�erent from the one we examined previously� In the case of a

realm of things we were dealing with objects� In phenomenal classes we are concerned

with aspects or properties of things� What is in question here is the possibility of two

or more disciplines to focus on di�erent properties of the same object�

The following example helps to understand this view� Consider a person� We could
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say that the mass of this person is a physical entity� Therefore� it belongs to the

domain of physics� In the same way� we could state that her behaviour comprises the

sphere of psychology and the way her body works constitutes the focus of biology� In

this situation a single object might be the subject of several disciplines�

The correlation between phenomenal classes and disciplines does not require that we

have a discipline for every phenomenon� Some phenomena may not be the subject of

any discipline� It only requires that every discipline be supported by a phenomenal

class� This leaves the possibility open for as many disciplines as phenomenal classes�

This sort of argument seems to support many attempts to establish an academic

discipline of physical education� Since it is perfectly possible that a particular class

of phenomena is not the subject of any of the already established disciplines� it may

be the focus for the development of a new one� According to this view� what makes

physical education a discipline is that it refers to a particular phenomenon�

There is some agreement among physical educators that adopt this view that physical

education is concerned with the phenomenon of human movement� For instance�

Ojeme ������ argues that the focus of the area is on man and his movements���

However� there are scholars that prefer to focus on humans in movement� This seems

to be the case of Studer ��������� The arguments in favour of exercise and physical

activity may also be included here�

The correlation between disciplines and phenomenal classes raises the same sort of

criticism mentioned when we examined the case of the realm of things� Following

that criticism� we could argue that there is more than one discipline supported by

the same class of phenomena�

The argument also contains the contradiction mentioned earlier� Suppose that phe�

nomenon P� and phenomenon P� support unique disciplines� let us say D� and D�

respectively� If a third discipline composed of P�  P� also exists� then some truths

fall under the jurisdiction of more than one discipline� This is in contradiction with

the idea that a particular phenomenon is the subject of only one discipline�

In attempting to avoid this contradiction� some authors have proposed the following
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situation� Suppose that the correlation of disciplines and phenomenal classes holds

only for pure phenomenal classes� e�g� the class of pure biological or pure sociological

phenomena��� We now have a discipline D� supported by a pure phenomenal class

P� and a discipline D� supported by a pure phenomenal class P�� This would prevent

the situation of a third discipline composed of D�  D� mentioned above� There is

some attraction in such a proposition� Besides avoiding the contradiction� it makes

it possible for more than one discipline to focus on the same realm of things�

However� the notion of pure phenomenal classes runs into di�culties when we examine

some classes of phenomena that belong to the everyday of many scientists� for exam�

ple physical�biological� social�psychological and biological�chemical� In accepting the

notion of pure classes� we rule out the possibility of this type of 
mixed� phenomena

being the subject of any discipline� This view leads us to the strange situation of

relegating such phenomena to obscurantism� Putting the matter another way� we are

able to give a scienti�c treatment to them�

There is a second problem connected to the de�nition of pure phenomenal class� It

seems that the notion is so arti�cial that it becomes impossible to apply it to any

practical situation� How would we determine whether a given phenomenon is biolog�

ical or chemical� It is di�cult to imagine any satisfactory de�nition that demarcates

clearly such limits� Therefore� despite its logical validity� such a notion is of very

restricted relevance for the demarcation between academic disciplines�

The arguments above lead us to the conclusion that any attempt to justify an aca�

demic discipline of physical education based on the idea that it relates to a particular

phenomenal class is mistaken� Here again� we have no need to de�ne physical edu�

cation since those arguments are not a�ected by what we mean by the term physical

education�

����� Special Terminology

This argument takes the view that academic disciplines are distinguishable from each

other by the vocabulary used in descriptions and explanations� There is a correlation
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between vocabularies and disciplines� Each discipline is in possession of or makes use

of a particular vocabulary and each vocabulary supports only one discipline�

Accordingly� disciplines are characterised by their distinctive linguistic apparatus�

They may be described as bodies of systematised information expressed by special

vocabularies� The situation we have now is the following� disciplines may look at

similar objects and phenomenal classes� However the language they use to describe

and explain them is di�erent�

Following this argument� what makes physics a discipline is that it employs a spe�

cial vocabulary �e�g�� protons� centre of gravity� electromagnetic radiation� etc�� to

describe and explain some particular properties of the world� In the same way� biol�

ogy uses concepts such as cell� mitochondria and Krebs cycle� and sociology employs�

class struggle� social strati�cation� ideology and globalisation�

There are some scholars in physical education that sustain their arguments by this

view� According to them� among other requirements� what would guarantee to phys�

ical education the status of an academic discipline is the development of a distinctive

vocabulary�

There is a major criticism of this view� While it is true that there is some degree of

distinction between vocabularies� it is also true that on most occasions they overlap�

For example� physics makes use of mathematical terms� chemistry overlaps many

times with biology and physics� sociology and history quite often employ similar

conceptualisation� In practice� such distinction among vocabularies seems not to be

achievable� Even if it was possible to make this distinction� the consequences of

such an attitude would probably be the impossibility of any formulation about the

properties and behaviour of world� Perhaps only logic and mathematics would survive

as disciplines�

Some scholars have attempted to overcome such a problem by introducing the notion

of presuppositional order among the disciplines� We could assume that chemistry�

for example� presupposes physics and is in turn presupposed by biology��� According

to this view� any statement composed of terms belonging to more than one special
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vocabulary is assigned to the discipline that ranks higher in the presuppositional

order�

The problem with the notion of presuppositional order is that it is based on the belief

that disciplines can be reduced one to another� The procedure here would be to

classi�ed disciplines according to their stage of theoretical development� For instance�

we could argue that physics is a discipline in a higher level at the presuppositional

order because it is more theoretically developed than biology� The scienti�c models

of the former would be applied to the elucidation of problems related to the latter�

We need then a criterion to classify disciplines according to their stage of theoretical

development� That is to say that it is not enough to demonstrate that the terms of

a given discipline are reducible to the terms of a second one� It is also necessary to

show that the principles of one discipline are derived from the principles of another�

Therefore� special vocabularies are not a su�cient condition to distinguish disciplines�

This takes us to a second and more cogent criticism to this notion�

It seems that a given term may be de�nable in the vocabulary of a discipline but does

not actually belong to its domain� For example� supposing that the terms 
father�

and 
married� are de�nable in the terminology of the discipline 
A�� In this case� the

statement� 
Some fathers are not married� belongs to the discipline 
A�� If it is true

that this statement belongs to the language of the discipline 
A�� then its negation�


All fathers are married�� also belong to it� As a consequence� discipline 
A� turns

out self�contradictory� In fact� these statements may not belong to the set of theories

of discipline 
A� even though their terms may be de�nable in its terminology� This

seems to indicate that theories and not special vocabularies demarcate the domain of

a discipline�

The arguments above lead us to the conclusion that the attempts to justify an aca�

demic discipline of physical education based on the idea that it relates to a particular

vocabulary is mistaken� As in the previous parts there is no need to de�ne physical

education since the arguments presented here are not a�ected by the de�nition of this

term�
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����� Theories and Scienti�c Laws

The argument examined in this section takes the view that academic disciplines are

distinguished from each other by theories and scienti�c laws� There is a correlation

between disciplines and theories� Each discipline refers to a scienti�c theory�

Let us examine whether this argument is adequate� If we assume physics as a model

for a discipline� it seems that we cannot talk about 
the physical theory�� There are a

number of theories under the designation 
physics�� For this reason� it is more correct

to say that physics consists of a set of theories more or less integrated�

For the sake of the argument� let us suppose that disciplines consist of more or less

integrated systems of theories� If we look at chemistry� for example� we see that some

basic theories from physics are presented there� The same sort of situation occurs in

biology� Therefore� a distinction between disciplines based on this criterion run into

di�culties� To a certain degree the boundaries of disciplines are not precisely the

boundaries of theories�

However� if the arguments presented in this chapter are correct� then the best char�

acterisation of academic discipline we get up to this point is that it refers to scienti�c

theories� It is worth to mention that the idea that disciplines are related to systems

of theories is supported by studies in the history of science� For Popper� disciplines

appear only in a more advanced stage of development of a given problem�solving sit�

uation� First� problems emerge from expectations and pre�scienti�c conceptions of

the world� Then� we move to systematic attempts to answer them� When we have

reasonable structured and well�worked answer to such problems a body of knowledge

is formed� This together with techniques to test and develops better answers comprise

a discipline���

Therefore� let us take the de�nition of disciplines presented above and examined the

case of physical education� The problem emerged from such an approach is that to

be considered a discipline physical education has to ful�l the following condition� it

has to be described as a more or less logical integrated system of theories� This raises

the question 
Is there any system of theories in physical education�� If so� �Are these
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theories logical integrated��

To make the argument easy let us assume that physical education is concerned with

the study of human movement� We could have chosen sports� games and gymnastics�

dance� outdoor activities and recreation or any other of the traditional characterisa�

tions of the area�

If we look at problems related to the internal mechanisms involved in the human

movement� for example� muscle contraction� how would these processes be described

and explained� It seems logical that if someone wants to examined this problem the

most appropriate theoretical framework and empirical methods are those of biology�

chemistry� physics and so on� When we examine the external factors related to

the human movement� physics� anthropology and sociology provide the theoretical

framework�

The point we want to make is that when someone is asking questions about any sort of

movement� the theories involved belong to the domain of the established disciplines�

At the moment� it does no seem to exist any other way to ask and answers questions

proper to physical education� All the relevant problems are examined through the

theoretical and methodological framework of the established disciplines� Therefore�

we may say that there are a number of theories focusing on aspects related to phys�

ical education� However� these theories do not comprise an integrated system� To

integrate these theories in a logical system does not seem to be achievable�

Assuming that the relevant sense in which we can talk about disciplines is when they

refer to more or less logical integrated systems of theories� the arguments above lead

to the conclusion that physical education is not an academic discipline�

��� Cross�Disciplinary Approach

In the previous section we examined some disciplinary approaches� However� some

scholars have proposed another way to deal with the problem� Terms such as 
mul�

tidisciplinary�� 
interdisciplinary� and 
cross�disciplinary� are often used to describe
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di�erent types of collaboration between and within disciplines� These expressions

have been also applied to describe the academic nature of physical education�

Renson ���	�� produces a classi�cation of the arguments for the justi�cation of phys�

ical education as multidisciplinary� interdisciplinary and cross�disciplinary��� In this

section we look at the arguments in favour of a 
cross�discipline� of physical education

in an attempt to �nd a satisfactory solution to the problem of the scholarly identity

of the area� In order to focus on these arguments� it seems important to distinguish

among the three approaches just mentioned and illustrate them with the use of some

examples�

The multidisciplinary approach could be describe roughly like that� Di�erent disci�

plines work together on a speci�c problem� but there is little� if any active collab�

oration among them� Each discipline concentrates on those aspects of the problem

concerned with its domain� The multidisciplinary approach requires that every disci�

pline do its thing with no need of being aware of the work of the others involved�

Applying this notion to the area of physical education� we would have a group of dis�

ciplines examining particular problems related to� for example� the human movement

or sport� Each of these disciplines would concentrate on features concerned to its

domain� For instance� a group of sports physiologists examines some aspects of sport

while the sociologists of sport focus on others� There is no communication between

the two groups�

The multidisciplinary approach seems to be very common in physical education� The

area could well be classi�ed under this title� However� this approach does not lead

to the integration of knowledge aimed by physical educators� It seems that scholars

actually want to transcend this way of dealing with problems in the area� Therefore�

multidisciplinarity could be the cause of the lack of identity of physical education but

never its solution since through this approach no autonomous branch of knowledge is

achieved�

A second approach has been suggested by some physical educators� They argue

that it is important to conceive physical education as an interdiscipline� The basic
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assumption is that the nature of the area requires interdisciplinary� The de�nition of

interdisciplinarity posed by Lovisolo ������ o�ers a framework for the examination of

the relationship among disciplines�

The author presents a description of the concept of interdisciplinary divided in three

levels� For him� at a very basic level the term refers to the use of concepts and

theoretical models from one discipline on higher stage of development into another

on lower� At a second level� the expression denotes a dialogue among disciplines where

each of them contributes with theories and concepts to solve practical and theoretical

problems� At a higher level it is an integrative construction where the disciplines

involved go beyond their partial views building a new conceptual and theoretical

unit���

The positive aspect of this de�nition is that it allows us to discern three possible

uses of the expression even though the �rst de�nition of the term seems to run into

di�culties since it presupposes a classi�cation of sciences� For this reason� we do

not consider this de�nition appropriate� The second and third uses of the expression

seem to be more adequate�

We may infer from them that an interdisciplinary approach involves co�operative

e�orts by several disciplines in the examination of a particular problem or subject�

It requires some level of integration and� in the third case� even alteration of the

disciplines involved� Each discipline needs to take the contributions of others into

account� There is exchange of concepts� data and regular consultation� Each discipline

relates the activities to its own theoretical interest though the elucidation of the issue

as a whole can only be achieved by a common research activity�

To illustrate this point let us take the case of assessing the causes of football hooligan�

ism� Here� sport sociologists� sport psychologists and historians could work together�

Some level of integration would be required and each discipline would take into con�

sideration the achievements of the others� A more complete explanation of the matter

can only be reached by a common e�ort�

This approach seems to arrive at more productive results since it presupposes certain
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level of integration among the disciplines� However� while it is true that in some

situations the interdisciplinary approach may help and even be the only way to �nd

a proper explanation� in others� interdisciplinarity seems to be impossible to achieve�

We are thinking about some particular problem related to the muscle performance

during the exercise� For sure� biochemistry and physics may work together� perhaps

even psychology� however what contribution sociology and history could give to the

elucidation of such problem� Therefore� one may argue that some level of integration

is possible in an interdisciplinary approach� However� as a whole� physical education

cannot reach the stage of an autonomous branch of knowledge through interdisci�

plinarity�

Another attempt to �nd an appropriate justi�cation for physical education as a branch

of knowledge is based on the concept of 
cross�discipline�� Since interdisciplinary

and multidisciplinarity did not take physical education to the expected theoretical

autonomy� some scholars have argue that 
cross�disciplinarity� would be the solution�

As mentioned in chapter �� this concept was presented for the �rst time in the area

of physical education by Henry ����	� ��	����� Currently� Renson ���	�� is the main

representative of this trend��� These scholars try to show that the notion of cross�

discipline goes a step further� This is so because it presupposes that each discipline

loses a part of its identity in favour of the construction of a new one�

There is an aspect related to the idea of cross�disciplinarity that deserve attention� We

are not sure whether cross�disciplinarity di�ers substantially from interdisciplinarity�

Both concepts require certain levels of integration among the disciplines involved in

the investigation of a given problem�situation� According to Renson� the notion of

cross�disciplinarity a�ords a more integrative approach to the problems investigated

by physical education� For this author� the main di�erence between them is that

interdisciplinarity leads only to a partial integration� It seems that for this author

cross�disciplinarity takes to a complete integration� If this is the case� then we return

to the concept of 
monodisciplinary� approach� That is to say� a model of inquiry

that does not require any kind of partnership with other disciplines� In the case

under examination either we have monodisciplinarity or interdisciplinarity� Putting

the matter another way� what we want to show here is that the concept of cross�
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disciplinarity is misleading�

One could argue that cross�disciplinarity though not leading to a complete integration

provides a higher level of integration than interdiciplinarity� Even though it would

be di�cult to assess the degree of integration among disciplines let us assume� for

the sake of the argument� that cross�disciplinarity is a concept that implies a more

integrative stage of relationship among disciplines� If this is the case� then we would

agree that cross�disciplinarity is a step further in relation to the establishment of an

autonomous branch of knowledge related to physical education�

However� it seems that to achieve the stage of an autonomous branch of knowledge

pursued by some physical educators� it is necessary that the concepts and theories

that belong to the various disciplines related to the area are somewhat logical inte�

grated� As far as we are concerned� neither Henry nor Renson have provided any

new theoretical approach to the area of physical education showing that such logi�

cal integration has been achieved� Therefore� for the time being� we would say that

cross�disciplinarity has not led to the academic autonomy of the area�

��� Conclusion

In this chapter we examined the attempts to justify physical education as an academic

discipline� We looked at various de�nitions of academic discipline and arrived at

the conclusion that the most relevant sense of the term is when it implies some

connection with scienti�c theories and laws� We then assumed this rather speci�c

sense of discipline and investigated whether physical education could meet with its

requirements� As a conclusion we may say that physical education is not� and can

not be� an academic discipline�
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Chapter �

The Science of Sport

��� Introduction

In this chapter we are concerned with the theoretical justi�cation of sport science�

The question addressed through its sections is whether there is� or there can be� a

science of sport�

In the previous chapters we examined many positions regarding the scholarly identity

of physical education� There we attempted to show that physical educators in North

America� specially in the United States� have worked on the topic mostly from the

perspective of an academic discipline� In this part of the study we focus on the

matter from the position of the German scholars� As their American counterparts�

they have for decades supposed that the area we traditionally refer to as physical

education is� or could be� an autonomous branch of knowledge� Their approach�

however� is di�erent� They have attempted to solve the problem through the notion

of sport science� The purpose of this chapter is to submit to critical examination the

arguments of a representative number of scholars that support this view�

The chapter comprises four sections� In the �rst one we present the problem and

the way we intent to deal with it throughout the chapter� In the second we look at

���
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several descriptions of science drawing special attention to the demarcation criteria

between science and non�science� Section three deals with the concept of sport� The

�nal section examines the arguments for the justi�cation of sport science based on

the ideas developed in the previous sections�

��� Posing the Problem

Many academics interested in the scienti�c investigation of sport have assumed that

there is indeed a science of sport� The underlying assumption among those that

support this position is that �sport science� is� or can be� an autonomous body of

knowledge related to sport� Sociology of sport� history of sport� physiology of sport

and biomechanics of sport are often considered to be some of its specialities or sub�

areas� Other scholars have been more sceptical about the existence of a science of

sport� They argue that a satisfactory justi�cation is still missing�

Assuming that the above description correctly portrays the views of a great number

of scholars dealing with sport� the question we would like to investigate in this chapter

may be posed in the following way� 
Is there such thing as a science of sport��

We could take here the same line of argumentation followed in the previous chapter

and say that the answer to this question depends in great extension on what we mean

by the terms 
science� and 
sport�� Therefore� two major questions would emerge from

the outset� First� what is understood by science and second what is understood by

sport�

In most occasions those scholars attempting to answer the �rst question have taken

the view that sciences are organised and di�er from each other in terms of �a� subject

matter� �b� realm of things� �c� phenomenonal classes and �d� special vocabularies�

These attempts tend to equate the term 
science� with some de�nitions of academic

discipline examined earlier in this study�

In this respect� we may say that the arguments in favour of sport science are essentially

the same as the arguments for the justi�cation of an academic discipline of physical
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education� According to those views� for the so�called 
sport science� to qualify as a

science� it would be necessary to clearly demarcate� for example� a subject matter �or

any of the other possibilities mentioned above� that is not under the jurisdiction of

any of the already established sciences�

There is a problem in accepting such ideas of science� As we attempt to show in the

previous chapter� academic disciplines cannot be conceived in any of those ways� If it

is correct that many scholars regard the terms 
science� and 
academic discipline� as

equal or equivalent� then any attempt to justify sport science based on those notions

is subject to the same sort of criticism presented there� This leads us to the conclusion

that there is no such thing as a science of sport�

However� it would be scarcely correct to state that all scholars attempting to justify

sport science take one of these veins of argumentation� There are some important

distinctions to be made here� First� some of the arguments in favour of sport science

are essentially but not exactly the same as those for an academic discipline of physical

education� It seems that the former take more seriously the idea that sciences are

organised in terms of theories� In this respect� they equate the concept of science with

the last sense of term 
academic discipline� examined in chapter � though their argu�

ments are more sophisticated� According to this view� the development of a theory

of sport is a necessary condition for the justi�cation of a science of sport� Therefore�

the question to be answered is whether sport science satis�es such condition� Putting

the matter another way� it is necessary to address the problem of whether there is

such thing as a theory of sport�

There is a second important aspect to mention� There are some characterisations

of science that do not equate it with any of the concepts of academic discipline ex�

amined before� For instance� some scholars have attempt to show that what makes

science a peculiar enterprise is its method� On the basis of this idea� one could argue

that for sport science to rank as a science it must ful�l the requirements posed by

that de�nition� This is to say that the general assertions and explanations �laws and

theories� about the phenomenon of sport put forward by the so�called sport scientists

can only be considered scienti�c if they are a result of the correct application of the
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scienti�c method� The situation becomes more complex in so far as we realise that

some scholars have challenged this view and proposed rather di�erent characterisa�

tions of science� These remarks suggest that the analysis of the nature of science

carried out in this study has to include these accounts as well in order to reach any

conclusion about the scienti�c status of the science of sport�

There is a last aspect to draw attention before we go on in this study� For some

scholars the investigation about sport relies in great extension on the understanding

of its nature or essence� For instance� how could one inquiry into any particular

aspect of sport if the concept of sport itself is obscure� Some scholars go even further

arguing that the construction of a theory of sport has as a preliminary step the

de�nition of sport� According to this view� theorising about sport is only possible

when this concept is properly de�ned� Perhaps the view of these academics can be

brought out further by noting a negative form of the same argument� It seems to run

as follows� If there is no concept of sport� then there is no theory of sport� If there

is no theory of sport� then there is no science of sport� Consequently� if there is no

concept of sport� there is no science of sport� This seems to be the reason why for the

representatives of this position it is imperative� for the recognition of sport science as

a science� to establish a certain degree of precision about the sort of things covered

by the concept of sport�

The views presented up to this point set the grounds for the examination of the at�

tempts to justify sport science aimed in this chapter� There are three issues to be

taken into consideration� �a� to look at the di�erent characterisations of science in an

attempt to understand what distinguishes it from other human enterprises� in partic�

ular� what counts for a particular domain of inquiry to be considered scienti�c� �b�

to examine whether a theory of sport plays any fundamental role in the justi�cation

of sport science� �c� to examine whether a de�nition of sport is a necessary condition

for the construction of a theory of sport�
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��� The Concept of Science

In this section we focus on the concept of science� In general terms� the problem

under investigation may be formulated as follows� 
When should an area of inquiry

be ranked as scienti�c�� The resolution of this question seems to be a preliminary step

for the examination of some scholars� aspirations to establish a science of sport� For

how could we know whether their claims are true without having at least a general

idea about the nature of science� It seems important to notice that in the context of

this study this question received a limited treatment� This happens to be so because

we focused only on those aspects of the problem that are related to our major concern�

that is� the justi�cation of sport science�

The demarcation between science and non�science has been one of the most debatable

questions in philosophy� Since the early decades of this century� several scholars have

investigated the matter� Although this problem has been the focus of great attention

throughout this century� it is not new� Studies in the history of science show that the

problem was posed by the success of the scienti�c discoveries occurred in the eigh�

teenth century�� It is not our intention to survey all the relevant positions put forward

since that time� Instead we would like to draw attention to some contributions that

appeared more recently and that� in great extension� have shaped our current views

about the matter� The most representative attempts to give a proper solution to this

problem have been described as �a� inductivism� �b� falsi�cationism� �d� paradigms

and �e� relativism� An examination of these views will help to understand what a

science looks like and how it di�ers from other forms of understanding�

����� Inductivism

The �rst view examined here is commonly referred to as 
inductivism��� For induc�

tivism� what makes science a peculiar enterprise is the fact that it is based on the

principle of induction� that is to say that the use of the inductive method is the cri�

terion of demarcation between science and non�science� According to some authors�

to eliminate induction from science would be to deprive it of the power to decide the
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truth or falsity of its theories�� The main tenet of inductivism is that science starts

with observations of particular cases and moves on from them to generalisations�

Chalmers ������ formulates this principle as the following�


If a large number of As have been observed under a wide variety of

conditions� and if all those observed As without exception possessed the

property B� then all As have the property B���

The move from a �nite number of singular observations to generalisations is legitimate

provided that certain conditions are satis�ed� These conditions include a large number

of observations under a wide variety of conditions and that no accepted observation

con�icts with the derived generalisation�

Scienti�c theories are then general assertions about the properties and behaviour of

some particular aspect of the world derived from the facts of experience acquired by

observation and experiment� Once we have these theories in hand it is possible for us

to derive from them predictions and explanations for a wide range of situations�

According to this view� scienti�c knowledge is proven knowledge� It can give us

certainty about an occurrence� This idea is strongly supported by the evidence and

beliefs of everyday life� We may even say that this is the view of science that most

scholars hold� However� as we see later in this chapter� inductivism has been criticised

for several reasons� among them the idea that science leads to certainty� For this

reason� before we move to other views of science it is necessary to look at a more

sophisticated version of inductivism�

This form of inductivism states that inductive inferences never produce certainty�

Instead� what they can tell us is that something has a high probability of happening�

Science then does not represent true knowledge but knowledge that is probably true�

Therefore� according to inductivism� if a given theory wants to rank as scienti�c it

has to be a product of the inductive method� This theory tells us about the certainty

of an event or that it has a high degree of probability of occurring�
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Let us now return to the main question addressed in this section� 
When should an

area of inquiry be ranked as scienti�c�� From an inductivist point of view� the answer

to this question would be the following� any corpus of knowledge composed of theories

constructed according to the principle of induction should be ranked as scienti�c�

����� Falsi�cationism

The second view we want to look at is known as 
falsi�cationism�� This account of

science was posed by K�R� Popper for the �rst time in ����� This author developed

a distinctive explanation of the way science works� In this section we rely on two

of Popper�s major studies on the subject The Logic of Scienti	c Discovery and Con�

jectures and Refutations�� These studies may be seen as a criticism of inductivism

and an attempt to develop a non�inductivist account of science� It seems adequate

to begin with an examination of the arguments against inductivism and then move

on to the main ideas of falsi�cationism�

The �rst criticism is directed at the idea that science proceeds by �rst collecting ob�

servations and then inferring laws and predictions by induction� According to Popper�

we cannot simply observe without theoretical background� In this respect� observa�

tion is always theory dependent because it is made in the language of some theory�

The observations will be as precise as the theoretical framework they employ� There�

fore� the idea that we �rst collect observations is mistaken since clearly formulated

theories are a prerequisite for precise observations�

This point may be illustrated in the following way� An experiment� let us say in

biology� is not simply the observation of a phenomenon� It is the interpretation of that

phenomenon through the conceptual framework of that area� In this respect� what

makes it possible for us to formulate any statement about that particular situation is

the theoretical apparatus previously at our disposal�

The second criticism concerns the principle of induction� According to Popper� in�

consistencies arise in connection with this principle� This becomes clear when we

attempt to justify induction� Assuming that the principle of induction is a universal
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statement� then the valid way to establish its truth is by inductive inference� that is

to say� from the observation of a wide range of particular cases in which it occurs�

Therefore� to justify the principle of induction� we have to make use of inductive

inferences� This leads us to a circular argument since to make such inferences we

have to assume the very principle we want to justify� An alternative answer to the

problem would be to assume an inductive principle of higher order� This would not

solve the situation� since we would need to justify this principle in another of even

higher order� Such procedure would take us to in�nite regress�

The third criticism is directed at the idea that inductive inferences may produce

certainty or a high degree of probability about the occurrence of events� According

to that criticism� no number of observations of particular cases� however large they

are and whatever variety of conditions they occur in� may logically entail a universal

statement� For Popper� to accept this notion is to take the principle of induction for

granted�

Popper presents a di�erent view about the way science works� He argues that although

observations cannot establish the truth of scienti�c generalisations� they can establish

its falsity� For the author� science begins with a problem emerging from an existing

theory or expectation� The next step is the elaboration of conjectures or tentative

solutions to the problem� From them we deduce testable propositions about the

way the things work and then attempt to refute them� He describes this process as

deductive testing of theories��

Popper understands conjectures as speculations or tentative answers created by scien�

tists in an attempt to overcome problems that as we said above emerge from previous

theories or expectations� They are produced with the aim of giving an account of

the behaviour of some particular aspect of the world� In Popper�s work the act of

conceiving a new theory or conjecture always seems to contain a creative element�

For this reason he argues that there is no such thing as logic of scienti�c discovery

only logic of scienti�c testing� This leads him to establish a distinction between the

context of discovery and justi�cation of scienti�c theories�

For this author� refutations are attempts to overthrow conjectures by carefully testing
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them against observation and experimentation� The conjecture that stands a number

of tests may be accepted only provisionally� This is so because we cannot know in

advance whether it will stand the next test�

There is one important condition that a theory must satisfy in order to be granted

the status of being scienti�c� It must be falsi�able� that is� we have to be able to

decide whether the theory is true or false by empirical tests� For this reason they

must be presented in such a way with precision and clarity to allow their refutation�

A last point to mention is that in Popper�s view sciences are systems of theories con�

structed in this way� More precisely� a science is a 
loose cluster of theories undergoing

challenge� change and growth��� For this scholar� in summary� science progresses by

conjectures and refutations� Scienti�c theories are well�tested conjectures that stand

provisionally� The deductive testing of theories or falsi�cationism is the method of

science�

Considering the main question addressed in this part of the study we may say that�

from a falsi�cationist perspective� for an area of inquiry to rank as scienti�c it must

to be composed of one or more well�tested theories which are open to falsi�cation�

����� Paradigms and Revolutions

In this section� we examine an account of science which is rather di�erent from the

ones in the previous parts� A common feature among the views examined earlier is

that they distinguish science from non�science based on the idea that the former is

characterised by a special methodology or set of rules�

The view we look at now attempts to give an account of science more in keeping

with its historical development� It argues that what makes science a peculiar enter�

prise is the existence of a paradigm�� According to this view� sciences progress from

a pre�scienti�c period to normal science and then go on through episodes of crisis

and scienti�c revolution until a new period of normal science is achieved� Scienti�c

development follows this pattern successively�
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These periods may be roughly described as follows� Pre�science is a disorganised and

diverse activity that precedes the emergence of a science� It is a period characterised

by the existence of a number of competing explanations concerning a given event or

situation� No common body of belief can be taken for granted� Each individual is

forced to build its �eld from the foundations�

Normal science begins when one or more past achievements give the basis for research

and allow the formation of a particular scienti�c community� These achievements

provide the foundation for further research� This period is cumulative in terms of

knowledge� There are no signi�cant changes in the way the community operates�

The notion of normal science is closely connected to the concept of paradigm� The

latter is a key idea for the understanding of Kuhn�s account�� According to Kuhn�

all periods of normal science are characterised by the existence of a paradigm� The

author characterises them as achievements that share two basic features� They attract

a permanent group of scientists away from competing modes of scienti�c activity and

are su�ciently open�ended to leave problems to be investigated by them��	

It is di�cult to give a precise de�nition of this term� In the Postscript to The Structure

of Scienti	c Revolutions this scholar recognises two uses of the expression� The �rst

one is more general and comprises among other things the following elements� laws

and theoretical assumptions� standard ways of applying the laws and theories to

various situations and instruments and techniques of investigation� In this study� we

assumed this notion of paradigm since it seemed to be the most appropriate for the

topic under examination�

A period of crisis occurs when an existing paradigm is not able to give adequate

accounts and insights into the problems it is supposed to explore� It may be described

as a non�cumulative period� What follows from such a situation is a moment where

incompatible paradigms compete� Scienti�c revolutions take place when an older

paradigm is replaced by an incompatible new paradigm� If this happens� then after a

period of changes another period of normal science occurs� This time� however� the

new paradigm will support the enquiry in that particular domain� This means that

new theoretical assumptions� techniques and other relevant aspects of investigation
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will be in use�

In regard to the question addressed in the beginning of this chapter� we may infer

from Kuhn�s account that the existence of a paradigm is a necessary condition for an

area of inquiry to be considered as science�

����� Relativism

The last position about the nature of science examined in this section is usually named

relativism��� For this conception there is no universal method in science� Feyerabend

������ argues that if one wants a formulation of the manner in which science works�

the best way to capture its essence is by the expression 
anything goes����

According to the author� none of the proposed methodologies of science provided

rules that adequate describe the activities of the scientists� He argues that taking

into consideration the history of science it is most implausible that this will happen�

An important concept in the relativist account is referred to as incommensurability�

For Feyerabend� the interpretations of some particular aspect of the world made by

scientists depend on the theoretical context in which they occur� In many situations

it is not possible to compare one theory to another� This is so because they do not

share the same assumptions�

This notion makes the distinction between science and non�science less important�

The distinction varies according to the values and interests of the particular scienti�c

communities� In fact� the author rejects the idea that a decisive criterion to distinguish

science from other forms of knowledge can ever be achieved�

In criticising the traditional accounts of science the author arrives at the conclu�

sion that what remains are aesthetic judgements� judgements of taste� metaphysical

prejudices and religious desires� In other words what remains are subjective wishes�
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����� The Concept of Science	 Final Consideration

The views described above show that there is no agreement concerning the demarca�

tion between science and non�science� In fact� there is a spectrum of positions varying

from strict rules and methodologies as in the case of inductivism and falsi�cationism

to the loose� not to say complete lack of limitations� as in the relativist account of

science�

The examination of these ideas of science highlighted various important aspects to

be taken into consideration when examining the scienti�c status of sport science� Let

us look at some of the conclusions we can reach from the positions presented there�

The inductivist view of science showed not to be adequate� The criticism of Popper

described earlier in this chapter seems to indicate that this account is a misrepresen�

tation of the way science works� Therefore� we cannot justify a science of sport based

on that position�

In respect to falsi�cationism� there are various kinds of criticism to Popper�s ideas�

A very important one seems to be that falsi�cationism is in con�ict with the history

of science� If the scientists had adopted the methodology proposed by this scholar

most of the best scienti�c theories would never have been developed� There are also

other types of critical remarks to his views� for example� that a theory can never

be conclusively falsi�ed� These positions seriously undermine Popper�s account of

science and place di�culties for accepting his views as a theoretical framework for

the examination of the justi�cation of sport science�

An important conclusion may be reached at this point� If the criticism raised by

relativists about 
the� scienti�c method is correct� then the characterisation of science

posed by inductivists and falsi�cationists alike turn out to be mistaken� This� con�

sequently� allows us to discard as false those arguments for the justi�cation of sport

science based on that view of science�

The relativist position brings other sort of di�culties for the problem under investiga�

tion here� If we take into consideration this account of science we have no parameter

to assess the status of the science of sport� This is so because when relativists argue
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that standards are inherent to each practice they leave no room for evaluation based

on external criteria� In this case� the decision about the scienti�c status of sport

science has to be taken according to rules established within its domain�

Some scholars have attempted to undermine the relativist position stressing that

many human practices also have methods and standards inherent to their practices�

However� this does not make them sciences� We have to agree that there is some sense

in this criticism� For this reason� without any intention of disregarding relativism as

unfruitful� we have to look in a di�erent direction� As stated before� what scholars in

the �eld of sport want is to establish a science in the same sense that we talk about

biology� sociology and history� Therefore� the relativist view of science does not rep�

resent a theoretical alternative for the investigation of the arguments to substantiate

that claim�

The position that seems to be more suitable for the problem under investigation here is

the one that argues that science is characterised by the existence of a paradigm� There

is a main reason for that� In the historical account of Kuhn� sciences developed from

a non�scienti�c to a paradigmatic stage� For� him a mature science is characterised

by the existence of a paradigm� This view seems to a�ord an adequate criterion for

the assessment of the stage of development of the so�called sport science�

There are� however� critical observations to be made about Kuhn�s account of science�

Lakatos ������� for example� argues that in recognising the failure of justi�cationism

and falsi�cationism this author seems to have returned to an irracionalist position���

This is so because in Kuhn�s view there is no rules guiding the changes from one

paradigm to another�

In the absence of a de�nite or consensual de�nition of science we are now on the

di�cult situation of either giving up the justi�cation of sport science or sticking on

the notion of paradigm that� according the position presented above� o�ers some

possibility to go on in the investigation of the problem� Let us assume then that

Kuhn�s account of science though not fully satisfactory is the best we can get from

the characterisations of science examined in this section� In this case� if sport science

satis�es the description of paradigm put forward by that author� it can be considered
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a science�

It seems that we can connect here the three lines of argumentation mentioned earlier

in this study� �a� the characterisation of science� �b� the idea that a theory of sport

is a necessary condition for the sport science� �c� the view that a concept of sport is

prerequisite for the construction of a theory of sport�

As we saw before� theories are among those typical elements of a paradigm� We

also saw that for some scholars the development of a theory of sport is a necessary

condition for a science of sport� In this respect� it seems that the natural way to go

is to examine whether there is a theory of sport� If there is� or can be� a theory of

sport then an important step has been taken in the establishment of a paradigm and�

as consequence� in the justi�cation of sport science� However� there is another aspect

to be considered here� According to the third line of argumentation� the concept of

sport is a preliminary step for a theory of sport� Therefore� the critical examination

of this claim seems to have logical priority in the justi�cation of sport science�

��� The Concept of Sport

In the section above� we looked at the concept of science� Let us now examined

the concept of sport� The clari�cation of the concept of sport has received special

attention by the philosophers of sport� The interest in this topic dates back a long

time� Its roots can be traced back at least to the beginning of this century� H� Graves

essay entitled A Philosophy of Sport� is a landmark in the history of the problem���

In this essay published in ���� the author referred to the fact that few words in the

English language have such variety of meanings as sport� In this study the author

critically examined the di�erent and sometimes divergent uses and meanings of the

term sport and attempted to give the concept a more precise de�nition� Despite the

early attempts of Graves to give an academic treatment to the subject� an examination

of the literature showed that it was not until the last three decades that the topic

became the focus of systematic investigation and critical debate among the academic

community�
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As mentioned earlier in this chapter� the current interest in the clari�cation of the

concept of sport is connected to theoretical issues of considerable importance� It

is also related to practical matters though these are not in the scope of this study�

For the topic investigated here this concept assumes particular relevance since some

scholars have argued that the de�nition of sport is a necessary condition for a theory

of sport�

If we accept this line of reasoning� then the question of the nature of sport emerges

naturally� In this respect� there would be no great di�culty to identify football� rugby

and athletics among the things we call sport� However� when we move away from the

more common uses of the concept� problems begin to appear� For example� are chess�

motor racing� turf and hunting sports� The answer to this question depends on the

way we de�ne the concept of sport�

Considering the above situation� the problem of the clari�cation of sport could be

formulated in the following manner� 
What are the necessary and su�cient conditions

that something must satisfy to be considered as sport�� Putting the matter another

way� we need to establish a criterion to distinguish the sport from other types of

things or phenomena�

����� Methodological Considerations

In this part of the study� some terms are employed with speci�c meanings� Therefore�

it seems important to give a brief description of them�

The intension of a concept consists of the property or properties that a thing must

possess in order to belong to the class of things referred to by that concept� In other

terms� 
intension� is the criteria of inclusion in the set� To illustrate this point let

us take the following example� Consider that competition is a property of sport�

According to this criterion� for a given thing to be considered as sport it must possess

among its attributes competition�

The extension of a concept consists of the class of things to which that concept
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refers to� Putting in other terms� the extension of sport consists of all those things

possessing the properties attributed to this concept� Considering the example above�

we may say that football is a covered by the extension of the concept of sport since

it possess competition among its properties���

It is important to mention that there is an inverse relation between the intension and

extension of a concept� This type of relation can be described as follows� if there is an

increasing in the intension �criteria of inclusion� of a concept� then there is a reduction

in its extension �members of the class� and vice versa� Putting the matter another

way� in the de�nition of a concept� the larger the number of characteristics necessary

to belong to the class �intension� the smaller will be its members �extension��

This kind of relation requires a certain amount of attention when attempting to de�ne

sport� For this reason� a satisfactory de�nition of sport should �ll two conditions�

generality and speci�city� The generality establishes that a de�nition should be wide

enough to include all those things we want to consider sport� The speci�city ensures

that the de�nition must be restrictive enough to exclude all those things we do not

want to consider sport�

����� Etymological and Historical Analysis

Olivova ���	�� argues that the expression 
sport� derives from the Latin term se

deportare which survived in the Romanic languages meaning entertainment� amuse�

ment and recreation��� According to the author� the Spanish word deportarse and

the French d�eporter or se d�eporter attested in the beginning of the ��th century are

derivations of the Latin term�

In the English language� the expression disport appeared in the ��th century� There�

the term assumed the short form sport meaning pastime and games� There is register

of the use of this expression dating back to ������� In the eighteenth century� the

term 
sport� was used to refer to athletic contests�

Elias ������ presents several examples to substantiate the claim that the term 
sport�
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is a British product that until recently did not exist in the vocabulary of other

countries��� This position �nds support in the work of Sansone ���		�� Accord�

ing to that author� the word 
sport� was borrowed from English by other languages

due to the fact that they had no similar term in their native vocabularies��� Decker

������ argues in the same way� He states that there is no record of the use of this

expression in Germany prior to �	�	��	 There is agreement among these scholars that

the term 
sport� has assumed di�erent meanings during the centuries�

The historical approach of Guttmann ����	� follows a di�erent path��� This scholar

introduces a conceptual distinction between modern sport and that practised in pre�

vious historical periods� With this characterisation of sport� the author turned away

from a general de�nition by locating the phenomenon historically� According to him�

modern sport has the following features� rationalisation� quanti�cation� bureaucrati�

sation� secularism� specialisation� orientation toward record breaks and equality of op�

portunity to compete and in competition� This characterisation of sport gave grounds

for the development of the author�s theories about the emergence and functions of

sport in modern society�

Bento ������ and Meinberg ������� though not developing historical approaches� as�

sume a methodological attitude similar to the author mentioned above when they

advance the notion of 
plural sport���� For them� contemporary sport diverges from

the previous forms insofar as it assumes a variety of meanings and forms of expression�

Its peculiar feature is to be plural� This methodological approach is certainly con�

nected to the di�culties posed by a precise de�nition of the concept sport� However�

this notion has the advantage of being operative� For instance� Gaya ������ makes

use of this conceptualisation to investigate the scienti�c production about sport in

the Portuguese�speaking countries���

The above studies show that the term 
sport� passed through alterations during the

centuries� They also draw attention to the fact that we have to rede�ne this concept

every time we employ it to refer to di�erent cultures and historical periods� This put

serious barriers for a universal de�nition of sport�
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����� Comparative Studies

In attempting to �nd a proper de�nition of sport� several authors make use of com�

parative approaches� The studies of Schmitz and Suits may be included in such a

classi�cation�

Schmitz ������ argues that sport is primarily an extension of play from which it

derives its central values��� The play element of sport is responsible for its full reali�

sation� According to the author� there is no logical relationship between both rather

an ontological connection� The suspension of the ordinary is the crucial element in

the preservation of sport as a legitimate human practice� Therefore� this element is

a necessary condition of sport�

Suits ������ establishes a comparison between sport and game��� For him� the el�

ements of sport are essentially but not totally the elements of games� The games

comprise four features� �a� aims� �b� means of achieving these aims� �c� rules to guide

these achievements and �d� lusory attitudes� For Suits� to play a game is to attempt

to achieve a certain situation using only the means allowed by the rules� The latter

prohibit the use of more e�cient means in favour of the less e�cient� The reason for

accepting the rules is because they make that activity possible� To play a game is

to create a situation of overcoming unnecessary obstacles� According to Suits� sport

is a special type of game� It is a game of physical skill followed by a large group of

people and with certain institutional stability�

McBride ������ o�ers some elements for the criticism of the above de�nitions of

sport��� According to him� neither the intension nor the extension of the concept of

sport is concise� That is to say that its boundaries are not clearly de�ned� This poses

di�culties for the determination of the members of the class� The author also claims

that the attempts to limit concisely the concept of sport will either fail or end up

as stipulative� For him� the concept has acquired a variety of meanings and usages�

Some of them have no relation to each other� If McBride is correct� then there is no

common property or set of properties among those things we name sport�
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����� Analytic Approaches

An alternative way of dealing with the problem of the multiplicity and lack of preci�

sion of the concept of sport has been the notion of 
family resemblances�� The notion

of 
family resemblances� was introduced by Wittgenstein in his Philosophical Inves�

tigations� There he used it to examine the concept of game� Several scholars have

focused on the problem of the de�nition of sport through this notion���

Applying the notion of 
family resemblances� to the examination of those activities

usually named sport we may say that there is no characteristic or set of characteristics

common to all of them� Instead there is� using the terms of that philosopher� 
a

complicated network of similarities overlapping and criss�crossing� sometimes overall

similarities� sometimes similarities of detail����

Fogelin ������ illustrates this situation in the following sequence where S stands for

sport and the properties of sport by A to H���

S� S� S� S� S�

A B C D E

B C D E F

C D E F G

D E F G H

The notion of 
family resemblances� has not been accepted without criticism� If

Wittgenstein is wrong in thinking that we cannot establish a de�nition of game� then

his argument against de�nitions in general loses force� Consequently� this gives some

hope for those scholars that search for a satisfactory de�nition of sport�

����� The Concept of Sport	 Final Consideration

Considering the examination of the de�nitions of the concept of sport presented above

we may say that the academics dealing with the matter are divided in two groups�

The �rst group includes those scholars that believe that it is possible to establish a
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de�nition of sport� Among them we found no agreement about the necessary and

su�cient conditions that something must satisfy in order to be considered as sport�

In the second group are those scholars that have argued that there is no property or

set of properties common to all those things we call sport� Let us examine what are

the consequences of these positions for the justi�cation of a science of sport�

If we assume the view that a concept of sport is a necessary condition for a science

of sport� then we shall say that the arguments put forward by the second group of

scholars rules out the possibility to establish a science of sport� This is so because

according to them it is not possible to de�ne the concept of sport�

If we accept the view of the �rst group of scholars� we are in the following problematic

situation� As there is no agreement about the necessary and su�cient conditions to

be satis�ed in order to rank as sport� then we either assume one of the proposed de��

nitions and go ahead in the justi�cation of sport science or we have to wait until some

agreement is achieved among the academic community debating the matter� There�

fore� the di�culty to establish a de�nite and complete de�nition of sport represents

powerful limitations to solve the problem of the science of sport�

In fact� neither position seems to be adequate� In the case of academics assuming

any given de�nition of sport� we are risking to have as many theories as concepts

of sport� Each theory would be explaining a di�erent phenomenon� This is in some

extension what scholars want to avoid� In the case of postponing the justi�cation

of sport science until we achieve some degree of consensus about the de�nition of

sport� we may be nurturing false expectations� We certainly hope that a satisfactory

de�nition of sport will be achieved� But it is hard to know in advance when and how

this will happen� There is� as a matter of fact� no way of guaranteeing that we will

succeed in reaching such agreement someday in the near future�

However� there is an alternative way to deal with the problem that seems to avoid

the problems mentioned above� There are some considerable reasons to believe that

the approach as a whole is inadequate� These are based on the arguments presented

by Popper ������ and Chalmers ��������	 On the basis of their views the problem of

clari�cation of concepts loses importance in the philosophical and scienti�c debates�
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The main argument is that the content of any concept is given by or is close connected

to the role it plays in a speci�c theory� Putting the matter another way� any relevant

scienti�c concept achieves its full meaning in the context of a given theory� This point

needs clari�cation�

Even though it is important at some point in the process of theory building to de�

�ne the boundaries of some concepts� their contents do not always have and some

times cannot be established in advance� Scienti�c concepts must to be understood

as constitutive parts of a particular theory� The consequence of such position is that

we change the focus of the discussion from concepts to theories� We would claim

that� in general� the degree of precision of a concept is close related to the power of

explanation of a given theory� In other terms� the best a theory is the more precise

will be its constitutive concepts� This argument seems to indicate that the concept

of sport is not a preliminary step for the development of a theory of sport�

��� Theory and Sport Science

In the last section we arrived at the conclusion that a concept of sport is not a pre�

requisite for a theory of sport� There are� however� some other reasons to believe that

even if an agreement was achieved in relation to the concept of sport� the construction

of a theory of sport would still be a di�cult goal to be reached� This is so because

apparently there is no such thing as a theory of sport� It seems that all theories about

sport belong in one way or another to the domain of the established sciences�

These remarks take us in direction to the last step in the examination of the attempts

to justify sport science� The question to be addressed here is whether there is such

thing as a theory of sport�

We are aware of the di�culties to de�ne what a scienti�c theory is� This became

somewhat clear by the analysis of the concept of science carried out earlier in this

study� Given the complexity posed by this notion� it seems that the best way to start

is by establishing a rather simplistic de�nition of scienti�c theory�
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Let us say that scienti�c theories are explanations about the properties and behaviour

of some particular aspect of the world or the human experience that can be submitted

to empirical test� If we agree with this de�nition the work of the scientist consists

in putting forward and testing theories� What are then the theories and testing

performing by sport scientists� Do they have any peculiar way of doing so� The

answer is� most� if not all� the theories in the so�called 
sport science� belong to the

domain of the traditional disciplines�

This in not to say that sciences do not borrow from each other� The point to be

stressed here is that 
sport science� does not constitute a distinctive mode of inquiry�

For one side� the justi�cation of sport science requires the development of a new

form of asking questions� answering and testing them� These would generate new

explanations about the way things work� This has not been achieved� For other side�

those scholars that reached some success� did so by reducing the scope of the area to

a set of problems related to sports taxonomy� rules and tactics of sports and sport

training�

The arguments above lead to the conclusion that at least in the senses described above

there is no theory of sport� Therefore� the so�called 
sport science� fails to satisfy one

of the basic condition of a mature science posed by the de�nition of paradigm�

��� Conclusion

In this chapter we attempted to show that there is at least one strong reason to believe

that there is no such thing as sport science� The reason is that sport science does not

ful�l one of the main conditions required by the de�nition of science� This condition

establishes that to rank as a science an area of inquiry must possess some sort of

theory or set of theories reasonably logical integrated� These enable the scientist

to guide and test its assumptions against the world throughout careful experiments�

observations and other procedures� and that this theory or sets of theories has shown

some reliable results� If the results achieved in this chapter are correct� then the most

we can aspire from the so�called 
sport science� is to be a meeting point of several
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sciences� In this case� the expression 
sport sciences� is the one that best represents

such a situation�
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Chapter �

The Field of Human Movement

Studies

��� Introduction

In this chapter we are concerned with the theoretical justi�cation of a �eld of human

movement studies� The question addressed through its sections is whether there is�

or there can be� a �eld of human movement studies�

In the previous chapters we focused on the justi�cation of an academic discipline of

physical education and a science of sport� There� attention was mainly directed to

the arguments of North American and German scholars� In this part of the study�

we changed to Britain� In this country� the debate took a di�erent path from those

examined in prior chapters� Instead of attempting to justify an academic discipline

of physical education or a science of sport� British physical educators developed an

innovative way to deal with the problem� They forged the concept of 
�eld of human

movement studies� based on the ideas of leading philosophers of education� The

purpose of this chapter is to submit to a critical examination a selected number of

arguments that support this view and discuss whether they represent a proper solution

to the problem under investigation�

���
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The chapter is divided in three sections� First section presents the historical evolution

of the search for the academic identity of physical education in Britain� The second

one deals with the concepts of 
forms of knowledge� and 
�elds of knowledge�� The �nal

section examines the arguments for the justi�cation of a �eld of human movement

studies based on the ideas developed on the previous sections�

��� The British Perspectives

In Britain� the concerns with the academic identity of physical education can be

traced back at least to the middle of ����s� Various studies published at that time

mentioned that physical education was facing di�culties to establish itself as an

academic discipline� According to some scholars� the links with education were the

strength of physical education� However� some di�culties also emerged from such

connection� The courses were mainly oriented to school teaching and only few people

saw the area as a form of higher education��

In this respect� Start ������ argued that physical education was among those subjects

receiving more active opposition at university level�� For the author� the placement

of the area in institutions of higher education led to the establishment of various

types of departments� Some were created with the aim to organise student physical

recreation while others though occupied with teacher training did not appear to be

integrated in the academic life� At these departments the problem of the admittance

to the scholarly community never arose� Following the views of this scholar� we could

say that the need for the justi�cation of an academic discipline of physical education

seems to have appeared on those departments where studies in the area were accepted

by the university as a work towards a degree� The University of Birmingham was

then the only institution of higher education to o�er graduate opportunities in the

area�

The establishment of the degree of Bachelor in Education occurred in those years

seems to have raised questions regarding the nature of the area at the university level�

Some institutions began to discuss the possibility to establish courses considering
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other professional carriers not related to school physical education� In ����� Bambra

portrayed physical education in the following way�


The present time appears� often� to o�er the most exciting opportuni�

ties to the Physical Educationist� sometimes to o�er almost overwhelming

problems� We are faced by the need to reconsider and re�state and by

the need to act quickly and decisively� It is a moment in which we must

demonstrate convincingly that Physical Education is a subject that abun�

dantly ful�ls the aims of higher education���

At that time� manifestations in favour of human movement as the subject of study

of physical education appeared in the work of some scholars� Bambra ������� for

example� mentioned that the sta� at Chelsea College of Physical Education had

spent a signi�cant amount of time discussing with the aim to set out the content of

a course in the study of movement� The course was named 
Movement Studies��

In ����� Redfern developed some views about the matter in a paper entitled Physi�

cal Education as an Academic Discipline�� It seems important to mention here that

Redfern�s paper has the same title of F� Henry�s article presented in the ��th Annual

Conference of the National College Physical Education Association for Men in �����

This suggests some connection between the debates in both countries� As referred ear�

lier in this study �see Chapter �� section ����� the ideas of the North American scholar

exerted in�uence on the debates about the academic identity of physical education

in other countries� Even though Henry�s ideas may have played some importance in

the development of Redfern views on this issue� the British scholar stresses that her

concern is with the justi�cation of an academic discipline of physical education in the

way it is generally understood in Britain��

Redfern describing the situation of the British universities in the ����s� refers to

the fact that they did not recognise mere acquisition of skill as adequate for an

academic discipline� According to the author� if an area wants to rank as a discipline

at university level� it must ful�l one or both of the following conditions� Either there

must be 
an integral body of knowledge peculiar to the subject� or there must be
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a 
number of artefacts on which to base a critical and appreciative study� as� for

example� in the case of literature��

According to the author� physical education does not ful�l such conditions� In respect

to the �rst� the area lacks a core of speci�c knowledge� It relies mainly on the achieve�

ments of other disciplines and the scienti�c research undertaken by physical educators

usually belongs to the domains of these disciplines� In relation to the second� physical

education can only partially provide a basis for critical and appreciative study� This

is so because the only way to ful�l that requirement is through that aspect of the

area that deals with expression such as dance�

The author argues� however� that physical education could� and should� ful�l those

conditions� The �rst step in this direction is to recognise that the term 
physical

education� is not appropriate for an academic discipline� This expression gives the

impression that the area deals merely with the education of the physical� Even

though the attempts to interpret the �eld as education through movement increased

its respectability� the term physical education is still meaningless since education is

always through the senses� In addition� Redfern draws attention to the fact that the

word 
education� implies studies related to professional needs rather than an area of

knowledge that stands by itself�

According to the British scholar� it is the notion of 
human movement� that provides

the fundamental basis for the development of an academic discipline� There is a long

tradition of thinking this phenomenon as something more than just physical� This

allows a more integrative approach putting in evidence processes which the roots are

linked to the psychic dimension of human beings� For the author� physical education

has done some work in this �eld� However� these concerns have focused on the purpose

for which movement is used rather than the principles that underlie all movement�

If physical educators move in this direction� they would soon realise that a large

scope of knowledge is available about human movement and that an enormous range of

research possibilities is in existence� Therefore� for physical education to be recognised

as part of the universities� it should present itself as the study of human movement�
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A survey of the situation of physical education at the English universities was provided

by Oliver �������� The author presented a list with �� institutions that had approved

the inclusion of physical education as a possible discipline leading to Bachelor in

Education�� The author pointed out that this did not mean that the area would

actually be included as a subject in the degree� This was so because the syllabuses

could be rejected if the content was not considered adequate for the study at graduate

level� An important aspect mentioned by this scholar is that in some universities


movement� instead of 
physical education� was submitted for the appreciation of the

senate as a subject on its own�

The study of Evans ������ also focused on some aspects related to the establishment

of the four�year course leading to the degree of Bachelor in Education and the con�

sequences it had on the development of new possibilities for physical educators�� For

the author� human movement should be taken as a subject of study in the same way

as other disciplines� The main reasons presented for such change was that the expres�

sion 
physical education� suggested an orientation towards school and led to a narrow

interpretation of the area� According to that scholar� 
human movement� demarcates

a much broader �eld of study�

There is another aspect worth to mention� In the author�s view� the alterations in

the orientation of the area would require a re�organisation of the colleges in terms

of faculty basis� In the new structure students would chose units of study according

to the career �elds they want to follow� The author illustrates his views through

some examples of courses� organisation� For the problem under investigation here

the programme of human movement seems to be of the most importance� Evans

proposal of a four�year course operates in the following way� The �rst year was com�

posed of introductory courses� The student would attend lessons in human biology�

health education� general and special method� curriculum courses� communications

�the learning of a foreign language� and teaching practice� In the second year� we

�nd studies in anatomy and physiology� anthropometry� measurement and evaluation

as well as courses in psychology and sociology� Some studies started in the �rst year

continued in the second� These consisted of curriculum courses� communication and

teaching practice� The author also included a course named 
Principles� in which
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the students would learn 
the principles underlying the aims and objectives of their

work and the planning and execution of teaching programmes�� In years� three and

four� the studies were more specialised� The students would extend their theoretical

and practical study� Other subjects were also included in this part as� for example�

research methods� philosophy and recreational studies� The author stressed that a

four�year course of this kind could provide sound practical experience and theoretical

knowledge��	

In ����� another important article was published by Carlisle��� We considered this

paper of importance for two reasons� First� on the basis of his views it is possible

to say that the development of Bachelor in Education degrees in physical educa�

tion played some importance in his e�ort to de�ne the relationship between di�erent

conceptualisations of physical education�

In that study� the author notes that 
physical education� is a technical concept� Ac�

cording to Carlisle� there are three discernible uses of this term in the educational

discourse� The expression refers to �a� a range of educational activities taught to

school children� �b� professional courses to prepare teachers� and �c� a �eld of study�

For this scholar� tackling the problem of the characterisation of physical education in

the �rst sense is a central issue since it is associated with the knowledge and expertise

required to the preparation of teachers and the organisation of degree courses�

The second important aspect of Carlisle�s paper is that it comprises a justi�cation

of physical education as a worth educational activity� The author critically examines

four theories of physical education with the aim to specify the nature of the activities

encompassed under this concept at the school curriculum and justify their educa�

tional value� The author refers to these theories as� educational� movement� play and

aesthetics accounts of physical education� This seems to be an answer to what the

author considered a 
perennial threat� to the status of physical education as an edu�

cational activity� The same sort of preoccupation appears during the following years

in the work of several British physical educators� It is connected with the de�nition

of education as concerned with the development of forms of knowledge proposed by

Hirst examined later in this study�
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In the ����s� several studies were published focusing on the concept of physical ed�

ucation� the demarcation of the scope of the area and its justi�cation as a �eld of

academic studies� The British Journal of Physical Education� the o�cial scienti�c

publication of the Physical Education Association of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland� published during the year of ���� articles dealing with these matters�

Webb ������� for example� argued that physical education had always been associated

with teacher preparation��� For the author� the connection to education limited the

scope of the area� She stressed that the concept of physical education should be

taken in a more broad sense� According to Webb� 
movement� should be acknowledge

as the integrative factor� This notion allows the establishment of a common core

of knowledge that may be studied independently of the ultimate profession someone

wants to follow� It also opens the possibility for a variety of vocational areas�

A di�erent approach was taken by Williams in a paper entitled Art and Science of

Movement��� In this study� the author stressed that physical education had di�er�

entiated into two academic �elds� 
art movement� and 
science of movement�� For

him� there were some common features connecting both areas of study� However� the

divergence between them had increased to the point that opened the case for separate

departments in colleges and other institutions of higher education� According to that

scholar� while the later is concerned with education through movement for functional

and recreative e�ciency� the former takes the view that the education through move�

ment is an art� In this respect� art movement attempts to de�ne its identity and

relations to other arts� Williams saw as a positive factor the separation of these areas

into distinct departments� This helped towards the clari�cation of the boundaries

between them� For him� there is also some advantage to make this distinction at the

school teaching since the children would have a balanced access to both�

Morgan et al� ������ developed a conceptualisation of physical education described as

an educational activity concerned with bodily movement��� The authors argued that

the professional practice in this area was supported by a growing body of knowledge

partly related to the study of human movement and partly emerged from the inquiry

into the nature of the child� Their main concern was providing some justi�cation for
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the educational aspect of physical education� Even though 
movement� occupied a

relevant place in their de�nition of physical education� the notion of physical activity

was also included� The latter is considered in relation to the promotion of health

and �tness and� in a more general way� to the intellectual� emotional and social

development�

The concept of physical education put forward by this group of scholars was received

with criticism by other physical educators� Jelfs ������ suggested that their views

about the matter lacked philosophical basis��� In addition� they merely expressed

a particular characterisation of the area� According to that author� an appropriate

analysis of the concept of physical education relies on the examination of its meaning�

Jelfs� observations anticipated the philosophical approach that since the early ����s

has become common in the debates about the justi�cation of the area�

Another contribution came from Best ����	�� According to this scholar� the distinc�

tion between the terms 
physical education� and 
human movement studies� is only

terminological� He points out that do not seem to have any issue of conceptual im�

portance involved here� It is a matter of convenience as far as the term employed

express clearly what it refers� He suggests that physical education should be used

to refer exclusively to those activities related to the school teaching� The expression


human movement studies� would be used in a wider sense to refer to the area of

study� It could include physical education activities� However� there is no necessary

connection between the study of human movement and teaching situations���

The studies mentioned up to this point are su�cient to show that human movement

was presented by several scholars as the subject of inquiry of the area commonly

referred to as physical education� Let us now move to a second aspect that deserves

some attention in this historical introduction� that is� how the aspirations of British

physical educators to establish human movement as an area of academic teaching

and research connects with the notion of �elds of knowledge to form a 
�eld of human

movement studies��

As stressed early in this study� the idea of a �eld of human movement studies was

based on the views of leading British philosophers of education� in particular Paul
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Hirst� The links between the work of Hirst and those of the scholars involved in the

justi�cation of a �eld of human movement studies are not di�cult to establish�

On the basis of the bibliographical material taken into consideration in this study

the earliest signi�cant article arguing in favour of human movement as the focus for

a �eld of knowledge appeared in ����� There Hinks� Archbutt and Curl attempted

to demonstrate that human movement could be characterised as a �eld of knowledge

that relies on di�erent forms of knowledge���

Some years later� in the preface of Human Movement a Field of Study published in

����� Whiting states that the book intended to be a source text for a new �eld of

study in progress��� In his opinion this �eld had been for historical reasons subsumed

under the umbrella term physical education� It was arrived the time for the �eld of

human movement studies to be recognised in its own right�

This book opens with an attempt to justify human movement as a �eld of studies� In

that study� Curl ������ relies heavily on the ideas of Hirst about forms of knowledge

and �eld of knowledge���

Another example to illustrate the in�uence of Hirst in the justi�cation of a �eld of

human movement studies is provided by the work of Renshaw� This scholar published

some important papers during the ����s about this matter� There� he also borrowed

the notion of �elds of knowledge to develop his ideas��	

The signi�cance of human movement as a focus of inquiry can be assessed by the

increasing number of scholars studying di�erent problems related to it� In ���� a

new scienti�c periodic dedicated to the matter was created in Britain� It received the

title Journal of Human Movement Studies and intended to approach human move�

ment from a multidisciplinary perspective� Its general editor was H�T�A Whiting and

M�G� Whiting� members of the Department of Physical Education at the University

of Leeds� The editorial board was composed of a group of British and international

scholars from various scienti�c specialities� Among them were academics from zo�

ology� psychology� physical education and neurology to mention some� It seems im�

portant to notice that this journal presented as a subtitle the following words� 
An
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international journal concerned with the development of Human Movement as a �eld

of study��

We have given some idea about the concerns with the academic justi�cation of phys�

ical education in Britain and the emergence of the idea of a �eld of human movement

studies� We also attempted to show that the concepts of forms of knowledge and

�elds of knowledge are close connected to the matter� It seems that an important

step for understanding of the problem under investigation here is to look at these

notions� The next section is dedicated to them�

��� Forms of Knowledge and Fields of Knowledge

The concepts 
forms of knowledge� and 
�elds of knowledge� play a key role in the

arguments for the justi�cation of a �eld of human movement studies� These notions

were developed by Hirst when investigating the nature of education� It is necessary

to examine these concepts in some detail to understand how they provided the basis

for some scholars� attempts to justify a �eld of human movement studies in Britain�

The ideas of Hirst about forms of knowledge and �elds of knowledge �rst appeared in

a paper entitled Liberal Education and the Nature of Knowledge published in �������

The author returned to the subject in later studies� For instance� in the Knowledge

and the Curriculum this scholar elaborated and discussed more fully the points devel�

oped in the �rst work��� In this part of the study we directed attention to the ideas

presented in the paper published in ���� since it was there that physical educators

borrowed the ideas employed in the justi�cation of a �eld of human movement stud�

ies� Hirst�s further elaborations on this matter are examined later in this chapter�

Let us start with the concept of forms of knowledge since this is logically prior to

the concept of �elds of knowledge� The latter is secondary and in some extension

derivative of the former�

In that article� the notion of forms of knowledge emerged as a fundamental aspect

in the author�s theoretical e�ort to give to the concept of liberal education a more
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positive content� There� he argued that the expression 
liberal education� had been

taken in an entirely negative way� For him this was a misrepresentation of the term�

According to Hirst� this expression was the appropriate name for a concept of edu�

cation based on the nature of knowledge and� therefore� central to the discussion of

education at any level� After examining the Greek notion of liberal education as a

process concerned with the pursuit of knowledge and criticising some modern de��

nitions of this concept� Hirst arrived at the conclusion that a consistent justi�cation

of this concept of education had to be worked out fully in terms of the forms of

knowledge�

This scholar refers to the concept of forms of knowledge in the following way�


By these �forms of knowledge� is meant� of course� not collections

of information� but the complex ways of understanding experience which

man has achieved� which are publicly speci�able and which are gained

through learning����

It is possible to say that in Hirst�s view to have a mind is to come to have experience

through several conceptual arrangements� For him� the mind is not something with

its own forms of operation that naturally leads us to di�erent kinds of knowledge�

The forms of knowledge that are open for us today are results of a long process of

development of the human kind obtained through learning� They have grown out in

distinctive ways from our common knowledge of everyday world�

The author argues that in the developed forms of knowledge four distinguishing fea�

tures can be seen� �a� each form is comprised of central concepts peculiar to that form�

Hirst give as examples� acceleration in physics� number in mathematics and god in

religion among others� �b� each form has a distinctive logical structure� The central

and other concepts build a network of possible relationships that makes experience

intelligible� The terms and statements of mechanics are presented as example here�

�c� each form has distinctive expressions or statements that are testable against ex�

perience following some criteria particular to that form� �d� each form has particular

techniques and skills developed for exploring experience and testing the statements�
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The author draws attention to the fact that though these features a�ord the ground

for a distinction among the various forms of knowledge� it cannot be assumed that

they provide a means to distinguish all there is to them� According to this scholar�

knowledge involves the use of symbols and the making of judgements in ways that

can only be learnt in a tradition���

Taking into consideration these features� the author distinguishes seven forms of

knowledge as� physical sciences� human sciences� mathematics� the arts� historical�

moral and religious knowledge��� In a later study� the author presented a somewhat

di�erent characterisation of the forms of knowledge� There he described them in the

following way� �a� formal logics and mathematics� �b� physical sciences� �c� awareness

and understanding of our own and other minds� �d� moral judgement and awareness�

�e� objective aesthetic experience� �f� religious understanding� and �g� philosophical

understanding���

An essential aspect in Hirst�s justi�cation of liberal education is that forms of knowl�

edge are self�justifying� They enjoy this status because they are the ways in which it

is possible for someone to be rational� In other words� they constitute our rationality�

To question this notion does not make sense since to do this requires commitment to

very notion that is being questioned� For this scholar� it was reached the point where

the question of justi�cation ceased to be applicable�

It seems that the ideas presented up to this point provided� at least for the problem

under investigation here� su�cient information for the understanding of Hirst�s notion

of forms of knowledge� Lets us move now to the notion of �elds of knowledge�

Hirst argues that forms of knowledge are not the only possible classi�cation to be

recognised� There are other important organisations of knowledge that must be

taken into consideration� He describes them in the following way� �a� those that

are not themselves disciplines or subdivisions of any discipline which he named �elds

of knowledge� �b� moral knowledge� and �c� second order forms of knowledge�

The author de�nes �elds of knowledge in these terms�


 �Fields of knowledge� are formed by building together round speci�c
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objects� or phenomena� or practical pursuits� knowledge that is character�

istically rooted elsewhere in more than one discipline �form of knowledge��

����� But these organisations are not concerned� as disciplines are� to val�

idate any one logically distinct for of expression� They are not concerned

with developing a particular structuring of experience� ����� They are held

together simply by their subject matter� drawing on all forms of knowledge

that can contribute to them����

An important aspect to notice here is that forms of knowledge are self�justifying

while �elds of knowledge ask for some external justi�cation� This poses the question

of whether a �eld of knowledge focusing on human movement is justi�able� The

answer to this question would require philosophical but also other sort of justi�cation

to ensure its place in the academic community� The relevance of a �eld of human

movement studies is a debatable matter and� as mentioned in the beginning of this

study� other sort of justi�cation is beyond the scope of this study� Let us then focus

on the issue from a philosophical perspective� The next section examines whether the

notion of human movement provides a satisfactory focus for a �eld of knowledge�

��� The Concept of Human Movement

As we attempt to show in the previous sections� the notion of 
human movement�

has been presented by many scholars as the appropriate focus for a �eld of studies�

However� in most of the occasions there is no explanation about what is meant by

this term� One of the major problems that emerge from this approach is to identify

the sort of things or phenomenon that are comprised under such expression�

Mawdsley ������ argued that human movement is among all those concepts related to

physical education the one that has probably generated more discussion� According to

him� this concept assumes several meanings and for this reason much work remains to

be done in order to justify human movement as an alternative to physical education�

��
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Other scholars argue in similar direction� According to Best ������ a common problem

encountered in those using this expression is that they take the term either on a very

general or much restricted sense� This� he suggests� put great di�culties for the use

of this term���

This seems to be the position of Parry ���	�� when he claims that 
sport� rather then


human movement� provides a more precise� identi�able and honest focus for a �eld

of study� For him� the attempts to justify a �eld of knowledge based on such notion

fail because of the use of the 
imprecise catch�all concept of human movement���	

On the basis of these claims we would like to argue here that human movement is a

vague notion and� therefore� does not provide an adequate focus for a �eld of studies�

The �rst point to stress is that taken in a general sense this concept can be extended

to almost every dimension of the human experience�

It can refer to the movement of the body as a totality as when someone moves from

on place in space to another� For instance� walking and swimming illustrate this

notion of movement� The term can also refer to the movement of large parts of

the human body as� for example� when someone moves the arm to drink a glass of

water� We can employ the same notion to denote the movement of a smaller portion

of the body� e�g�� the movement of the eyebrow� nose and �nger� There are other

possible subdivisions of the human body to what the concept of movement could be

applied� The movement of the cells and within the cells other microscopic elements

in movement exist� We could repeat this procedure until we arrive at the atomic and

subatomic levels that movement would still exist inside the human body� The point

we want to make here is that we can apply the notion of human movement to almost

every situation and� in doing so� this concept loses explanatory power�

One could argue that an alternative way to deal with the situation would be to stipu�

late some social or cultural forms of human movement as� for example� those involved

in sporting activities and dance� Other alternative could be to select certain types of

movement� e�g�� walking and running� Another criterion that could be suggested is the

level of magnitude of the movement as� for example� the macroscopic and microscopic

or external and internal dimensions of the human movement�
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In general� scholars have rejected such attempts to de�ne the boundaries of the con�

cept of human movement� This is considered to be a narrow characterisation of the

�eld since it concentrates solely on particular aspects of the human movement�

In addition� if we look at the criteria presented above� that is� social and cultural

forms of human movement and types of human movements we are not sure whether

they actually get rid of the problem generated by the wide de�nition of movement�

In both� movement can still be focused in various levels of magnitude leading� as we

mentioned earlier� to a concept that has no scienti�c signi�cance�

These arguments seem to show the vacuity of the concept of human movement� Con�

sequently� this notion does not provide an adequate focus for a �eld of studies�

��� Conclusion

In this chapter we focused on the attempts to justify a �eld of human movement

studies� We looked at the de�nitions of forms of knowledge and �eld of knowledge�

We also discussed the notion of 
human movement�� As a conclusion we may say that

there is not such thing as a �eld of human movement study� The main reason for the

refutation of the arguments examined here is that the concept 
human movement� is

vague and therefore does not represent an adequate focus for a �eld of studies�
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Chapter �

Conclusion

��� Introduction

In the previous chapters� we have looked at various aspects of the problem of the

academic identity of physical education� These chapters were organised in such a

way as to examine individual topics� This allowed each part of the study to stand

independent of the rest� In this� our �nal chapter� we will try to achieve a more

uni�ed understanding of the matter� taking into account everything we said� making

sense of the individual �ndings and presenting an overall conclusion of the thesis�

In order to do that we organised the chapter in �ve sections� First� we present a

summary of the overall �nal position drawing upon the previous chapters� Next� we

make a comparison of the position we arrived at with others in the current literature�

In section three� we re�ect on the merits and weakness of the approach we adopted

within the thesis� Then� we describe our current position on the matter� Finally� we

consider the professional implications of the study�

���
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��� Overall Final Position

In this study we attempted to reconstruct the debate about the academic identity of

physical education in various countries� We tried to identify key ideas and arguments

of a number of scholars who attempted to justify physical education as an autonomous

branch of knowledge� We concentrated on the views that showed the best represen�

tatives of these attempts� The positions in question were� �a� academic discipline

of physical education� �b� sport science� and �c� �eld of human movement studies�

We then critically examined these positions with the purpose to verify whether they

represent a proper solution to the problem of the academic identity of physical edu�

cation� Along the way� we presented arguments and suggestions about how we might

reject these views as mistaken� We have now arrived at the point to address the

question 
What is the overall �nal position that we draw from this study�� In an�

swering this question� we look �rst at the socio�cultural and historical dimensions of

the investigation and second to the philosophical ones�

It is our contention that the concern with the academic identity of physical education�

as expressed by contemporary scholars and professionals in periodicals� books and

proceedings of academic meetings� is deeply rooted in the past of physical education�

The analysis of the historical development of physical education showed that the

concerns with its academic identity can be traced back at least to the �rst decades

of last century when the area began to establish itself as a profession and the �rst

e�orts to give scienti�c treatment to the �eld took e�ect� The initiators of physical

education �rst in Europe and later in North America expressed this preoccupation in

various opportunities�

It is also our contention that the academic identity of the area has been since then a

matter of recurrent concern among physical educators in both sides of the Atlantic�

The investigation demonstrated that scholars discussed the issue in several occasions

during the second half of nineteenth century� There is also plenty evidence to sub�

stantiate the claim that the debate about the academic identity of the area occurred

during the entire twentieth century�
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Another important point in our argument is that� in the early ����s� the writings of

academics in the former East Germany and United States established a �ne demar�

cation line between a period of quasi�isolated concerns and a period of systematic

attempts to give scholarly identity to the area� It was under their in�uence that the

search for the academic identity of physical education spread to other countries�

It is not our contention� however� that such concern and the reasons for it have been

unchanging through time and space� We argue in the opposite direction� Since the

very beginning the debates took various forms and even though the views developed

in Germany and North America in the ����s gave the tune for the debates world�wide�

other positions emerged in French�speaking countries and Britain� In fact� there were

important variations that can only be understood with reference to local traditions�

speci�c political conditions and economical and professional interests� The early

concerns� for instance� were primarily connected to the aspirations of some individuals

or small groups to give scienti�c basis to the profession� At that stage� this was the

main reason for the e�orts to give to physical education an academic status�

We found a rather di�erent situation when in the early ����s the matter assumed

considerable importance on the agenda of scholars� In the United States� the attempts

to justify the area as an academic discipline can be explained in terms of a corporative

reaction� Professional and academic organisations made great e�orts to avoid the

exclusion of the physical education degree programs from the American universities�

Professional interests� though cannot be considered the only cause� was certainly

among the main reasons for the attempts to establish a �eld of human movement

study� This idea enjoyed great popularity among British physical educators in the

����s�

In other countries� political conditions were important factors at work in shaping the

debates� In the case of the former East Germany� the attempt to demarcate the scope

of sport science was close connected to the strategic position set to sport in the com�

munist ideology� In Brazil� the concerns with the identity of physical education that

emerged in the early ��	�s were motivated in great extension by the discontentment

with the model of physical education implemented by the government in a moment
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of political distress� In that context� a number of leftist physical educators tried to

brake with the o�cial orientation and give a new direction to the area�

There are also connections and relationships among the views developed in di�erent

countries and regions� The way the problem has been discussed in France� for ex�

ample� have in�uenced scholars in Spain and Portugal� In these countries� however�

academics have adapted them to their own theoretical perspectives� Another exam�

ple refers to the attempts to justify physical education as a cross�disciplinary �eld of

study� This idea that was originally connected to the debates in North America is

still exerted in�uence on important scholars in the Low Countries�

These points summarised the most important conclusions that can be draw from the

socio�cultural and historical analysis� Let us look now at the ones that can be reached

from the philosophical examination�

The overall �nal position we draw from the analysis of the arguments taken into

consideration in this study is that� at least in the sense here described� there are no

such things as the academic discipline of physical education� sport science and �eld

of human movement� It is our contention that when submitted to a critical scrutiny

none of these notions produced a satisfactory solution to the problem of the academic

identity of physical education� We arrived at this conclusion because of the following

reasons�

Assuming that the relevant sense one can talk about an academic discipline is when

it refers to a logical integrated system of scienti�c theories� then the attempts to solve

the problem through this notion showed unsatisfactory� As demonstrated in Chap�

ter �� the investigation of any aspect of physical education employs the theoretical

and methodological framework of the already established disciplines �e�g� sociology�

physiology� psychology and biomechanics�� If this is true� than the logical integration

of rather di�erent theories and methodologies coming from disciplines so diverse as

physics and history seems not to be achievable�

The arguments for the justi�cation of a science of sport showed the same sort of

di�culty� The points to be stressed here is that 
sport science� neither constitutes a
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distinctive mode of asking questions� testing and answering them� nor is composed of

an integrated system of scienti�c theories related to sport� As we mentioned above�

the attempts to integrate into a logical system the rather di�erent theories and pro�

cedures used by the so�called sport scientists proved to be failures� Therefore� the

arguments in favour of sport science examined in this study did not ful�l the require�

ments posed by a de�nition of science�

If we assume that �elds of studies are formed by building together knowledge that is

rooted elsewhere in more than one discipline or science� than the arguments in favour

of a �eld of human movement study yielded results that are more productive� In this

respect� any well�de�ned object� phenomenal or practical pursuit can provide a focus

for a �eld of study� At this point� however� the di�culties arise� The analysis of

the concept of human movement showed that its limits cannot be well demarcated�

The major problem is to identify the sort of things or phenomena that are comprised

under such a de�nition� This makes it problematic as the focus for a �eld of study�

��� Comparing to Other Positions in Current Lit�

erature

In terms of the historical and socio�cultural aspects our position is similar to others

in the literature in many respects� Some studies support our claim that the concerns

with the academic identity of the area have a long tradition among physical educators

in both sides of the Atlantic� Park ���	�� in North America found evidence that these

concerns can be traced back at least to the nineteenth century�� Renson ����	� and

Parlebas ���	�� have made similar �ndings in France�� Other studies have shown

that the identity of the area has been a matter of recurrent concern among physical

educators� In this respect� the works of Park ���	�� ��	�� and ����� and Kroll ���	��

provide support to our results�� There are also similarities between our �ndings

and others regarding the period in which the problem of the academic of physical

education became on important issue the agenda of scholars� Brooks ���	��� Renson

���	��� Willimczik ������ pointed out the early ����s as the demarcation line from a
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period of non�systematic to systematic attempts to solve the problem �

In relation to the philosophical aspects of the investigation� our position di�ers con�

siderably from others in current literature� Most of the studies claim that there is in

fact an academic discipline of physical education� Regarding this matter our study

refuted the views that academic discipline could be organised in terms of subject�

matters� realm of things� phenomenological classes and special terminology� Che�ers

and Eval ����	�� for instance� argue for subject�matters�� Ojeme ������ takes the

view of phenomenal classes�� Our position also disagrees with Henry ������ ���	�

and Renson ���	��� They attempt to justify physical education as a cross�disciplinary

�eld of study�� We could not see how this notion di�ers signi�cantly from interdisci�

plinarity� For Renson� the main di�erence is that interdisciplinarity takes only to a

partial integration� As we mentioned in Chapter �� this seems to suggest that cross�

disciplinarity could lead to a complete integration� If this is the case� than we return

to the traditional disciplinarity approach�

Considering the examination of the arguments for the justi�cation of sport scince�

our position con�icts with the expectation of several German scholars�� It was hoped

that after undergoing a period of addition the disciplines that constitute the area

of physical education would achieve a state of integration� However� based on the

arguments presented in this thesis it is possible to say that this trend is not occurring�

In fact� it seems that the growing scienti�c interest in this area is taking it into the

opposite direction� There is an increasing specialisation and a restricted dialogue

among the disciplines that focus in this �eld� What we see are specialised disciplines

with few and some times nothing more in common than the focus on sport� exercise

and outdoor activities� Consequently� the knowledge related to the area is getting

more fragmented� In addition� there is no vestige of the so intensely expected uni�ed

theory that according to some scholars would give identity to the area�

Regarding the views for a �eld of human movement study� our position is supported

by the work of some scholars� Mawdsley ������ and Best ������ have argued that

human movement is among those concepts that generates more discussion� According

to them� this concept assumes several meanings�� Parry ���	�� takes the same path�
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For him� the attempts to justify a �eld of knowledge employing such expression fail

because the imprecision of the term��	 Other scholars� however� have sustained that

human movement is the adequate focus for a �eld of study���

��� The Merits and Weakness of the Approach

There are three main aspects to highlight in relation to the merits of this investigation�

The �rst one was the decision to look at the problem of the academic identity of

physical education through the lenses of di�erent academic specialities� Fundamental

to our decision to adopt such procedure was the belief that the present�day search

for the academic identity of physical education could not be adequately understood

without reference to the socio�cultural and historical context in which it emerged and

developed� It was also fundamental to our decision the conviction that some aspects of

the problem could not be answered by empirical methods� Therefore� the sociological

and historical approaches though necessary would not su�ce� The examination of

the arguments for the justi�cation of physical education as an academic discipline�

for example� would require a di�erent procedure� In order to investigate this type of

question a philosophical approach was required�

This attitude might seem at �rst glance ambitious� However� as we mentioned in the

introductory chapter� our intention was not to construct an all�inclusive explanation

of the topic under consideration� Nor was our intention to e�ect a synthesis of di�erent

approaches� What we have tried to do was to break down some of the barriers posed

by the traditional ways of looking at the issue� These focus either on the historical

and sociological aspects of the problem or on the philosophical ones� The review of

the literature showed that this division was particularly problematic for the topic

under investigation in this thesis� Neither the socio�historical nor the philosophical

approaches alone were able to provide an appropriate way to look at the problem�

In fact� this segmentation seems to obfuscate essential features of the matter instead

of to elucidate them� In this respect� we have tried a di�erent departure bringing

together di�erent approaches in order to understand the problem of the academic
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identity of physical education�

A second merit refers to the amplitude of the study� In general� scholars have focused

on the debates that occurred in particular countries and regions� Few studies go

beyond these limits� When they do� they tend to stay within the boundaries of

North America� Britain and some Central European countries� In this respect� we

attempted to broad the limits of these studies investigating how the debates occurred

in other European countries and in Latin America� as in the case of Brazil� Moreover�

we could not �nd in the literature any study that tried to trace the in�uences that

views developed on one country or region might have had on another� We believe

that the way we approached the problem allowed establishing some connections and

relationships�

Another merit to point out is that the research brings together studies that are

scattered in proceedings of national and international conferences� scienti�c periodic

and books published in various countries� This� we believe� represents a �ne starting�

point for those attempting to investigate this problem further� The study also makes

available to an English�speaking person a review of the main ideas developed by

scholars in other languages� especially those published in Portuguese and Spanish�

The main limitation of this study is that in showing the inadequacies of the attempts

to integrate into a coherent framework the body of knowledge of physical education

and not o�ering a replacement to them� the problem of the academic identity of the

area was left without solution� If such a situation is to be avoided� then an alternative

answer to the increasing fragmentation of the knowledge in the area has to be o�ered�

In the next section� we present some indications on how this can be done�

��� The Current Position

We began this study with the clear purpose of trying to �nd an adequate solution to

the problem of the academic identity of physical education� It was our understand�

ing that the de�ciencies of the traditional views on the matter could be improved�
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We shared with most physical educators the idea that a more integrated theoretical

framework was necessary in order to give an identity to the area� As we mentioned

previously� the knowledge required for the professional and academic activities em�

braced by the area is fragmented in various scienti�c disciplines and taught at di�erent

faculties and departments at the institution of higher education� In this context� to

�nd a solution for such a situation was a sort of professional and academic imposition�

Considering that the examination of the attempts to integrate the area employing the

notions of academic discipline� sport science and �eld of human movement studies

showed unsatisfactory� we arrived at the conclusion that physical education is not�

and could not� be an autonomous branch of knowledge in the same sense we say that

biology� sociology and physics are� Once we have arrived at this conclusion we ask

to ourselves the following question� 
Have we achieved any progress in relation to the

problem of the academic identity of physical education��

We answer this question �rstly referring to the philosophical approach we adopted

within the thesis� It is our contention that philosophical analysis is concerned with

arguments and justi�cation� with reasons for accepting or rejecting a philosophical

position� In these terms� our task in this study was to submit views and arguments

to a critical examination and� if we could not completely solve the problem� at least

we expected to arrive at a well though�out answer� It is clear for us that we have not

solved the problem of the academic identity of physical education� However� there is

no doubt that some progress has been achieved�

An important reason to substantiate this claim is the following� The professional

and academic community of physical education� as any social group� tends to accept

without question a number of beliefs� The idea that physical education is� or could be�

an autonomous branch of knowledge is one of these beliefs� It is our understanding

that the study provided a contribution to the area showing that there are no good

reasons to hold such belief� In these terms� if one accepts the conclusions of this study�

than she�he must either try to give more consistency to the views here examined or

search for a new framework of belief�

In this respect we suggest the second alternative� There are other ways to look at the
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problem that seem to be more productive� Our proposal is moving from theoretical to

practical matters� In our understanding physical education is a practical discipline�

This a�rmation is supported by the studies of some scholars that made a distinction

between theoretical and practical disciplines��� The theoretical disciplines are those

in which the primary purpose is the pursuit of knowledge without any consideration

to practical matters� These disciplines organise their �ndings in systems of theories�

e�g�� physics� chemistry and sociology�

The practical disciplines are those which the primary purpose is on the pursuit of

knowledge oriented to practical matters� They involve the acquisition of skills and

mastering of techniques to perform some particular task� Their main concerned is with

instruction in practical knowledge� These disciplines tend to rely on �ndings of the

theoretical disciplines and use them with applied purposes� For instance� engineering�

medicine and arts belong to this type of discipline� They involve several activities

such as building instruments and machines� making surgeries and teeth�s treatment�

play musical instruments and teach literacy� In these cases� the knowledge about

how to perform is important for a good performance� It seems perfectly possible

to have academic disciplines concerned with developing new knowledge for the best

performance of a speci�c skill� There are in fact ways to perform some tasks better

than others�

Following this line of reasoning we could argue that physical education is a practical

discipline� It is concerned with the acquisition of knowledge with practical purposes�

It also comprises skills and techniques to perform particular tasks� for instance� the

knowledge about the best way to teach some skill in sports and how to measure the

oxygen debt� In this terms� we could try to justify physical education as a practical

discipline� In this approach there is no need for the area to rely upon an autonomous

branch of knowledge� This provides a good starting�point for looking at the problem

of the academic identity of physical education from a di�erent perspective�
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��� Professional Implications

This part is devoted to professional implications of the study� We notice that the

examination of the professional implications was not among the objectives of this

study� though we recognise that the arguments presented here might have e�ects on

them� This would not be completely undesirable since we realise that the problem of

the academic identity of physical education is connected with important matters such

as the organisation of physical education in the school curriculum and the demarcation

of the professional �eld� There is� however� one implication that we want to highlight

here� it refers to the organisation of professional and academic training courses�

Concerning this matter� the study showed that a more disciplined approach to the

problem of physical education is desirable� This area can only be e�ective if it draws

on the disciplines that investigate various theoretical and practical problems emerged

from its practice� A more integrated and systematic inquiry based on several disci�

plines would be of great bene�t not only for physical education but to the disciplines

that deal with its problems� This would enable someone entering the �eld to �nd a

more organised structure of knowledge with some generally accepted problem situa�

tions� procedures and set of theories to base and guide the professional practice� The

professional and academic programs would certainly receive a great improvement if

they were organised in such way�

In conclusion� we hope that this study is of value in itself� though we would appre�

ciate any contribution it could make to the understanding and amelioration of the

professional practice of physical education�
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